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PRESENTATION

core today
founded in 1966, the center for operations research and econometrics (core) is an interdisciplinary research center of the Université catholique 
de louvain. in 2010, core became one of the "poles" of IMMAQ, a Ucl research institute associating researchers from three different research 
entities: core, ires (institut de recherches economiques et sociales) and isba (institute of statistics, biostatistics and actuarial sciences).

core follows three objectives. the first one is the development of scientific research in the fields of economics, econometrics, operations 
research and quantitative and economic geography. the second objective is the training of young researchers at the doctoral and postdoctoral 
stages of their career. the third objective is the promotion of local and international scientific exchanges and collaborations. this report gives 
an overview of the activities developed from summer 2016 to summer 2017. a more dynamic follow-up of the current activities can be found 
in the core newsletter which is published three times a year (https://uclouvain.be/en/research-institutes/immaq/core/newsletter.html), on 
the core website (https://uclouvain.be/en/research-institutes/immaq/core), and on social networks (https://www.facebook.com/core.Ucl, 
https://twitter.com/core_Ucl, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/center_for_operations_research_and_econometrics).
 
core’s activities integrate fundamental and applied research to shed analytical light on a wide range of issues arising from economic policy 
and the management of private and public organizations. these research activities build on a common foundation of quantitative modelling 
and rigorous mathematical reasoning, encompassing many different fields of human activity. the main scientific disciplines to which core re-
searchers actively contribute are: economics and game theory, econometrics, operations research, and quantitative and economic geography.

research in economics and game theory at core is quite diverse and comprises applied and empirical work grounded on robust theoretical 
foundations. While general equilibrium and game theory were dominating themes in the early years of core, current research in economics is 
now mostly directed towards applications of theory to problems in market regulation and the organization of the public sector. in 2016-2017, 
core members pursued active research projects in energy economics, industrial organization, public economics and political economy, environ-
mental economics, welfare economics and social choice theory, as well as general equilibrium and game theory.

Econometrics research at core is concerned with the development of quantitative models and of statistical and computational methods for the 
analysis of economic data. core’s best known early contributions to econometrics were the introduction and development of bayesian methods 
and inference. in 2016-2017, core members worked on financial econometrics, studying volatility models; on the development and analysis of 
high dimensional stochastic models, as well as identification and inference for time series and the analysis of complex data; and on further 
developments of bayesian methods, in particular markov chain monte carlo algorithms and bayesian inference.

Operations research deals with the development and application of analytical methods to help make better decisions. core has long been 
known for its methodological contributions to mathematical programming, in particular convex optimization and integer programming. it has 
expanded its interests and expertise to applications in operations management and to the study of large energy investments, transmission 
systems and energy markets. in 2016-2017, the core or research group worked on interior point methods in optimization, the computation of 
economic equilibria, the study and applications of mixed integer programming and discrete optimization models, the design and development 
of algorithmic procedures and optimization software, as well as applications in energy management and supply chain management.

It is my pleasure to introduce this CORE 2016-2017 annual REsEaRCh REpORt. Research is much more multifa-
ceted nowadays than it used to be, and this makes life at CORE  even more challenging. CORE is a hivE and 
new ideas are emerging through the many activities that are organized. 
Based on last year’s edition, this new report is structured so that everyone can easily find what is needed. 
My warmest thanks to Fabienne Henry who patiently collected all the information and set it to music.
Enjoy your reading!

Isabelle Thomas,  
Research Director   
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Quantitative and economic geography brings a quantitative modelling orientation to the study of the location, distribution and spatial orga-
nization of economic and other human activities. in 2016-2017, Qeg research at core was mainly devoted to measuring and modelling socio- 
economic, transport and urban/peri-urban realities, covering different spatial levels of analysis on such topics as optimal location-allocation 
modeling, spatial statistics, urban modelling, land-use planning policy issues (lUti models), and system of cities. this research addressed me-
thodological challenges brought about by our connected world and resulting enormous data bases, where spatial theories must be informed 
by big data analysis and modelling.

research achievements and recognition
scientific publications are the main output for research work in the directions pursued at core. in 2016–2017, core members have published four 
books and 131 papers in international scientific journals. many research papers are first released, following an internal refereeing process, as 
CORE Discussion papers, to elicit comments and discussion before or during submission to scientific journals. 43 papers contributed to the CORE 
Discussion papers series in 2016-2017 and 93 published papers have been included in the CORE Reprints series. details on these publications, 
as well as on other forms of publications, such as newspaper articles and commissioned reports contributed by core members, are to be found in  
Chapter 2.

core researchers and their work receive international recognition: doctor Honoris Causa to Pierre Pestieau, the Ullman L. Award to isabelle 
thomas and a nomination in a well-known scientific society to claude d’aspremont. two papers, one from Paul belleflamme and  the other 
from Yue Zhang were award-winners in international competitions.  further details on these honors, prizes and awards are also to be found in 
Chapter 2.

training
training of young researchers takes several forms at core and are developped in Chapter 3 of this report. in 2016-2017, core has hosted 
 38 doctoral students and 10 postdoctoral research fellows. these junior researchers develop their research under the supervision of one or 
several permanent core academic members. four doctoral students defended their Ph.d. in this period.

core is a founding member of, and an active participant in, two european doctoral programs: the European Doctorate in Economics Erasmus 
Mundus (edeem), of which 3 students were at core in 2016-2017, and the European Doctoral program in Quantitative Economics (edP), with 2 
students at core in 2016-2017.

core also organized or co-organized four Winter/spring/summer schools on emerging topics, aimed at junior (and not so junior) researchers.
as part of core’s 50th anniversary a debate between students, angus deaton and Jean drèze was organized in october 2016. core was associated 
in four Ph.D. Courses. doctoral students in economics at core also actively participated, together with students from other belgian universities, 
in Doctoral Workshops in december 2016 and June 2017.

the CoRe Brown Bag seminar series, launched in 2014 by junior researchers, provides a forum where junior researchers from core, Ucl and 
occasionally other institutions, present their current work or job market paper to obtain invaluable feedback in an attentive and friendly at-
mosphere. the brown bag seminar series also welcomes research overview and expository presentations given by senior core academics.  

scientific exchanges and collaborations
one of the main features of core since its very foundation has been its focus on developing interuniversity and international scientific ex-
changes. core actively pursues this networking tradition, at both the institutional and individual levels. such scientific exchanges and collabo-
rations, detailed in Chapter 4, take many forms, notably:    

 > the continuing stream of research visitors, including Associate Fellows from (mostly) belgian universities, who work at core on a  
regular, weekly basis, and participate in seminars and other research activities; Research Associates, usually former core members, who 
regularly visit core, typically for a few weeks each year; and short-term visitors, about 30 of them in 2016-2017, who spent from a few 
days to several months at core and presented their work at one of the weekly research seminars, participated in core workshops or 
conferences, and worked on joint research at core.

 > core organized or co-organized international and national scientific meetings. core pursued its 50 days@CORE activities organized 
within the framework of its 50th anniversary. during the second part of 2016 (september-december), 50 days@core activities included 
two campus-wide nobel talks, a campus-wide fields medal talk, a core distinguished lectures series, two research workshops, a debate, 
a Winter school and three Ph.d. courses.

 > following a well-established and successful core tradition, weekly research seminars in the four main core disciplines described 
above, allow core members and visitors to present their work and share ideas. 64 research seminars were held at core in 2016-2017.

 > finally, core members were invited to speak in international and national conferences and to give research presentations at various 
universities and research centers (see Chapter 4).

https://core50.be/index.php/50-days-at-core/
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PeoPle
Permanent academic members form the “heart and soul” of core (see Chapter 5). in addition to conducting their own research and perfor-
ming their other university duties, core academic members lead and supervise junior researchers, collaborate with visitors, coordinate and 
participate in research seminars, and contribute to the organization of scientific meetings. they also play a critical role in securing the financial 
support outlined below. core could not continue to be the lively, stimulating and welcoming research environment it is today without its effi-
cient and friendly administrative staff. these essential members of core create a place where the researchers can focus on their work without 
being hampered by practical issues. they also play an essential role in making core an attractive place for visitors. the contributions of the 
administrative staff are gratefully acknowledged.

funding
scientific activities are supported by core’s participation in a long list of research projects and contracts, detailed in Chapter 6. these projects 
are mainly financed by several belgian public institutions (national fund for scientific research (frs-fnrs), belgian science Policy office (belspo),  
région bruxelloise (innoviris), fédération Wallonie-bruxelles (arc)), the european commission, as well as private and public partners. 

in 2016-2017, core was home to a Research Chair: the Lhoist Berghmans Chair in Environmental Economics and Management. this research 
chair provides financial and other support for junior and senior researchers, as well as for teaching, training and outreach activities.

last, but not least, we gratefully acknowledge the continuing and vital support from the université catholique de louvain.
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Books and Edited Books
 > victoria ateca-amestoy, Victor Ginsburgh, isidoro mazza, John o’hagan and Juan Prieto-rodriguez (eds.). Enhancing Participation in the Arts in 

the EU. Challenges and Methods. berlin, springer, 2017. 

in this book, participation in the arts is analyzed as a substantial contributory factor to european citizenship, and also as a tool for 
improving individual and societal wellbeing through educational and inclusive policies. it offers an up-to-date overview of ongoing re-
search on the measurement and analysis of, and prospects for, traditional and new forms of cultural engagement in europe. it describes 
and assesses available methods and participation in the arts and seeks to determine how and to what extent the various drivers, policies 
and barriers matter. this publication is the final output of the work done by the members of the eU Project “assessing effective tools 
to enhance cultural participation,” which brought together social scientists and cultural practitioners in joint projects, conferences and 
seminars, to reflect on the current situation and the challenges faced by managers of cultural and arts institutions and cultural policy 
makers.

 > Kristof de Witte et Jean Hindriks (eds.). L’école de la réussite. gent, skribis, 2017. 

ce livre propose un regard croisé, objectif et lucide sur notre enseignement francophone et flamand. sa différence réside dans une 
perspective économique de l’enseignement qui repose sur des faits et évaluations chiffrées.
dans un contexte d’hétérogénéité croissante de la population d’élèves, le livre se concentre sur une double mission de l’enseignement : 
l’excellence et l’égalité des chances. il s’appuie sur des comparaisons internationales et des expériences concrètes à l’étranger. ce livre 
révèle quelques surprises comme cette association troublante entre la qualité de l’ascenseur social et les inégalités scolaires, ou encore 
entre la qualité de l’ascenseur social et la réussite scolaire.
le livre propose différentes thématiques fondamentales qui seront analysées sous un angle original. il s’agit de l’égalité des chances, la 
mixité sociale, le décrochage scolaire, l’accès à l’emploi, l’éducation financière et le financement des écoles. Pour chaque thème un re-
gard croisé est proposé entre le système scolaire flamand et francophone, et des propositions concrètes sont offertes en fin de chapitre.

 > Victor Ginsburgh and shlomo Weber (eds.). The Palgrave Handbook of Economics and Language. hampshire, Palgrave macmillan, 2016. 

do the languages people speak influence their economic decisions and social behavior in multilingual societies? this handbook brings 
together scholars from various disciplines to examine the links and tensions between economics and language to find the delicate ba-
lance between monetary benefits and psychological costs of linguistic dynamics. 

 > eyal Winter. Libérez vos émotions. Pourquoi elles sont plus rationnelles que nous le pensons. translated from english by emmanuelle 
ide, under the scientific supervision of Pierre Dehez. louvain-la-neuve: de boeck supérieur, 2017.
 
dans cet ouvrage, eyal Winter se pose une question simple : pourquoi avons-nous des émotions ? si elles conduisent à de mauvaises déci-
sions, pourquoi l’évolution ne les a-t-elle pas rendues depuis longtemps sans importance ? la réponse est que, même si elles peuvent ne 
pas se comporter de manière purement logique, nos émotions nous conduisent souvent à de résultats meilleurs, plus sûrs et plus optimaux.

CORE Reprints
econometrics 

2812.  Luc Bauwens, Manuela Braione and giuseppe storti. a dynamic component model for forecasting high-dimensional realized covariance 
matrices. Econometrics and Statistics, 1, 40-61, 2017. 

2836.  Luc Bauwens, Jean-françois carpentier and arnaud dufays. autoregressive moving average infinite hidden markov-switching models. 
Journal of Business & Economic Statistics, 35(2), 162-182, 2017. 

2853.  Manuela Braione. a time-varying long run heavY model. Statistics and Probability Letters, 119, 36-44, 2016.
2865.  Jörg breitung and Christian Hafner. a simple model for now-casting volatilities series. International Journal of Forecasting, 32, 1247-1255, 2016.

RESEARch AchIEvEmENTS 
ANd REcOgNITION
Publications
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2866.  Christian Hafner, sébastien laurent and francesco violante. Weak diffusion limits of dynamic conditional correlation models. Econo-
metric Theory, 33, 691-716, 2017.

2881.  Christian Hafner and oliver linton. an almost closed form estimator for the egarch model. Econometric Theory, 33, 1013-1038, 2017.
2882.  Christian Hafner and alexandre lauwers. an augmented taylor rule for the federal reserve’s response to asset prices. International 

Journal of Computational Economics and Econometrics, 7, 115-151, 2017.
2898.  mélanie birke, sébastien Van Bellegem and ingrid van Keilegom. semi-parametric estimation in a single-index model with endogenous 

variables. Scandinavian Journal of Statistics, 44, 168-191, 2017.

energy economics

2818.  Per Agrell and Peter bogetoft. endogenous common weights as a collusive instrument in frontier-based regulation. in J. aparicio et al. 
(eds.), Advances in Efficiency and Productivity, international series in operations research and management science 249, 181-194, 2016.

2827.  Per Agrell and humberto bréa-solis. capturing heterogeneity in electricity distribution operations: a critical review of latent class mod-
elling. Energy Policy, 104, 361-372, 2017.

2849.  gauthier de maere d’aertrycke, andreas ehrenmann and Yves smeers. investment with incomplete markets for risk: the need for long-
term contracts. Energy Policy, 105, 571-583, 2017.

2877.  Ignacio Aravena, Anthony Papavasiliou and alex Papalexopoulos. a distributed computing architecture for the large-scale integration of 
renewable energy and distributed resources in smart grids. chapter 3 in Wei-Jyi hwang (ed.), Recent Progress in Parallel and Distributed 
Computing. Rijeka: intech, 21-43, 2017.

2878.  Yuting Mou, Anthony Papavasiliou and Philippe Chevalier. application of priority service pricing for mobilizing residential demand re-
sponse in belgium. in 2017 14th International Conference on the European Energy Market (EEM), June 2017, dresden, germany.

2883.  Jinil Han and Anthony Papavasiliou. the impacts of transmission topology control on the european electricity network. IEEE Transactions 
on Power Systems, 31(1), 495-507, 2016.

2900.  Anthony Papavasiliou and Yves smeers. remuneration of flexibility using operating reserve demand curves: a case study of belgium. The 
Energy Journal, 38(6), 105-135, 2017.

environment economics

2870.  thierry Bréchet, Yann ménière and Pierre Picard. the clean development mechanism in a world carbon market. Canadian Journal of 
Economics/Revue Canadienne d’économique, 49(4), 1569-1598, 2016.

Finance

2843.  Cheikh Mbaye, gilles Pagès and Frédéric Vrins. an antithetic approach of multilevel ricardson-romberg extrapolation estimator for mul-
tidimensional sdes. in i. dimov, i. farago and l. vulkov (eds.), Numerical Analysis and its Publications, lncs 10187, 482-491, 2017.

Game theory

2833.  gilles grandjean, marco mantovani, Ana Mauleon and Vincent Vannetelbosch. communication structure and coalition-proofness:  
experimental evidence. European Economic Review, 94, 90-102, 2017.

2840.  gilles grandjean, Ana Mauleon and Vincent Vannetelbosch. strongly rational sets for normal-form games. Economic Theory Bulletin, 5, 
35-46, 2017.

2861.  Jean-Jacques Herings, Ana Mauleon and Vincent Vannetelbosch. stable sets in matching problems with coalitional sovereignty path 
dominance. Journal of Mathematical Economics, 71, 14-19, 2017.

2902.  Pierre Dehez. on harsanyi dividends and asymmetric values. International Game Theory Review, 19(3), 2017.

Growth and Development

2871.  David de la Croix and Paula e. gobbi. Population density, fertility, and demographic convergence in developing countries. Journal of De-
velopment Economics, 127, 13-24, 2017. 

2885.  Paul castañeda dower, Victor Ginsburgh and shlomo Weber. colonial legacy, polarization and linguistic disenfranchisement: the case of 
sri lankan war. Journal of Development Economics, 127, 440-448, 2017.

Industrial organization

2810.  Paul Belleflamme and Wouter Vergote. monopoly price discrimination and privacy: the hidden cost of hiding. Economics Letters, 149, 
141-144, 2016.

2811.  Paul Belleflamme and eric toulemonde.  Who benefits from increased competition among sellers on b2c platforms? Research in Eco-
nomics, 70, 741-751, 2016.

2819.  Paul Belleflamme. the economics of digital goods: a progress report.  Review of Economic Research on Copyright Issues, 13(2), 1-24, 2016.
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2842.  sébastien broos and Axel Gautier. the exclusion of competing one-way essential complements: implications for net neutrality. Interna-
tional Journal of Industrial Organization, 52, 358-392, 2017.

2847.  Jean J. Gabszewicz, marco marini and ornella tarola. core existence in vertically differentiated markets. Economics Letters, 149, 28-32, 2016.
2850.  Jean J. Gabszewicz, marco marini and ornella tarola. vertical differentiation and collusion: Pruning or proliferation? Research in Econo-

mics, 71, 129-139, 2017.
2863.  Per Agrell and Axel Gautier. a theory of soft capture. Scandinavian Journal of Economics, 119(3), 571-596, 2017.
2872.  sébastien broos, Axel Gautier, Jorge marcos ramos and nicolas Petit. analyse statistique des affaires d’ententes dans l’Ue (2004-2014).

Revue Economique, 67, 79-94, 2016.
2874.  Juan mañez, rafael moner colonques, Jose sempere-Monerris and amparo Urbano. brand price differentials in retail distribution:  

Product quality and service quality. Applied Economics, 48(59), 5749-5760, 2016.
2899.  Dimitri Paolini, Pasquale Pistone, giuseppe Pulina and martin Zagler. tax treaties with developing countries and the allocation of taxing 

rights. European Journal of Law and Economics, 42(3), 383-404, 2016.

Macroeconomic Policies

2901.  masashige hamano and Pierre Picard. extensive and intensive margins and exchange rate regimes. Canadian Journal of Economics/Revue 
Canadienne d’Economique, 50(3), 804-837, 2017.

2903.  Julio Davila. output externalities on total factor productivity. Macroeconomic Dynamics, 12(6), 1389-1452, 2017.

Microeconomic theory

2814.   Jacques Drèze. existence and multiplicity of temporary equilibria under nominal price rigidities. Economic Theory, 82(1), 279-298, 2016. 
2815.  Jacques Drèze. When borch’s theorem does not apply: some key implications of market completeness, with policy relevance today.   

Scandinavian Journal of Economics, 118(4), 755-784, 2016.
2825.  gilles grandjean, daniela tellone and Wouter Vergote. endogenous network formation in a tullock context. Mathematical Social 

Sciences, 85, 1-10, 2017.
2828.  Jens leth hougaard, Juan Moreno-ternero, mich tvede and lars Peter Østerdal. sharing the proceeds from a hierarchical venture.   

Games and Economic Behavior, 102, 98-110, 2017.
2852.  Dunia Lopez-Pintado.  influence networks and public goods. SERIEs: Journal of the Spanish Economic Association, 8, 97-112, 2017.
2873.  rené van den brink and Juan Moreno-ternero.  the reverse tal-family of rules for bankruptcy problems.  Annals of Operations Research, 

254, 449-465, 2017.

network and systems

2886.  michael schaub, neave o’clery, Yazan billet, Jean-Charles Delvenne, renaud lambiotte and mauricio barahona. graph partitions and 
cluster synchronization in networks of oscillators. Chaos, 26:094821, 2016.

2887.  herbert mangesius, Jean-Charles Delvenne and sanjoy mitter. gradient and passive circuit structure in a class of non-linear dynamics 
on a graph. Systems & Control Letters, 96, 30-36, 2016.

2888.  michael schaub, maguy trefois, Paul van dooren and Jean-Charles Delvenne. sparse matrix factorizations for last linear solvers with 
application to laplacian systems. SIAM Journal on Matrix Analysis and Applications, 38(2), 505-529, 2017.

2889.  Jean-Charles Delvenne and henrik sandberg. dissipative open systems theory as a foundation for the thermodynamics of linear systems.  
Phylosophical Transactions A, 375:20160218, 2017.

2890.  michael schaub, Jean-Charles Delvenne, martin rosvall and renaud lambiotte. the many facets of community detection in complex 
networks. Applied Network Science, 2:4, 2017.

optimization Methods and operations Research

2813.  adrien taylor, Julien hendrickx and François Glineur. smooth strongly convex interpolation and exact worst-case performance of 
first-order methods. Mathematical Programming Series A, 161, 307-345, 2017.

2830.  nicolas gillis, François Glineur and arnaud vandaele. on the linear extension complexity of regular n-gons. Linear Algebra and its  
Applications, 521, 217-239, 2017.

2831.  michal Kokvara, Yurii nesterov and Yu xia. a subgradient method for free material design. SIAM Journal on Optimization, 29(4), 2314-2354, 
2016.

2832.  Yurii nesterov and Vladimir shikhman. distributed price adjustment based on convex analysis. Journal of Optimization Theory and  
Applications, 172, 594-622, 2017.

2835.  Laurence Wolsey. erratum: a tight formulation for uncapacitated lot-sizing with stock upper bounds. Mathematical Programming  
Series A, 161, 603-609, 2017.

2844.  ion necoara, Yurii nesterov and François Glineur. random block coordinate descent methods for linearly constrained optimization over 
networks. Journal of Optimization Theory and Applications, 173, 227-254, 2017.

2845.  Yurii nesterov and sebastian stich. efficiency of the accelerated coordinate descent method on structured optimization problems. SIAM 
Journal on Optimization, 27(1), 110-123, 2017.
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2846.  geovani grapiglia and Yurii nesterov. regularized newton methods for minimizing functions with hölder continuous hessians. SIAM 
Journal on Optimization, 27(1), 478-506, 2017.

2848.  gustavo angulo and Mathieu Van Vyve. fixed-charge transportation problems on trees. Operations Research Letters, 45(3), 275-281, 2017.
2851.  Yurii nesterov and vladimir spokoiny. random gradient-free minimization of convex functions. Foundations of Computational Mathema-

tics, 17, 527-566, 2017.
2875.  adrien taylor, Julien hendrickx and François Glineur. exact worst-case performance of first-order methods for composite convex opti-

mization. SIAM Journal on Optimization, 27(3), 1283-1313, 2017.
2876.  maurice Queyranne and Laurence Wolsey. tight miP formulations for bounded up/down times and interval-dependent start-ups. Mathe-

matical Programming Series A, 164, 129-155, 2017.
2879.  Adel Hatami-Marbini, Per Agrell, hirofumi fukuyama, Kobra gholami and Pegah Khoshnevis. the role of multiplier bounds in fuzzy data 

envelopment analysis. Annals of Operations Research, 250, 249-276, 2017.
2894.  Yurii nesterov and Vladimir shikhman. algorithmic principle of least revenue for finding market equilibria. in b. goldengorin (ed.),   

Optimization and its Applications in Control and Data Sciences. springer optimization and its applications 115, 381-435, 2016.
2895.  Abdelrahaman Aly and Mathieu Van Vyve. Practically efficient secure single-commodity multi-market auctions. in J. grossklags and  

b. Preneel (eds.),  Financial Criptography and Data Security. 20th international conference, fc 2016, christ church, barbados, february 22-
26, 2016, revised selected Papers. berlin: springer, 110-129, 2017.

2896.  Fahimeh shamsaei and Mathieu Van Vyve. solving integrated production and condition-based maintenance planning problems by miP 
modeling. Flexible Services and Manufacturing Journal, 29, 184-202, 2017.

Public and Welfare economics

2816.  Jacques Drèze, Pierre Pestieau and erik schokkaert. arrow’s theorem of the deductible and long-term care insurance. Economics Letters, 
148, 103-105, 2016.

2821.  Philippe de donder and Pierre Pestieau. Private, social, and self-insurance for long-term care in the presence of family help. Journal of 
Public Economic Theory, 19(1), 18-37, 2017. 

2823.  François Maniquet. de chacun selon ses capacités à chacun selon ses besoins, ou (même) plus s’il le souhaite. Revue Economique, 68(1), 
119-129, 2017.

2829.  christopher chambers and Juan Moreno-ternero. taxation and poverty. Social Choice and Welfare, 48(1), 153-175, 2017.
2838.  Kristof bosmans, Koen Decancq and erwin ooghe. What do normative indices of multidimensional inequality really measure? Journal of 

Public Economics, 130, 94-104, 2015.
2839.  Koen Decancq, marc fleurbaey and erik schokkaert. Wellbeing inequality and preference heterogeneity. Economica, 84, 210-238, 2017.
2860.  thomas demuynck, bram de rock and Victor Ginsburgh. the transfer paradox in welfare space. Journal of Mathematical Economics, 62, 

1-4, 2016.
2864.  helmuth cremer, Jean-marie lozachmeur and Pierre Pestieau. the design of long term care insurance contracts. Journal of Health  

Economics, 50, 330-339, 2016. 
2867.  François Maniquet. opportunities, welfare, and social justice: a review of fishkin’s bottlenecks. Journal of Economic Literature, 55(2), 580-

591, 2017.
2868.  xavier ramos and Dirk Van de Gaer. approaches to inequalilty opportunity: Principles, measures and evidence. Journal of Economic  

Surveys, 30(5), 855-883, 2016. 
2891.  erik schokkaert. Putting inequality in context. Journal of Human Development and Capabilities, 17(3), 429-433, 2016.
2893.  Marion Collewet, andries de grip and Jaap de Koning. conspicuous work: Peer working time, labour supply, and happiness. Journal of 

Behavioral and Experimental Economics, 68, 79-90, 2017.
2897.  moïra mikolajczak and sébastien Van Bellegem. increasing emotional intelligence to decrease healthcare expenditures: how profitable 

would it be? Personality and Individual Differences, 116, 343-347, 2017.

Quantitative and economic Geography

2817.  Pierre Picard and tim Worrall. is a policy of free movement of workers sustainable? Scandinavian Journal of Economics, 118(4), 718-754, 2016.
2824.  Jonathan Jones, Dominique Peeters and Isabelle thomas. scale effect in a lUti model of brussels: challenges for policy evaluation.  

European Journal of Transport and Infrastructure Research, 17(1), 103-131, 2017.
2826.  Jonathan Jones, christophe cloquet, Arnaud Adam, Adeline Decuyper and Isabelle thomas. belgium through the lens of rail travel re-

quests: does geography still matter? Geo Information, 5(11), 216, 2016.
2837.  geoffrey caruso, mohamed hilal and Isabelle thomas. measuring urban forms from inter-building distances: combining mst graphs with 

a local index of spatial association. Landscape and Urban Planning, 163, 80-89, 2017.
2841.  cyrille médard de chardon, geoffrey caruso and Isabelle thomas. bicycle sharing system ‘success’ determinants. Transportation  

Research Part A, 100, 202-214, 2017.
2857.  grégory vandenbulcke, luc int Panis and Isabelle thomas. on the location of reported and unreported cycling accidents: a spatial 

network analysis for brussels. Cybergeo: European Journal of Geography, document 818, 2017.
2869.  mirjam schindler, geoffrey caruso and Pierre Picard. equilibrium and first-best city with endogenous exposure to local air pollution 

from traffic. Regional Science and Urban Economics, 62, 12-23, 2017.
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2884.  carl caigné, stéphane riou and Jacques-François thisse. how to make the metropolitan area work? neither big government, nor  
laissez-faire. Journal of Public Economics, 134, 100-113, 2016.

2892.  thierry mayer, Florian Mayneris and loriane Py. the impact of urban enterprise zones on establishment location decisions and labor 
market outcomes: evidence from france. Journal of Economic Geography, 17, 709-752, 2017.

supply Chain Management

2820.  xavier brusset and Per Agrell. intrinsic impediments to category captainship collaboration. Journal of Industrial and Management  
Optimization, 13(1), 113-133, 2017.

2834.  Per Agrell and Peter bogetoft. decentralization policies for supply chain investments under asymmetric information. Managerial and 
Decision Economics, 38, 394-408, 2017.

2862.  Manuel Herrera, Per Agrell, casiano manrique-de-lara-Penate and lourdes trujillo. vessel capacity restrictions in the fleet deploy-
ment problem: an application to the Panama canal. Annals of Operations Research, 253(2), 845-869, 2017.

2880.  Adel Hatami-Marbini, Per Agrell, madjid tavana and Pegah Khoshnevis. a flexible cross-efficiency fuzzy data envelopment analysis  
model for sustainable sourcing. Journal of Cleaner Production, 142, 2761-2779, 2017.

others

2822.  François Maniquet. les contributions de marc fleurbaey à l’économie et à la philosophie. Revue Économique, 68(1), 5-12, 2017.
2854.  Victor Ginsburgh, Juan Moreno-ternero and shlomo Weber. ranking languages in the european Union: before and after brexit.  

European Economic Review, 93, 139-151, 2017.
2855.  Victor Ginsburgh and shlomo Weber. linguistic distances and ethnolinguistic fractionalization and disenfranchisement indices. chapter 5 

in v. ginsburgh and s. Weber (eds.), The Palgrave Handbook of Economics and Language. hampshire: Palgrave macmillan, 137-173, 2016.
2856.  naill bond and Victor Ginsburgh. language and emotion. chapter 8 in v. ginsburgh and s. Weber(eds.), The Palgrave Handbook of Eco-

nomics and Language. hampshire: Palgrave macmillan, 231-260, 2016.
2858.  Victor Ginsburgh, Jacques melitz and farid toubal. foreign language learning and trade. Review of International Economics, 25(2),  

320-361, 2017.
2859.  axel cleeremans, Victor Ginsburgh, olivier Klein and abdul noury. What’s in a name? the effect of an artist’s name on aesthetic judg-

ments. Empirical Studies of the Arts, 34(1), 126-139, 2016.

Other Published Papers
econometrics

 > abdelaati daouia, Léopold simar and Paul Wilson.  measuring firm performance using nonparametric quantile-type distances. Econo-
metric Reviews, 36(1-3), 156-181, 2017.

 > daniel henderson, Léopold simar and le Wang. the three Is of public schools: irrelevant inputs, insufficient resources and inefficiency. 
Applied Economics, 49(12), 1164-1184, 2017.

 > alois Kneip, Léopold simar and Paul Wilson. testing hypothesis in nonparametric models of production. Journal of Business & Economic 
Statistics, 34(3), 435-456, 2016.

 > degui li, Léopold simar and valentin Zelenyuk. generalized nonparametric smoothing with mixed discrete and continuous data. Com-
putational Statistics & Data Analysis, 100, 424-444, 2016.

 > nicolas nalpas, Léopold simar and anne vanhems. Portfolio selection in a multi-moment setting: a simple monte-carlo-fhd algorithm. 
European Journal of Operational Research, 263(1), 308-320, 2017.

 > byeong Park, Léopold simar and valentin Zelenyuk. nonparametric estimation of dynamic discrete choice models for time series data. 
Computational Statistics & Data Analysis, 108, 97-120, 2017.

 > Léopold simar, ingrid van Keilegom and valentin Zelenyuk. nonparametric least squares methods for stochastic frontier models. Journal 
of Productivity Analysis, 47, 189-204, 2017.

energy economics

 > Gilles Bertrand and Anthony Papavasiliou. optimal dispatch of wind farms facing market prices. 2017 14th International Conference on 
the European Energy Market. new York: ieee, 2017. 

Finance

 > Christian Hafner and fabian Walders. heterogeneous liquidity effects in corporate bond spreads. The Journal of Fixed Income, 26(4), 73-91, 2017. 
 > Cheikh Mbaye and Frédéric Vrins. an antithetic approach of multilevel richardson-romberg extrapolation for multidimensional sdes.  

in  i. dimov, i. farago and l. vulkov (eds.), Numerical Analysis and its Applications. 6th international conference (naa 2016), lncs 10187, 
berlin: springer, 482-491, 2017.
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Game theory

 > Ana Mauleon and Vincent Vannetelbosch. network formation games.  in Y. bramoullé, a. galeotti and b. rogers (eds.), The Oxford 
Handbook of the Economics of Networks. oxford: oxford University Press, 167-190, 2016.

Growth and Development

 > David de la Croix. did longer lives buy economic growth? from malthus to lucas and ben-Porath. in m. cervellati and U. sunde (eds.), 
Demographic Change and Long-Run Development. cambridge: mit Press, 1-21, 2017.

 > David de la Croix. the relevance of quantitative economic theory for historical demography. in K. matthijs, s. hin, J. Kok, h. matsuo (eds.), 
The Future of Historical Demography : Upside Down and Inside Out. leuven: acco Uitgeverij, 91-95, 2016.

Industrial organization

 > Paul Belleflamme. les plateformes de l’économie collaborative : fonctionnement et enjeux. in a. decrop (ed.), La Consommation Colla-
borative. louvain-la-neuve: de boeck supérieur, 221-242, 2017.

 > Pierre coppée, Axel Gautier and mélanie lefèvre. Promoting competition at the digital age with an application to belgium. in m. crew and 
t.  brennan (eds.), The Future of the Postal Sector in a Digital World. berlin: springer, 137-151, 2016.

 > Axel Gautier et inam salem. la sncb : prête pour la libéralisation totale du rail ? Regards Économiques, n° 128, décembre 2016.
 > rafael moner-colonques and Jose sempere-Monerris. r&d competition, cooperation and microeconomic policies. chapter 10 in  

b. christiansen and m. erdoğdu hershey (eds.), The Handbook of Research on Cooperative Economic Perspectives on Europe and the 
MENA Region. hershey: igi global, 195-218, 2016.

Microeconomic theory

 > efthymios athanasiou, Juan Moreno-ternero and shlomo Weber. language learning and communicative benefits. chapter 7 in  
v. ginsburgh and s. Weber (eds.), The Palgrave Handbook of Economics and Language. hampshire: Palgrave macmillan, 212-230, 2016.

 > Fred schroyen and nicolas treich. the power of money: Wealth effects in contests. Games and Economic Behavior, 100, 46-68, 2016.

optimization Methods and operations Research 

 > balázs gerencsér, romain hollanders, Jean-Charles Delvenne and raphaël m. Jungers. a complexity analysis of policy iteration through 
combinatorial matrices arising from unique sink orientations. Journal of Discrete Algorithms, 44, 21-38, 2017.

 >  vinasetan ratheil houndji, Pierre schaus, mahouton norbert hounkonnou and Laurence Wolsey. the weighted arborescence constraint. 
in d. salvagnin and m. lombardi (eds.), Integration of AI and OR Techniques in Constraint Programming. 14th international conference, 
cPaior 2017, Padua, italy June 5-8, 2017, Proceedings. berlin: springer, 185-201, 2017.

Public economics and Welfare

 > Koen Decancq. measuring multidimensional inequality in the oecd member countries with a distribution-sensitive better life index.  
Social Indicators Research, 131(3), 1057-1086, 2017.

 > Koen Decancq and dirk neumann. does the choice of well-being measure matter empirically? in m. adler and m. fleurbaey (eds.), The 
Handbook of Well-being and Public Policy. oxford: oxford University Press, 2016.

 > Pierre devolder, Jean Hindriks, erik schokkaert et frank vandenbroucke. réforme des pensions légales : le système de pensions à 
points. Regards Economiques, n° 130, 2017.

 > François Maniquet.  social ordering functions. in m. adler and m. fleurbaey (eds.), The Handbook of Well-being and Public Policy. oxford: 
oxford University Press, 227-245, 2016.

 > François Maniquet et Dirk neumann. l’allocation universelle : quelques éléments pour y voir plus clair. Regards Economiques, n° 126, 2017.
 > Dirk Van de gaer. equality of opportunity. in f. m. moghaddam (ed.), The SAGE Encyclopedia of Political Behavior. london: sage Publications, 2017.

supply Chain Management

 > Per Agrell, Manuel Herrera, casiano manrique and lourdes trujillo. incorporating the cost of time to a liner ship fleet deployment 
model: application to the far east - Usa/europe trade flows. in l. ojola, J. töyli, t. solakivi, h. lorentz, s. laari and n. lehtinen (eds.), 
NOFOMA 2016 - Proceedings of the 28th Annual Nordic Logistics Research Network Conference, 671-673, 2016.

 > Bart Jourquin. calibration and validation of strategic freight transportation planning models with limited information. Journal of Trans-
portation Technologies, 6, 239-256, 2016.

 > matias schuster Puga and Jean-sébastien tancrez. a heuristic algorithm for solving large location-inventory problems with demand 
uncertainty. European Journal of Operational Research, 259(2), 413-423, 2017.

 > ralf W. seifert, Jean-sébastien  tancrez and işık biçer. dynamic product portfolio management with life cycle considerations. Interna-
tional Journal of Production Economics, 171(1), 71-83, 2016.
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others

 > olivier gergaud and Victor Ginsburgh. measuring the economic effects of cultural events with special emphasis on music festivals. 
in  v. a. amestoy, V. Ginsburgh, i. mazza, J. o’hagan and J. Prieto-rodriguez (eds.), Enhancing Participation in the Arts in the EU. Challenges and 
Methods. berlin: springer, 337-353, 2017.

 > olivier gergaud, Victor Ginsburgh et Yann nicolas. google trends : un outil pour l’évaluation économique d’événements culturels. in   
Y. nicolas et o. gergaud (eds.), Evaluer les Politiques Publiques de la Culture. Paris : ministère de la culture et de la communication, 17-
44, 2016.

 > Victor Ginsburgh. contingent valuation, willingness to pay, and willingness to accept. in b. frey and d. iselin (eds.), Economic Ideas You 
Should Forget. berlin: springer, 65-66, 2017.

 > Victor Ginsburgh. Judging art and wine. in i. rizzo and r. towse (eds.), The Artful Economics. A New Look at Cultural Economics. berlin: 
springer, 245-265, 2016.

 > Victor Ginsburgh and shlomo Weber. linguistic diversity, standardization and disenfranchisement measurement and consequences. in 
m. gazzola and b.-a. Wickström (eds.), The Economics of Language Policy. cambridge (ma): mit Press, 2016.

 > Victor Ginsburgh. les distances linguistiques et leurs effets sur les comportements économiques. in c. carrère (ed.), L’Impact  
Économique des Langues. Paris: economica, 2016.

CORE Discussion Papers
econometrics 

2016/41 Luc Bauwens,  Manuela Braione and giuseppe storti. multiplicative conditional correlation models for realized covariance matrices.
2016/42 maciej augustyniak, Luc Bauwens and arnaud dufays. a new approach to volatility modeling: the high-dimensional markov model.
2016/44 Christian Hafner, oliver linton and haihan tang. estimation of a multiplicative covariance structure in the large dimensional case.
2016/50 Philippe Deschamps. bayesian semiparametric forecasts of real interest rate data.
2016/53 nicolas debarsy, Cyrille Dossougoin, cem ertur and Jean-Yves gnabo. measuring sovereign risk spillovers and assessing the role of 

transmission channels: a spatial econometrics apporach.
2017/15 Arie Preminger and giuseppe storti. least squares estimation for garch (1,1) model with heavy tailed errors.

energy economics

2016/38 Ignacio Aravena and Anthony Papavasiliou. an asynchronous distributed algorithm for solving stochastic unit commitment.

environmental economics

2017/10 valeria forlin and eva-Maria scholz. leveraging consumers’ recycling in a circular economy.

Game theory

2016/49 haris aziz, Jens leth hougaard, Juan Moreno-ternero and lars Peter Østeral. computational aspects of assigning agents to a line.
2016/51 mikhail iskakov, alexey iskakov and Claude d’Aspremont. games for cautious players: the equilibrium in secure strategies.
2017/14 Jean Jacques Herings,  Ana Mauleon and Vincent Vannetelbosch. matching with myopic farsighted players.
2017/22 Ana Mauleon, nils roehl and Vincent Vannetelbosch. constitutions and groups.

Industrial organization

2016/47 Robert somogyi. the economics of zero-rating and net neutrality.
2017/04 eva-Maria scholz. how to license a downstream technology when upstream firms are capacity constrained?
2017/05 eva-Maria scholz. corporate social responsibility and supplier development.
2017/07 elias carroni and Dimitri Paolini. content acquisition by streaming platforms: Premium vs freemium.
2017/18 Axel Gautier, Julien Jacqmin and Jean-christophe Poudou. the prosumers and the grid.

Macroeconomic Policies

2016/45 Julio Davila. on the effects of private capital falling into the public domain.
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Microeconomic theory 

2016/39 François Maniquet. de chacun selon ses capacités à chacun selon ses besoins, ou (même) plus, s’il le souhaite.
2017/09 andrea attar and Claude d’Aspremont. trading under asymmetric information: Positive and normative implications.
2017/11 saptarshi mukherjee, nozomu muto and eve Ramaekers. implementation in undominated strategies with partially honest agents.
2017/17 Claude d’Aspremont and rodlophe dos santos ferreira. enlarging the collective model of household behaviour: a revealed prefe-

rence analysis.

optimization Methods and operations Research

2016/37 Jonas teusch. merger incentives under yardstick competition: a theoretical model.
2016/43 mehdi madani and Mathieu Van Vyve. revisiting minimum profit conditions in uniform price day-ahead electricity auctions.
2016/52 adrien taylor, Julien hendrickx and François Glineur. exact worst-case performance of first-order methods for composite convex 

optimization.
2017/13 Yurii nesterov and vladimir shikhman. dual subgradient method with averaging for optimal resource allocation.
2017/21  Laurence Wolsey and hande Yaman. convex hull results for the warehouse problem. 

Probability

2016/46 damiano brigo, monique Jeanblanc and Frédéric Vrins.  sdes with uniform distributions: Peacocks, conic martingales and mean re-
verting uniform diffusions. 

Public and Welfare economics

2016/35 Kristof bosmans, Koen Decancq and erwin ooghe. Who’s afraid of aggregating money metrics?
2016/36 Koen Decancq, erik schokkaert and blanca Zuluaga. implementing the capability approach with respect for individual valuations:  

an illustration with colombian data.
2016/40 marc fleurbaey and François Maniquet. fairness and well-being measurement.
2016/48 Jean Hindriks et mattéo godin. equité et efficacité des systèmes scolaires : une comparaison internationale basée sur la mobilité  
 sociale à l’école.
2016/49 Jean Hindriks et mattéo godin. equité et efficacité des écoles : une comparaison internationale basée sur la mobilité sociale à l’école.
2017/03 Marie-Louise Leroux and grégory Ponthière. Working time regulation, unequal lifetimes and fairness.
2017/06 erik schokkaert, Pierre devolder, Jean Hindriks and frank vandenbroucke. towards an equitable and sustainable points system. a  
 proposal for pension reform in belgium.
2017/08 Benoit Decerf, Karel van den bosch and tim goedemé. a new measure of income poverty for europe.
2017/12 marc fleurbaey and François Maniquet. optimal income taxation theory and principles of fairness.
2017/16 mathieu lefèbvre, Pierre Pestieau and grégory Ponthière. Premature mortality and poverty measurement in an olg economy.
2017/19 Andreu Arenas and Jean Hindriks. intergenerational mobility, school inequality and social segregation.
2017/20 Risa Pavia. tax evasion by domestic and foreign-owned Portuguese firms: a bunching analysis.

Quantitative and economic Geography

2016/34 Jonathan Jones, Dominique Peeters and Isabelle thomas. scale effect in a lUti model of brussels: challenges for policy evaluation.
2017/02 mélanie lefèvre and Joe tharakan. an intermediary’s optimal geographical expansion choice under uncertainty.

supply Chain Management

2017/01 matias schuster, stefan minner and Jean-sébastien tancrez. two-stage supply chain design with safety stock placement decisions.

Other Discussion Papers and Manuscripts
econometrics

 > betty daniel, Christian Hafner, hans manner and Léopold simar. asymmetries in business cycles and the role of oil prices. isba discus-
sion Paper 2017/10, Uclouvain, 2017. 

 > Zhengyuan Gao. Uncertainty in economic growth and inequality. available at https://arxiv:1705.07234v1, 2017.
 > christian haedo and Michel Mouchart. automatic biclustering of regions and sectors. isba discussion Paper 2016/42, Uclouvain, 2016.
 > Christian Hafner and fabian Walders. heterogeneous liquidity effects in corporate bond spreads. isba discussion Paper 2016/50,  

Uclouvain, 2016.
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Finance

 > damiano brigo and Frédéric Vrins. disentangling wrong-way risk: Pricing cva via change of measures and drift adjustment. available 
at http://arxiv:1611.02877v1, 2016.

 > hans dewachter, Leonardo Iania and Jean-Charles Wijnandts. the response of euro area sovereign spreads to the ecb unconventio-
nal monetary policies. nbb Working Paper 309, national bank of belgium, bruxelles, belgium, 2016.

 > nathan Lassance and Frédéric Vrins. optimal rényi entropy portfolio. available at http:dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2968660, 2017.
 > Mikael Petitjean and Frédéric Vrins. regard croisé sur les jeux de hasard et les produits structurés. lsm Working Paper 2016/18,  

Uclouvain, 2017.
 > Frédéric Vrins. Wrong-way risk models: a comparison of analytical exposures. available at https://arxiv.org/format/1605.05100v1, 2016.

Growth and Development

 > David de la Croix, eric schneider and Jacob Weisdorf. "decessit sine prole" - childlessness, celibacy, and survival of the richest in 
pre-industrial england. ires discussion Paper 2017-1, Uclouvain, 2017.  

 > Florian Mayneris, sandra Poncet and tao Zhang. improving or disappearing: firm-level adjustments to minimum wages in china. ires 
discussion Paper 2016-27, Uclouvain, 2016.

Microeconomic theory

 > haris aziz, Jens leth hougaard, Juan Moreno-ternero and lars Peter Østerdal. computational aspects of assigning agents to a line.  
forthcoming in Mathematical Social Sciences.

 > sinem Bas, Philippe bich and alain chateauneuf. multidimensional inequalities and generalized quantile functions.  available at 
https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-01313118, 2016.

 > biung-ghi Ju and Juan Moreno-ternero.  fair allocation of disputed properties. forthcoming in International Economic Review.

Probability

 > christophe Profeta and Frédéric Vrins. Piecewise constant martingales and lazy clocks.  available at https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/
hal-01537241, 2017. 

Public and Welfare economics

 > Koen Decancq, marc fleurbaey and erik schokkaert. Well-being inequality and preference heterogeneity. ces Working Paper 16.10,  
KU leuven, 2016.

 > Koen Decancq and alexander michiels. measuring successful aging with respect for what matters to older persons. csb Working Paper 
16/04, Universiteit antwerpen, 2016.

 > Koen Decancq, erik schokkaert and blanca Zuluaga. implementing the capability approach with respect for individual valuations:  
an illustration with columbian data. ces discussion Paper 16.09, KU leuven, 2016.

 > biung-ghi Ju and Juan Moreno-ternero. entitlement theory of justice and end-state fairness in the allocation of goods. forthcoming in 
Economics and Philosophy.

 > Juan Moreno-ternero.  a normative foundation for equity-sensitive health evaluation: the role of relative comparisons of health gains. 
forthcoming in Journal of Public Economic Theory.

 > Juan Moreno-ternero.  a talmudic approach to bankruptcy problems. forthcoming in d. mueller and r. trost (eds.), Game Theory in 
Management Accounting. springer.

 > erik schokkaert, Pierre devolder, Jean Hindriks and frank vandenbroucke. naar een nieuw sociaal contract - het pensioen of punten. 
leuvense economische standpunten 2017/162, KU leuven, belgium, 2017.

others 

 > Juan Moreno ternero, Victor Ginsburgh and israël Zang. ranking languages in the european Union: before and after brexit. ecares 
working paper 2016-29, Université libre de bruxelles, 2016.

 > anne-sophie rademecker, Victor Ginsburgh and denni tommasi. the implicit value of art experts. the case of Klaus ertz and Pieter 
brueghel the Younger. ecares Working Paper 2017-17, Université libre de bruxelles, 2017.

 > Victor Ginsburgh and luc leruth. the rise and fall of castrati. ecares Working Paper 2017-15, Université libre de bruxelles, 2017.
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Media
 > thomas baudin, David de la Croix and Paula gobbi. endogenous childlessness and stages of development. VOX, July 24, 2017.
 > Paul Belleflamme. le gouvernement va désormais taxer l’économie collaborative. L’Echo, 24 janvier 2017.
 > thierry Bréchet. la taxe carbone. rtbf la Première - soir Première, 25 janvier 2017.
 > Claude d’Aspremont and alain trannoy. la mort de Kenneth arrow, Prix nobel d’economie. Le Monde, 2 mars 2017.
 > David de la Croix, matthias doepke and Joel mokyr. more than family matters: apprenticeship and the rise of europe. VOX, march 2, 2017.
 > Victor Ginsburgh. il suffisait d’y penser : à propos du Pompidou-bruxelles. L’Echo, 8 octobre 2016.
 > Victor Ginsburgh. do we live in a world in which appearance matters? Inside Solvay, october 2016.
 > Victor Ginsburgh. voilà pourquoi il fallait déconstruire et sans doute rejeter le ceta. L’Echo, 31 octobre 2016.
 > Victor Ginsburgh. mensonges, mensonges, tout n’est que mensonges. L’Echo, 24 novembre 2016.
 > Victor Ginsburgh. leçon autrichienne. La Libre Belgique, 6 décembre 2016.
 > Victor Ginsburgh. les francophones en belgique : 8.008.711 ou 8.088.712 ? Le Vif, 16 décembre 2016.
 > Victor Ginsburgh. Une nouvelle bulle financière en formation. L’Echo, 19 Janvier 2017.
 > Victor Ginsburgh. vous avez dit démocratie ? L’Echo, 27 janvier 2017.
 > Victor Ginsburgh. la défaite de la pensée suggérée par m. bruno colmant. L’Echo, 1er mars 2017.
 > Victor Ginsburgh. le souvenir de m. lop. L’Echo, 30 mars 2017.
 > Victor Ginsburgh. dictateurs de tous bords. L’Echo, 22 avril 2017.
 > Jean Hindriks. Pensions : définition des critères de pénibilité. forum de midi, rtbf la Première, 2 septembre 2016.
 > Jean Hindriks. a quel âge pensez-vous prendre votre retraite ?  rtbf la Première - soir Première, 14 octobre 2016.
 > Jean Hindriks. budget : les pensionnés trop choyés ? canal Z, 17 octobre 2016.
 > Jean Hindriks. création d’emplois en belgique sous le gouvernement michel. radio contact, Journal Parlé, 1er décembre 2016.
 > Jean Hindriks. les jeunes francophones pas brillants aux derniers tests Pisa. sudinfo.be, 1er décembre 2016.
 > Jean Hindriks. réforme du budget des soins de santé pour compenser le taxe shift , bel rtl, Journal Parlé, 10 janvier 2017.
 > Jean Hindriks. la croissance viendra de l’économie digitale et de l’or gris. rtbf.be, 13 janvier 2017.
 > Jean Hindriks. dépenses pensions : quatre vérités qui dérangent. L’Avenir.net, 30 janvier 2017.
 > Jean Hindriks. la Wallonie réforme les allocations familiales. canal Z : eco news, 9 février 2017.
 > Jean Hindriks. les conditions pour les mandataires publics responsables. grand oral, rtbf, 18 février 2017.
 > Jean Hindriks. la belgique peut-elle bientôt atteindre le plein-emploi ? rtbf la Première, 10 juillet 2017.
 > Jean Hindriks. réforme des allocations familiales. canal Z : news, 12 juillet 2017.
 > Leonardo Iania. dès 2017, le big data sera enseigné à l’Ucl. Le Soir, 22-23 octobre 2016.
 > Leonardo Iania. low interest rates: a mixed blessing? FEBELFIN Newsletter, march 2017.
 > François Maniquet. réflexion sur notre modèle économique. face à l’info, rtbf la Première - soir Première, 6 janvier 2017.
 > Florian Mayneris. bloquage belge du ceta. radio canada, 27 ocotobre 2016.
 > Florian Mayneris. about ceta. radio canada, 27 octobre 2016.
 > Florian Mayneris. brexit et ses conséquences. rtbf la Première - le grand huit du Weekend, 5 novembre 2016.
 > Florian Mayneris. bruxelles est sous-financée par rapport à son poids économique réel. rtfb.be, 6 janvier 2017.
 > Florian Mayneris. Proctectionnisme : menace pour la belgique. Vers l’Avenir, 25 janvier 2017.
 > Mikael Petitjean. la vitesse sur les marchés financiers : stop ou encore ? Regards Economiques, Focus du 8 décembre 2016.
 > Florian Mayneris. Quel sera le coût du brexit ? rtbf la Première - Journal Parlé, 3 mars 2017.
 > Mikael Petitjean. emprunt de l’arabie saoudite via l’émission d’obligations. rtbf la Première - soir Première, 19 octobre 2016.
 > Mikael Petitjean. contrat à terme pour les diamants. rtbf la Première - soir Première, 28 août 2017.
 > Jean-sébastien tancrez. vers une logistique efficace et durable. La Libre Belgique, 1er octobre 2016.

Reports
 > Avinash Bhardwaj and alper atamturk. network design with probabilistic capacities. bcol research report 16.01, University of california  

berkeley, Usa, 2017.
 > Anthony Papavasiliou, alex Papalexopoulo and shmuel oren. market design for a decarbonized electricity market. eurelectric/florence 

school of regulation call for proposals for the electricity market design of the future, June 2017.

PriZes & aWards
 > the paper of Paul Belleflamme “crowdfunding: tapping the right crowd”, Journal of Business Venturing, 2014, co-authored with armin 

schwienbacher and thomas lambert has been selected as a winning paper in the prestigious emerald citations of excellence for 2017. 
 > Claude d’Aspremont has been elected President of the society for social choice and Welfare for the period 2016-2018.
 > Pierre Pestieau received the title of doctor honoris causa from the Université de neuchâtel, switzerland in october 26, 2016.
 > Isabelle thomas got the 2017 Ullman l. award in april 2017. this prestigious award is offered each year since 1990 by the association of 

american geographers for outstanding contributions to the field of transportation geography.
 > the paper of  murillo campello, Janet gao, Jiaping Qiu and Yue Zhang has been appointed as the best paper in corporate finance at the  

nothern finance association (nfa) annual meeting in september 2016.



 > JUNIOR RESEARCHERS

 > COMPLETED PH.D. DISSERTATIONS

 > PH.D. DISSERTATIONS IN PROGRESS
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TRAININg
JUNIOR RESEARCHERS
Doctoral Students and Research Assistants
adam arnaUd · ignacio andrés aravena solÍs · gautier attanasi · rytis bagdZiUnas · sinem bas · gilles bertrand · Justin delloYe · Julien 
deWeZ · Jérôme dollinger · cyrille dossoUgoin · mery ferrando gUtierreZ · bartosz filiPecKi · valeria forlin · andras gregor · thuc huan 
ha · thomas hacardiaUx · manuel herrera rodrigUeZ · claudia hUPKaU · nathan lassance · arnaud monseUr · liana-sabina lUncasU · 
simone martelli · cheikh mbaYe · ilyes meZghani ·  gaetan montero  redondo ·  Yuting moU ·  risa Pavia · Wenli Peng · erika Pini · francesco 
andrea Pirrone · José-miguel QUesada PereZ · mathieu saUvenier · eva-maria scholZ ·  simon schoPohl ·  matias schUster PUga ·  valerio 
serse · alice servais · Jonas striaUKas · Yu sUn · Jonas teUsch · sonia trabelsi ·  Jean-charles WiJnandts · dagmara WrZesinsKa

Research Fellows
research fellows are scholars working at core for a period of one to three years:

 > andreu arenas, european University institute, italy
 > avinash bhardWaJ, University of california at berkeley, Usa
 > marion colleWet, Universiteit maastricht, the netherlands
 > adeline decUYPer, cesame, Uclouvain, belgium
 > Jonathan hUghes, University of Kent, United Kingdom

 > olivier finance, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-sorbonne, france 
 > dimitra KYriaKoPoUloU, bank of greece, greece
 > eve ramaeKers, core, Uclouvain, belgium
 > robert somogYi, ecole Polytechnique, Paris, france
 > tom trUYts, KU leuven, belgium

 >

 >

 >

 
COMPLETED PH.D. DISSERTATIONS
four core doctoral students successfully defended their doctoral dissertation at core.

 > Manuela BRAIone, Component dynamic models for realized covariance matrices 
economics school of louvain, Uclouvain, belgium, march 14, 2017 under the supervision of luc bauwens and christian hafner  
current position: Università degli studi di roma ”tor vergata”, italy
  

the increasing availability of high-quality transaction data across many financial assets, allow the construction of estimates of ex-post 
daily realized volatility and co-volatility by summing squares and cross-products of intraday high-frequency returns. this exhaustive set 
of data has stimulated the development of a lively field of econometric analysis with the proposition of models directly fitted to time 
series of realized measures. one interest of these models is that they can be used for forecasting future values, which is typically of 
use in financial applications such as hedging, option pricing, risk management, and portfolio allocation. (multivariate) garch models 
can be used for the same purposes but since they rely on daily observed returns, in principle they provide less precise estimates and 
forecasts of variances and covariances than measures based on intraday data. the present thesis tries to contribute to the existing lite-
rature by proposing feasible models for realized covariance matrices that can be readily applied in financial applications. the common 
feature of the novel specifications is a dynamic temporal structure of the covariance matrix consisting of a short-term and a long-term 
component, whereby the long-term component can be shaped differently depending on the specific problem at hand. throughout 
the thesis we firstly embrace the common belief of a constant long-run component and then we relax it, thus illustrating the main  
strengths and weaknesses of both approaches. furthermore, in each case, we propose our own methodology to allow estimation for 
large cross-sections, thus mitigating the common issue of parameter proliferation that prevents the application of many models to rea-
listic high-dimensional frameworks. the usefulness of the proposed procedures is supported by extensive empirical evidence.

 > Deniz neBIoGLU, Essays in empirical macroeconomics and experimental economics 
economics school of louvain, Uclouvain, belgium, march 14, 2017 under the supervision of vincent vannetelbosch and rafael Wouters  
current position: bilgi economics lab of istanbul (belis), turkey
  

this thesis consists of two main parts. first part, which is composed of chapter 1: ‘exploring transmission mechanism of news shocks: 
a unified approach’ and chapter 2: ‘do expectations matter? evidence based on an estimated dsge model’ focuses on analyzing the 
quantitative importance of news shocks in explaining business cycle fluctuations. chapter 1 presents a series of calibration exercises, 
which aim to investigate the anatomy of news shock in a basic dsge model in the spirit of smets and Wouters (2007). on the other 
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hand, chapter 2 estimates a modified version of smets and Wouters (2007) model to test the quantitative importance of news shock 
in accounting for U.s. business cycle fluctuations. second part which encloses chapter 3: ‘labor/leisure tradeoff in the laboratory’ and  
chapter 4: ‘Wealth effects and labor supply: an experimental study’ focuses on testing behavioural foundations of greenwood et al. 
(1988) preferences which is commonly used in the news shock literature. chapter 3 is a methodological investigation to guide an ap-
propriate experimental design to study the topic and presents a series of experiments to show the challenge of observing labor/leisure 
trade-off in a neoclassical framework in the laboratory. given this guidance, an experiment, which employs a market mechanism to 
extract labor/leisure preferences, was designed and run. this experiment constitutes chapter 4 of this dissertation. 

 > eva-Maria sCHoLZ. Business strategy and environmental concerns 
economics school of louvain, Uclouvain, belgium, april 4, 2017 under the supervision of Paul belleflamme 
  

environmental and social concerns have been rising continuously over the past decades and with them their importance for businesses 
and economies. today, factors such as increasing resource risks, stricter regulatory environments as well as growing expectations 
in terms of sustainable product and service offerings or a socially and environmentally responsible conduct put companies in front 
of unprecedented challenges. at the same time, these challenges also hold unparalleled opportunities: by integrating sustainability 
considerations in their business strategies, companies may manage resource risks, comply with regulatory requirements and appeal to 
the expectations of their environmentally and socially conscious stakeholders. all of the latter may give rise to important competitive 
advantages, among other, by means of new growth opportunities, reputation gains or improved operational performance. against this 
background, this thesis analyzes the strategic implications of social and environmental challenges and clarifies how companies may 
capture their business opportunities by integrating sustainability considerations in their operations. in particular: chapter 1 addresses 
the topic of resource scarcity and analyzes its implications for the commercialization of process technology by means of licensing 
agreements; chapter 2 focuses on firms’ incentives for supporting the transition to a circular economy via the choice of their business 
model; chapter 3 discusses final good producers’ incentives and their ability to improve the social performance of their supply chains. 

 > Claudia HUPKAU. Economic disadvantage, policy design and individual decision making 
economics school of louvain, Uclouvain, belgium, august 24, 2017 under the supervision of françois maniquet  
current position: research economist, centre for vocational education research, london school of economics, United Kingdom
  

disadvantage in terms of financial resources is often coupled with disadvantage in other dimensions, such as human capital, working 
conditions or labour market opportunities. this doctoral thesis serves as an examination of three economic questions, where indivi-
duals’ disadvantage affects their economic decision making, or where disadvantaged individuals are the target of policies designed to 
improve their economic outcomes. in chapter 1, we demonstrate how a policy targeted at poor individuals might fail in its objectives 
because the design of the policy causes some of the intended beneficiaries to suffer what we term an identity cost. in chapter 2, we 
identify that women still fall behind men, in terms of labour market outcomes, partly due to their choices after childbearing. We show 
that women in the UK significantly reduce hours worked after having a second child, that this effect persistently occurs and is almost 
twice as prevalent among women working in low-skilled occupations, as opposed to women working in high or intermediate-skilled 
occupations. in chapter 3, we study the impact of a school conversion programme in england, targeted at underperforming schools, 
typically attended by children from disadvantaged socio-economic backgrounds, with below-average prior performance. We show that 
giving schools more autonomy improves short and medium-term outcomes for the students attending them, and the effect is particu-
larly strong for the most deprived students. 

PH.D. DISSERTATIONS IN PROGRESS
arnaud adam 

 > title: a new geography of the spatial interactions within the metropolitan area of brussels
 > supervisor: isabelle thomas
 > started: 2015
 > doctoral school: sciences, Uclouvain, belgium

ignacio andrés aravena solís

 > title: application of high-performance computing in short-term scheduling of electric power systems under uncertainty
 > supervisor: anthony Papavasiliou
 > started: 2013
 > doctoral school: graduate school in systems, optimization, control and networks, Uclouvain, belgium
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Gautier attanasi 

 > title: dimension reduction of high dimensional nonstationary time series 
 > supervisor: sébastien van bellegem
 > started: 2014
 > doctoral school: economics school of louvain, Uclouvain, belgium

Rytis Bagdziunas

 > title: functional data estimation in the presence of endogeneity
 > supervisor: sébastien van bellegem
 > started: 2011
 > doctoral school: economics school of louvain, Uclouvain, belgium

sinem Bas

 > title: essays on poverty and gender equality issues
 > supervisors: alain chateauneuf and françois maniquet
 > started: 2012
 > doctoral school: economics school of louvain, Uclouvain, belgium and Université Paris 1 Panthéon sorbonne, france (edeem student) 

 
GillEs BERtRanD 

 > title: model the value of flexibility at subhourly timescale
 > supervisor: anthony Papavasiliou
 > started: september 2016
 > doctoral school: graduate school in systems, optimization, control and networks, Uclouvain, belgium

Justin Delloye  

 > title: three-dimensional urban morphodynamics
 > supervisors: isabelle thomas and dominique Peeters
 > started: 2014
 > doctoral school: sciences, Uclouvain, belgium

Julien Dewez 

 > title: lower bounds on the nonnegative rank
 > supervisor: françois glineur 
 > started: 2013
 > doctoral school: graduate school in systems, optimization, control and networks, Uclouvain, belgium

Jérôme DOllinGER

 > title: networks interrelations and co-evolutions
 > supervisors: ana mauleon and vincent vannetelbosch
 > started: 2017
 > doctoral school: economics school of louvain, Uclouvain, belgium

Cyrille Dossougoin 

 > title: a spatial econometrics approach to financial complexity
 > supervisors: sophie béreau and nicolas debarsy
 > started: 2014
 > doctoral school: louvain school of management, Uclouvain, belgium

Mery Ferrando gutierrez

 > title: human capital accumulation and deprivation
 > supervisor: françois maniquet 
 > started: 2012 
 > doctoral school: economics school of louvain, Uclouvain, belgium 
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Bartosz Filipecki

 > title: improving models and algorithms for mixed-integer nonlinar optimization in the power industry
 > supervisor: mathieu van vyve 
 > started: 2014
 > doctoral school: graduate school in systems, optimization, control and networks, Uclouvain, belgium

andras Gregor 

 > title: essays on public economics
 > supervisor: Jean hindriks 
 > started: 2014
 > doctoral school: economics school of louvain, Uclouvain, belgium

thuc huan ha 

 > title: the business models of a circular economy
 > supervisors: Paul belleflamme and thierry bréchet
 > started: 2015
 > doctoral school: economics school of louvain, Uclouvain, belgium

 
Manuel hERRERa RODRiGuEz

 > title: essays on port network optimization: disruptive factors
 > supervisor: Per agrell
 > started: 2014
 > doctoral school: louvain school of management, Uclouvain, belgium

nathan lassanCE 

 > title: information-theoretic risk measures in asset allocation
 > supervisor: frédéric vrins
 > started: 2016
 > doctoral school: louvain school of management, Uclouvain, belgium

 
liana-sabina luncasu 

 > title: nonparametric m-frontier estimation with noise in both variables
 > supervisor: sébastien van bellegem 
 > started: 2014
 > doctoral school: economics school of louvain, Uclouvain, belgium

 
simone Martelli 

 > title: analysis of climate change mitigation policies
 > supervisor: thierry bréchet 
 > started: 2014 
 > doctoral school: economics school of louvain, Uclouvain, belgium 

 
Cheikh Mbaye 

 > title: conic martingales and credit risk modelling
 > supervisor: frédéric vrins
 > started: 2015
 > doctoral school: louvain school of management, Uclouvain, belgium

 
ilyès Mezghani  

 > title: coordinated scheduling of transmission and distribution operations in electric power markets
 > supervisor: anthony Papavasiliou
 > started: 2016
 > doctoral school: graduate school in systems, optimization, control and networks, Uclouvain, belgium
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arnaud Monseur  

 > title: macro finance models of interest rates in europe
 > supervisor: leonardo iania
 > started: 2015
 > doctoral school: louvain school of management, Uclouvain, belgium

 
Gaetan Montero Redondo  

 > title: measuring and understanding the morphology of urban space. theoretical and empirical contributions on the basis of brussels metropolitan area
 > supervisor: isabelle thomas
 > started: 2015
 > doctoral school: sciences, Uclouvain, belgium

 
Yuting Mou

 > title: Priority service differentiation in residential demand response aggregation
 > supervisors: Philippe chevalier and anthony Papavasiliou
 > started: 2015 
 > doctoral school: graduate school in systems, optimization, control and networks, Uclouvain, belgium

 
Risa pavia 

 > title: taxation of multinational corporations
 > supervisors: Jean hindriks and susana Peralta
 > started: 2014 
 > doctoral school: economics school of louvain, Uclouvain, belgium and Universidade nova de lisboa, Portugal (edeem student)

Wenly peng

 > title: stochastic modelling of real world scheduling problem
 > supervisor: Philippe chevalier 
 > started: 2012
 > doctoral school: louvain school of management, Uclouvain, belgium 

Erika pini 

 > title: electoral competition and the mismatch between the voters’ interests and the candidates’ proposals
 > supervisor: françois maniquet
 > started: 2017
 > doctoral school: economics school of louvain, Uclouvain, belgium

 
Francesco andrea pirrone 

 > title: impact on growth and macro risk vulnerability of different pension schemes: PaYg, ff and hybrid schemes
 > supervisor: Julio davila 
 > started: 2013 
 > doctoral school: economics school of louvain, Uclouvain, belgium 

 
Mathieu sauvenier

 > title: structural sparse linear model
 > supervisor: sébastien van bellegem
 > started: 2016
 > doctoral school: economics school of louvain, Uclouvain, belgium

 
nicolas scholtes

 > title: interbank network and financial stability
 > supervisors: sophie béreau and Jean-Yves gnabo
 > started: 2013
 > doctoral school: louvain school of management, Uclouvain, belgium
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simon schopohl 

 > title: essays on communication and information transmission
 > supervisors: ana mauleon, vincent vannetelbosch, tim hellman (Universität bielefeld) and agniezka rusinowska (Université Paris 1)  
 > started: 2014
 > doctoral school: louvain school of economics, Uclouvain, belgium, Universität bielefeld, germany, and Université Paris 1, france (edeem 

student)

valerio serse 

 > title: evaluating the effectiveness of price-based policies in reducing unhealthy food demand under models of ‘non-standard’ consump-
tion behaviour

 > supervisor: Jean hindriks 
 > started: 2015
 > doctoral school: economics school of louvain, Uclouvain, belgium 

Yu sun 

 > title: economic growth with environmental uncertainties
 > supervisor: thierry bréchet 
 > started: 2015
 > doctoral school: economics school of louvain, Uclouvain

 
Jonas teusch

 > title: Yardstick competition under heterogeneity
 > supervisors: Per agrell and axel gautier
 > started: 2013
 > doctoral school: hec-ecole de gestion de l’Université de liège, belgium

 
sonia trabelsi 

 > title: morphometrics of green spaces
 > supervisor: isabelle thomas 
 > started: 2015
 > doctoral school: sciences, Uclouvain, belgium

Jean-Charles Wijnandts

 > title: essays in empirical asset pricing
 > supervisors: leonardo iania
 > started: 2016
 > doctoral school: louvain school of management, Uclouvain, belgium

Dagmara Wrzesinska 

 > title: incorporating spatial aspects in supply chain management problems
 > supervisors: Philippe chevalier and isabelle thomas
 > started: 2016
 > doctoral school: louvain school of management, Uclouvain, belgium

EDEEM PROGRAM
edeem is a doctoral program in economics that gathers seven leading european institutions coordinated by Universität bielefeld, germany.
edeem is a research-oriented program that aims to produce top-quality researchers, who will gain international experience working within the 
research units with some of europe’s leading researchers in economics. students are trained for positions in academia at the international 
level as well as for responsible positions in government, research organizations, and business enterprises. high focus is made on research work, 
publication and presentation, with dedicated Jamborees and summer schools being an integral part of the training.
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the edeem program welcomes around 25 students each year. admission is based on excellence in previous master degree studies or equivalent.  
this degree does not have to be in economics, although interest in economics is certainly desirable and a strong background in mathematics 
will be helpful together with fluent written and spoken english. the program is organized in three years.
 
all Ph.d. students are jointly supervised by two advisers through a co-tutelle agreement between two universities of the consortium. the student 
must spend at least two semesters in each of the two degree-granting universities. a single defense in one of the two universities is organized. 
after having successfully completed the program, the student is awarded a double degree from the two hosting institutions. the consortium is 
fully committed to the placement of students at the end of the program. three students were at core in the scope of this programme during 
academic year 2016-2017: sinem bas, risa Pavia and simon schopohl.

as part of the european doctorate in economics, core hosted the 2017 summer meeting on July 10-12, 2017. the event is one of the mandatory 
activities for doctoral students participating in the edeem program. the idea of this meeting is to give students the opportunity to present their 
work within the edeem network and to encourage discussion. a job market placement training session as well as the annual monitoring of edeem 
doctoral students took place during these three days.

EDEEM Summer Meeting Program
 
KEYnOtE lECtuRE

 > Jean hindriks, core, Uclouvain, belgium 
Towards an equitable and sustainable points system. A proposal for pension reform in Belgium

paRalEll sEssiOns

game theory and network session
 > elena orlova, Universität bielefeld, germany and ecole des hautes 

etudes en sciences sociales, Paris, france 

Heterogeneity in games on networks

 > Zhaojuin xing, Universität bielefeld, germany and Université Paris 1 

Panthéon-sorbonne, france 

Vague Voronoi languages: Equilibria in signaling games

 > simon schopohl, Universität bielefeld, germany, ecole des hautes 

etudes en sciences sociales, Paris, france and core, Université 

catholique de louvain, belgium 

Centralizing information in endogenous networks

growth session
 > ilya eryzhenstkiy, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-sorbonne, france 

and Universität bielefeld, germany 

Endogenous borrowing constraints in a growth model with three 

overlapping generations 

 > Kerstin hötte, Universität bielefeld, germany 

Directed technological change: An agent-based macroeconomic 

approach to eco-innovation diffusion and policy evaluation based 

on Eurace@unibi

 > christophe deuster, ires, Université catholique de louvain, belgium 

and Universidade nova de lisboa, Portugal 

Climate change and education: Do adverse weather changes foster 

educational attainment?

migration session
 > tijan l. bah, Universidade nova de lisboa, Portugal and ecole des 

hautes etudes en sciences sociales, Paris, france 

Understanding willingness to migrate illegally: Evidence from a lab-

in-the field experiment

 > Zainab iftikhar, Universität bielefeld, germany and ires, Uclouvain, 

belgium 

Brain drain, informality and inequality

microeconomics session
 > Quentin couanau, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-sorbonne, france 

and Universität bielefeld, germany 

Cooperation versus competition in agency under ambiguity

 > alessandro basurto, Universität bielefeld, germany and Universiteit 

amsterdam, the netherlands 

Social learning in an asset pricing model with heterogeneous beliefs

development economics session
 > elisa rizzo, ires, Uclouvain, belgium and Université Paris 1 

Pathéon-sorbonne, france 

Education and crime in India

 > sinem Bas, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-sorbonne, france and core, 

Uclouvain, belgium 

 Poverty measurement with heterogeneous preferences

human capital session
 > madhrui argawal, Universidade nova de lisboa, Portugal and Uni-

versität bielefeld, germany 

Human capital inequality and growth-analysis for developing countries

 > nucke Widowati Kusumo Projo, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-sorbonne, 

france and Universidade nova de lisboa, Portugal 

Why physicians engage in dual practice, evidence from a developing 

country

taxation and microeconomics session
 > Risa Pavia, Universidade de lisboa, Portugal and core, Uclouvain, 

belgium 

Tax evasion by domestic and multinational Portuguese companies: 

A bunching analysis

 > dalal moosa, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-sorbonne, france, ires, 

Uclouvain, belgium and Università cà foscari di venezia, italy 

Complementing inherintance: Intra-household transfers in an OLG 

model 
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EUROPEAN DOCTORAL PROGRAM IN QUANTITATIVE ECONOMICS
the european doctoral Program in Quantitative economics (edP) is a program of doctoral studies in economics organized jointly by the following 
universities: Université catholique de louvain (belgium), ecole des hautes etudes en sciences sociales, Paris (france), rheinische frie-
drich-Wilhelms-Universität bonn (germany), european University institute, florence (italy), Universitat Pompeu fabra, barcelona (spain), london 
school of economics (United Kingdom) with tel aviv University (israel) as an exchange partner. this is done within the framework of the existing 
degree requirements of these institutions. the aim of edP is to promote the exchange of doctoral students between these institutions in order for 
their research training to benefit from their strengths in various areas of quantitative economics.

each institution offers masters and Ph.d. courses, seminars and workshops, and research supervision. doctoral students participating in the 
program do the research work for their dissertation in the institutions of the edP network. they are required to spend at least 3 months abroad 
in an edP institution different from the one where their dissertation will be presented.

the program focuses on economic theory, mathematical economics, decision and game theory, econometric theory and methodology, empirical 
econometrics and applied mathematical economics through the coordinated curriculum based on the activities at barcelona, bonn, florence, 
london, louvain, Paris and tel-aviv. it creates the opportunity for students to specialize in almost any major area of quantitative economics and, 
at the same time, it allows students to integrate different aspects of economics. moreover, edP offers unique access to the traditions and current 
research of these seven institutions. the program started in 1977. fifty students are currently enrolled. three are currently staying at core: mery 
ferrando, francesco andrea Pirrone and eva-maria scholz. 

as part of the european doctoral Program in Quantitative economics, the Universitat Pompeu fabra organized the Jamboree 2016-2017 for  
thirty-eight students on september 15-16, 2016.

EDP Jamboree Program

KEYnOtE  lECtuRE

 > luigi Pascali, Universitat Pompeu fabra, barcelona, spain 
Cereals, appropriability and hierarchy 

paRalEll sEssiOnsWW

theory session
 > carl heese, rheinische friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität bonn, germany 

The self-informed voter and information aggregation

 > Andrea Pirrone, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Common knowledge in correlated equilibria and global games

 > Juni singh, Paris school of economics, france 

Updating under ambiguity with repeated feedback  

 > Justus Winkelmann, rheinische friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität 

bonn, germany 

A ranking mechanism for coupled binary decision problems 

finance session
 > antonis Kotidis, rheinische friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität bonn, 

germany 

Double liability in a branch banking system: Historical evidence 

from Canada

 > rasmus Pank, european University institute, firenze, italy 

Certainty and decisions in experimental asset markets

 > fabian Walders, rheinische friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität bonn, 

germany 

Heterogeneous liquidity effects in corporate bound spreads

 > tomas Williams, Universitat Pompeu fabra, barcelona, spain 

Liquidity provision in sovereign debt markets and bank lending: 

Evidence from Columbia

macroeconomics session 1
 > matteo benetton, london school of economics, United Kingdom 

Competition and macro-prudential regulation: Evidence from the UK 

mortgage supermarket

 > Jens herold, rheinische friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität bonn, 

germany 

Data, model-implied policy rates and consumption Euler equations. 

An empirical perspective

 > Pawel Kopiec, european University institute, firenze, italy 

Competition in the financial sector and financial crises in a bu-

siness cycle model

applied microeconomics session 1
 > dana Kassem, london school of economcis, United Kingdom 

Effect of electricity grid expansion on manufacturing firms: Evidence 

from Indonesia

 > iva trako, Paris school of economics, france 

The impact of conflict displacement on education and labor market 

outcomes: The case of post-war Kosovo

 > simon briole, Paris school of economics, france 

From teacher quality to teaching quality: Instruction time, teaching 

practices and student achievement 
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macroeconomics session 2
 > martin Wolf, rheinische friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität bonn, 

germany 

Currency pegs and currency crises

 > guzman ourens, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

Uneven diversification and divergence

 > annalisa frigo, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

Now she is Martha, then she is Mary: The influence of beguinages 

on gender norms

Applied microeconomics session 2
 > tommaso sonno, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

Markups, productivity and the financial capability of firms

 > clara martinez toledano, Paris school of economics, france 

The distribution of wealth in Spain. Evidence from capitalized 

income tax data

 > riccardo turati, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

Multiculturalism and growth: Skill-specific evidence from the Forst-

WW2 period

JOB MaRKEt pREsEntatiOns

 > thomas störk, Universitat Pompeu fabra, barcelona, spain 

An evaluation of air pollution control policy in China

 > arthur seibold, london school of economics, United Kingdom 

Statutory ages and retirement: Evidence from Germany

 > guo xu, london school of economics, United Kingdom 

Patronage and the origins of state capacity: Evidence from the 

British empire

 > nicola limodio, london school of economics, United Kingdom 

Deposit volatility and long-term investment: Evidence from a natu-

ral experiment in Pakistan

 > lisa Windsteiger, london school of economics, United Kingdom 

To see or not so see: Inequality, segregation, biased perceptions of 

the income distribution and the demand for 

wINTER AND SUMMER SCHOOLS
 
2nd UNamur-UCL/CORE Winter School on Networks in Economics and Finance 
 
during the past decade, both academics and policymakers have recognised the importance of studying interconnectedness and complexity. 
the objective of this winter school and the associated events spreading over the week was to assess recent progress made in the application 
of networks for modelling economic and financial systems with an emphasis on econometric issues.
 
the Winter school took place at core from december 12 to december 14, 2016. this event was part of a full week devoted to network science.  
it was sponsored by Uclouvain, fixs, cerefim, core and naxys.

Program

 > bryan s. graham, University of california at berkeley, Usa 

Lecture 1: Describing networks 

Lecture 2: Nonparametrics: Graphons (part 1) 

Lecture 3: Nonparametrics: Graphons (part 2) 

Lecture 4: Network formation: Heterogeneity 

Lecture 5: Network formation: Strategic interaction 

Lecture 6: Peer effects

 > belgian network research meeting benet 2016 gathered scientitsts from a wide range of disciplines applying network science.

 > research meetings with Professor graham 

2017 ECORES Summer School: Individual Heterogeneity in  Organizations
 
introducing heterogeneity in economic analysis is akin to inserting colors into black and white pictures. the case where all agents are identical 
and settings are symmetric is a reflection of a colorless world, whereas heterogeneity and diversity enrich it with color, spark, and spice. it allows 
for a much richer modeling of employer-employee relationships, consumer behavior, and firm strategies. the ecores summer school proposed 
a careful examination of various (positive and negative) aspects of heterogeneity in a wide range of social organizations and economic environ-
ments, in which symmetric settings are used as a benchmark. the big data revolution is now opening new horizons in the analysis of heterogeneity 
in economics and social organizations.
 
this year, the ecores summer school was held at core on may 30-June 1, 2017. it was sponsored by ecores, the national bank of belgium,  
vlaanderen in actie Pact 2020, fnrs, Université libre de bruxelles and Université catholique de louvain.
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pOstER sEssiOns

 > bastien chabé-ferret, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

Adherence to cultural norms and economic incentives: Evidence 

from fertility timing decisions

 > thuc Huan Ha, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Scrap collection for recycling: How far should we go?

 > mats Köster, düsseldorf institute for competition economics, germany 

Local thinking and skewness preferences

 > Robert somogyi, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

The economics of zero-rating and net neutrality

 > dora gréta Petroczy, corvinus University of budapest, hungary 

How additional exit affects the European Union’s power distribution

 > michaël rubens, KU leuven, belgium 

Dynamic location decisions in multinational production

 > Jean-baptiste tondji, University of ottawa, canada 

Valuing inputs under supply uncertainty: The Bayesian Shapley value

 > benoit decerf, Unamur, belgium 

In search of advice for participants in constrained school choice

 > olivier de groote, KU leuven, belgium 

The effects of high school curriculum. Are students making the right 

decision?

 > martijn huysmans, KU leuven, belgium 

Heterogeneity, vetoes and exit clauses in federal systems

 > fan li, KU leuven, belgium 

More money, better performance? The effects of student loans and 

need-based grants in China’s higher education

 > homayoon moradi, WZb berlin social science center, germany 

First show me the money: Moral wiggle room reverted

 > Marion Collewet, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Measuring labour supply preferences using hypothetical questions

 > Valerio serse, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

estimating a mixed logit model of cola demand on scanner data 

with heterogeneous household preferences: does reinforcement 

effects in sugar consumption matter?

 > haihan Yu, Universidad de alicante, spain 

Common knowledge of rationality and information demand: An ex-

periment on observational learning and information consumption

 > Andreu Arenas, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Intergenerational mobility and school segregation

 > cécile godfroid, Université de mons, belgium 

How to reconcile financial incentives and prosocial motivation of 

loan officers in microfinance?

 > surana Khushboo, KU leuven, belgium 

Marital matching, economies of scale and intrahousehold allocations

 > oleg rubanov, rheinische friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität bonn, 

germany 

Ownership and incentives

 > hennicke morritz, Université libre de bruxelles, belgium 

Who is the key campaigner? Civil society organizations in the 

European Union

 > thi thu hien Pham, KU leuven, belgium 

Bias-corrected estimation of the BLP random coefficient model with 

fixed effects

 > Jeroen van den bosch, KU leuven, belgium 

Productivity growth over the business cycle: Cleansing effects of 

recessions

SoFiE Financial Econometrics Summer School 

the sofie financial econometrics schools are annual week-long research-based courses for Ph.d. students and new faculty in financial 
econometrics. on June 26-30, 2017, the national bank of belgium hosted the summer school focused on "Modelling the term structure of 
Interest Rates". the 2017 lecturers were: anh le (Pennsylvania state University, Usa) and Kenneth singleton (stanford University, Usa).
 
Program

intRODuCtiOn

 > review the salient empirical properties of bond yields (conditional moments, factor structure, etc.) and several of the empirical puzzles related to the 

distributions of bond yields; 

 > review non-arbitrage pricing of default-free bonds; 

 > introduce alternative parametric models for pricing bonds, including affine and linear-rational models

Program

KEYnOtE  lECtuREs

 > liran einav, stanford University, Usa 

Measuring the importance of adverse selection in insurance markets

 > muriel niederle, stanford University, Usa 

A gender agenda: From the lab to the field to policy 

 > roland bénabou, Princeton University, Usa 

Social beliefs and social norms
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REDuCED-FORM, aFFinE tERM stRuCtuRE MODEls

 > alternative normalizations for achieving identification; 

 > estimation strategies for dynamic term structure models; 

 > goodness-of-fit of affine models of bond yields

EQuiliBRiuM MODEls OF thE tERM stRuCtuRE

 > Pricing bonds in models with long-run risk; 

 > habit formation and risk premiums in bond markets; 

 > empirical challenges in matching distributions of yields in equilibrium models

spanninG REstRiCtiOns in DYnaMiC tERM stRuCtuRE MODEls

 > economic motivations for spanning restrictions;

 > evidence of unspanned factors and their implications for modeling risk premiums in bond markets; 

 > learning in bond markets

tiME-vaRYinG vOlatilitY in BOnD MaRKEts

 > Unspanned volatility in bond markets; 

 > Potential resolutions on the tension between fitting conditional means and variance of yields;

 > Using options data to infer volatilities in bond markets. 
 

DOCTORAL wORKSHOPS
the doctoral workshops provide a research forum where members of the doctoral Program in economics at Uclouvain have the opportunity to 
present part of their completed or ongoing research. even though presentations are reserved for doctoral students, access to the workshop is 
open to a larger public. Professors and researchers from partner institutions are invited to attend all sessions. doctoral students from Université 
catholique de louvain, Université de namur, Université saint-louis, bruxelles, Université libre de bruxelles, Université de liège, Unversiteit gent 
and KU leuven are invited to attend the sessions and present their research.
 

Winter Session 2016, Université de Namur
paRalEll sEssiOns

trade session
 > daniele verdini, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

Regional labor market effects of Chinese import competition in Italy

 > ruben dewitte, Universiteit gent, belgium 

Comparative advantage and heterogeneous firms. The case of 

Portugal

monetary economic session
 > Kelbesa megersa, Unamur, belgium 

Unconventional monetary policies in the US and Eurozone and their 

global spillovers: Some evidences from South Africa

 > Julien Pinter, Université saint-louis, bruxelles, belgium 

Breaking the Swiss Franc peg: Afraid of financial losses

public economics session
 > Mery Ferrando, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

A new measure of income poverty for the US: Balancing absolute 

and relative poverty

 > Valerio serse, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Evaluating the impact of junk food taxation

 > sümeyra atmaca, Universiteit gent, belgium 
Corruption in public procurement: Reserve price setting

development and migration session
 > riccardo turati, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

Emigrants’ selection and the modernization potential of transition 

economies

 > thu hien dao, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

Future world development and migration to OECD countries

macroeconomics session
 > Yu sun, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Adaptative intertemporal decision making under the threat of 

intense earthquakes

 > christophe ernaelsteen, Unamur, belgium 

Interregional redistribution and economic growth: Does the bu-

siness cycle of growth matter? A test on European panel data

development and family economics session
 > ludovic bequet, Unamur, belgium 

Gender in conflict - consequences of the people’s war in Nepal on 

marriage and fertitlity behavior

 > fabio blasutto, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

Premarital cohabitation as an information device and mating 

strategies by education
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Summer Session 2017, Université catholique de Louvain
paRalEll sEssiOns

econometrics and financial economics session
 > Mathieu sauvenier, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Linear sparse structural model

 > han ngoc nguyen, Uclouvain, belgium 

The relationship between fertility rate and saving portfolio of household

 > gertjan verdickt, Universiteit antwerpen, belgium 

Is dividend growth predictability dead? Long-run evidence from the 

Brussels stock exchange: 1832-2015

population and family economics session 
 > sinem Bas, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Female labour supply in Turkey: A collective model

 > fabio blasutto, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

Premarital cohabitation as an information device and mating 

strategy differences by education

 > annalisa frigo, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

Ageing mothers and the impact of assisted reproductive technologies

labour economics session 
 > dalal moosa, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

Intra-household transfers and bequest: A story of substitutes?

 > alexandre ounnas, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

Worker flows and job polarization: A variance decomposition

 > Juliana mesen vargas, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

Job search in the presence of subsistence constraints

macroeconomics session 1
 > marco Pinchetti, Université libre de bruxelles, belgium 

Creative destruction cycles: Schumpeterian growth in an estimated 

DSGE model

 > hoang Khieu, Universität mainz, germany 

Idiosyncratic capital income and wealth distribution

 > miura shogo, Université libre de bruxelles, belgium 

Asset price bubbles, sentiment shocks and business cycles

 > françoise delmez, Unamur, belgium 

Firms’ choice of working time in a general equilibrium model

political economics session 
 > Andras Gregor, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Electoral rules and fiscal outcomes - a regresion discontinuity 

analysis of Hungarian municipal finances

 > erika Pini, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Political abstention and economic inequality

 > olivier malay, hoov, Uclouvain, belgium 

Do beyond GDP indicators carried by powerful actors have a trans-

formative potential?

macroeconomics session 2
 > françois courtoy, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

Optimal fiscal policy

 > charlotte de montpellier, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

Relative pattern of Northern Southern Euro area

 > boris chafwehe, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

Government debt management in heterogeneous agents economies

 > guillermo santos, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

Efficiency in a model with heterogeneous agents and domestic 

sovereign default

economics and ethics session 
 > Risa Pavia, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Tax evasion by domestic and multinational Portuguese firms:  

A bunching analysis

 > bram de lange, Universiteit gent, belgium 

Scale and sectoral impact of European state-owned enterprises

 > Andrea Pirrone, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Public bequest as a pension scheme

 > louis larue, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

After the (virtual) gold rush: Bitcoin between inefficiency and 

injustice

institution and migration session 
 > christophe deuster, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

Climate change and education: Do adverse weather changes foster 

educational attainment?

 > adam levi, JUri, Uclouvain, belgium 

From legal origin theory to legal development theory and its econo-

mic consequence

 > Zainab iftikhar, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

Brain drain, informality and inequality: A search-equilibrium model 

for sub-Saharan Africa

development economics session
 > elisa rizzo, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

Female education and fertility in Sub-Saharan Africa

 > vanessa naegels, KU leuven, belgium 

The influence of demand side factors on the use of formal loans by 

Tanzanian female

 > modeste dayé, Unamur, belgium 

Direct and indirect effects of access to formal saving accounts: 

Evidence from urban Benin

 > carine meyimdjui, Université d’auvergne, clermont-ferrand, france 

Fiscal policy and households consumption 

industrial organization session
 > eva-Maria scholz, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Corporate social responsibility and supplier development

 > thuc Huan Ha, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Scraps collection for recycling - how good is good?

 > Andras Gregor, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Political motives behind the allocation of investment grants in 

Hungary - a regression discontinuity design approach
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JOB MaRKEt pREsEntatiOn

 > tommaso sonno, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

Globalization and conflicts: The good, the bad and the ugly of corporations in Africa

 
DEBATE 
on october 25, 2016 (as part of core’s 50th anniversary celebrations), a debate took place between students and two guest spea-
kers, Professors angus deaton and Jean drèze. the former is emeritus professor at Princeton University, 2015 nobel Prize laureate, 
and the latter is professor at delhi school of economics. he is mostly known however for his political efforts in favor of the poor in  
india, for instance as one of the designer of the nrega program. the debate was organized by a team of master students in economics. the 
discussion focused on the specifities of india, in particular because its high gdP growth performances do not succeed in improving some of the 
most striking shortcomings of the indian society in terms of, for instance, the health of the poor. the two speakers shared their views on the 
topic, including their evaluation of the policies that are implemented to address these problems, including foreign aid.
 

Ph.D. COURSES
Joint Ph.D. Course on Big-Data in Dynamic Predictive Econometric Modeling
tne national bank of belgium, the vrije Universiteit brussels, core and lfin (Uclouvain)  co-organized a new joint Ph.d. course on Big Data in 
Dynamic Predictive econometric Modeling. the keynote speaker was francis x. diebold (University of Pennsylvania, Usa). the event was held 
in the premises of the national bank of belgium in brussel on october 5-6, 2016.

Proceeding at a high level but nevertheless starting from first principles and in self-contained fashion, Professor diebold focused on as-
pects of predictive modeling for financial markets, macroeconomic fundamentals, and the interface. he gave special attention to high- 
dimensional environments and the use of shrinkage, selection, and distillation.  as regards  shrinkage and selection, as relevant for environ-
ments characterized by what he calls "unstructured sparsity" he focused on the lasso in conjunction with network-theoretic methods for cha-
racterizing and visualizing connectedness among financial markets, financial institutions, macro fundamentals, etc.  as regards distillation,  as 
relevant for environments characterized by what he calls "structured sparsity", he focused on dynamic-factor models and their use in several 
areas including yield curves, asset return volatilities, and real activity monitoring.
 

2nd IMMAQ Ph.D. Course in Quantitative Finance 

for three days (november 7-9, 2016), immaQ organized its 2nd Ph.d. course in quantitative finance, this time on "Credit Risk Modeling".  
Professor david lando (copenhagen business school, denmark) focused on three topics, one for each day.

Program

 > the contingent claim approach to pricing corporate debt;

 > intensity models, credit default swaps, term structure of credit spreads, money markets rates; 

 > correlated defaults, loan portfolios and cdo modeling.

 
 
7th CEMS Ph.D. Course on Identification Strategies in Business and Finance
this thorough Ph.d. level class covering modern empirical work was held at core on december 14-15, 2016. the course was designated to help 
students understand how to operationalize empirical research on topics that are central to empirical Finance and Business. the overarching 
goal was to expose students to state-of-the-art empirical research methods and prepare them to conduct their own work using new tools. 

the course was given by murillo campello, cornell University, Usa.

Program

 > Course introduction - Endogeneity - Treatment effects framework

 > Empirical methods I & II - Difference-in-differences - LATE estimators

 > Empirical methods II & III - Instrumental variables - Regression discontinuity design

 > Empirical methods III - Matching estimators
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 > september 28, 2016.  

Philippe Chevalier, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Models for horizontal supply chain collaboration

 > october 12, 2016.  

angela armakola, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-sorbonne, france 

Monitoring CCP resilience using public data

 > october 19, 2016.  

Andreu Arenas, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Countercyclical schooling and intergenerational mobility

 > november 2, 2016.  

thuc Huan Ha, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Social welfare and the rebound effect of the scraps collection system

 > november 9, 2016.  

Robert somogyi, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Capacity constraints, zero-rating and net neutrality

 > november 16, 2016.  

Zsombor méder, singapore University of technology and design, singapore 

Being random - an impractical guide. Algorithmic information 

theory meets game theory

 > november 23, 2016.  

Jau-er chen, national taiwan University, taiwan and massachusetts 

institute of technology, cambridge, Usa 

Dynamic instrumental variable quantile regression with unbalanced 

panel data and interactive effects

 > november 30, 2016.  

ieva linkeviciute, copenhagen business school, denmark 

Aggregation of demand-side flexibility in electricity markets: The 

effects of portfolio choice

 > January 11, 2017.  

François Maniquet, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

(Un)fair tax-benefit systems: Evidence from selected OECD countries

 > January 18, 2017.  

Johannes Johnen, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Browsing versus studying offers

 > february 1, 2017.  

alberto Parti, aix-marseille school of economics, france 

Hedonic recall bias. Why you should not ask people how much they earn?

 > february 8, 2017.  

mariann ollar, Universiteit groningen, the netherlands 

Shared information sources in exchanges

 > february 15, 2017.  

Avinash Bhardaj, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Submodular knapsacks - A polyhedral discussion

 > february 22, 2017.  

Marion Collewet, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

The effect of working hours on life satisfaction

 > march 1, 2017.  

Mery Fernando, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Evolution of income poverty under unequal growth: Settling the 

dispute between absolutists and relativists

 > march 15, 2017.  

romuald méango, munich center for the economics of aging, germany 

What make brain drain more likely? Evidence from Sub-Saharan Africa

 > march 22, 2017.  

simon schopohl, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Information transmission in hierarchies

 > march 29, 2017.  

guzman ourens, ires, Uclouvain, belgium 

Uneven growth in the extensive margin: A new explanation for the 

divergence of agricultural economies

CEMS Ph.D. Course on Bayesian Dynamic Modelling for Multivariate Time Series Analysis
this short-course covered principles and methodology of Bayesian Dynamic Modelling, with a main focus on methodology for multivariate time 
series analysis and forecasting. Provided by Professor mike West (duke University, Usa) and following introductory conceptual and perspective 
development in univariate settings, the course worked through a series of contexts of multivariate dynamic modelling for multiple time series. 
Key model developments and examples involved analysis, inference and forecasting in financial and econometric contexts, including bayesian 
decision analysis overlaying modelling and computational methodology. several examples were drawn from these areas, while others exemplify 
use of this range of models in other fields. the course included recent modelling and methodological developments in multivariate time series 
and forecasting, and contacts current research frontiers.

the course took place at core from may 29 to June 1, 2017.
 
Program

 >    brief overview of bayesian dynamic modelling and forecasting

 >    multivariate time series: common components, multivariate volatility

 >    dynamic latent factor models

 >    dynamic graphical models

 >    simultaneous dynamic graphical models

 >    dynamic sparsity via latent thresholding 

 

BROwN BAG SEMINAR SERIES
a noteworthy initiative of the junior researchers is the launch of a core brown bag seminar series in october 2014, where junior researchers 
from core and occasionally from other institutions, present their current work or job market paper and obtain (in)valuable feedback in a de-
dicated and friendly atmosphere. of the 21 brown bag seminar presentations in 2016-2017, 18 were given by junior researchers and 3 by senior 
core academics (Philippe chevalier and françois maniquet).
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 > april 19, 2017.  

Risa Pavia, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Tax evasion by domestic and multinational firms in Portugal:  

A bunching analysis

 > may 3, 2017.  

François Maniquet, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Preference resonsibility vs poverty reduction in the taxation of labor 

incomes

 > may 17, 2017.  

guilhem lecouteux, Université de nice-sophia antipolis, france 

Behavioural paternalism, or the sovereignty of the neoclassical 

consumer



 > research visitors

 > scientific meetings

 > WeeKly core seminars

 > ParticiPation of core members in meetings organiZation

 > ParticiPation of core members to conferences and seminars

scientiFic exchanges and 
collaborations

4
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research visitors
Associate Fellows 
associate fellows are scholars working at core on a regular weekly basis and are assigned an office for a predefined time period.

 > nazila aghayi, islamic azad University, ardabil branch, iran
 > egle aleknevičiūtė, vytautas magnus University, lithuania and  

hec Paris, france
 > murillo campello, cornell University, Usa
 > angus deaton, Princeton University, Usa
 > elizabeth delmelle, University of north carolina, charlotte, Usa
 > eric delmelle, University of north carolina, charlotte, Usa
 > danny avello fernandez, Pontificia Universidad catolica de 

chile, santiago, chile
 > eric ghijsels, University of north carolina, chapel hill, Usa
 > véronique gille, institut de recherche pour le développe-

ment, Paris, france
 > bryan s. graham, University of california, berkeley, Usa
 > geovani nunes grapiglia, Universidade federal do Paran,  

curitiba, brazil
 > thomas hvolby, aalborg University, denmark
 > vera Jotanovic, amav consulting company industries interna-

tional trade and development, roma, italy
 > marion leturcq, institut national d’etudes démographiques, 

Paris, france

 > ieva linkeviciute, copenhagen business school, denmark
 > Pierre-louis lions, collège de france, Paris, france
 > Yukihiro nishimura, osaka University, Japan
 > ion necoara, Universitatea Politehnica din bucuresti,  

bucharest, romania 
 > giorgia oggioni, Università degli studi di brescia, italy
 > raffaele Pesenti, Università "ca’foscari" di venezia, italy
 > maurice Queyranne, University of british columbia, vancouver, 

canada
 > maria del mar racionero, australian national University,  

canberra, australia
 > margarita samartin, Universidad carlos iii de madrid, spain
 > fred schroyen, norwegian school of economics, bergen, norway
 > vladimir shikhman, technische Universität chemnitz, germany
 > sergey shpirko, moscow institute of Physics and technology, russia
 > eve sihra, sciences Po, Paris, france
 > anna tatarczak, marie curie sklodowska University, lublin,  

Poland
 > filip Ushchev, national research University, higher school of 

economics, moscow, russia

Short-term Visitors
core benefited from the visit of a number of scholars whose stays ranged from a few days to a few months. among them: 

 > francis bloch, ecole Polytechnique, Paris, france
 > Philippe deschamPs, Université de fribourg, switzerland
 > Johanna goertZ, University of guelph, canada
 > adel hatami-marbini, de montfort University, leicester,  

United Kingdom 
 > Jean-Jacques herings, Universiteit maastricht, the netherlands 
 > Jan Johannes, ruprecht-Karls-Universität heidelberg, germany
 > marie-louise leroUx, Université du Québec à montréal, canada 
 > dunia lopez Pintado, Universidad Pablo de olavide, seville, spain 
 > Juan moreno ternero, Universidad Pablo de olavide, seville, spain 

 > dimitri Paolini, Università degli studi di sassari, italy 
 > arie Preminger, ben-gurion University of the negev, israël
 > guillaume roels, University of california, los angeles, Usa 
 > ernesto san martin, Pontificia Universidad católica de chile, 

santiago, chile 
 > Jose J. semPere monerris, Universidad de valencia, spain 
 > giacomo valletta, edhec business school, roubaix, france
 > shin-huei Wang, national tsing hua University, hsinchu city, 

taiwan 

Research Associates
 
research associates are scholars visiting core on a regular yearly basis.

 > Koen decancQ, Universiteit antwerpen, belgium
 > Jean-charles delvenne, ecole Polytechnique de louvain, 

Uclouvain, belgium
 > axel gaUtier, Université de liège, belgium
 > Pascal mossaY, newcastle University, United Kingdom

 > mikael PetitJean, ilsm, Uclouvain, belgium
 > Joe tharaKan, Université de liège, belgium
 > dirk van de gaer, Universiteit gent, belgium
 > Wouter vergote, Université saint-louis, bruxelles, belgium

ScIENTIfIc ExchANgES ANd 
cOllAbORATIONS
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scientific meetings

CORE Disinguished Lecture Series
 
in september 2016, Jacques drèze, core, Uclouvain, gave a series of lectures on "Uncertainty and economic Policy. General equilibrium,  
Incomplete Markets and Macroeconomics" followed by a panel chaired by Pierre dehez (core) with the participation of christian gollier  
(toulouse school of economics, france), martin hellwig (max Planck institute for research on collective goods, bonn, germany), and Jean-Jacques  
herings (Universiteit maastricht, the netherlands). this event was part of the core 50th anniversary celebrations. 

 Jacques drèze made clear the importance (and relevance) of integrating market incompleteness (as well as preference incompleteness) in 
general equilibrium modelling and identified remedies to the present recession, going beyond the Juncker program. it gave him the opportu-
nity to list a number of research challenges that he hopes the younger generation will take on, with a focus on building a "dynamic stochastic 
equilibrium theory under incomplete markets".

Program

 > lecture 1: exchange economies
 > lecture 2: Production economies
 > lecture 3: Public economies
 > Panel discussion

 
 
CORE Nobel Talk: Jean Tirole, 2014 Nobel Prize Laureate in Economics
core had the privilege to welcome Professor Jean tirole (toulouse school of economics, france) in the framework of its nobel talk series. this 
talk was part of the core 50th anniversary celebrations. 
 
Jean tirole is an internationally renowned scholar in industrial organization, game theory, banking and finance. in 2014, he was awarded the 
sveriges riksbank nobel Prize in economic sciences in memory of alfred nobel for his analysis of market power and regulation.
 
in his lecture, entitled “Moral Reasoning, Markets and organizations”, Jean tirole addressed this fundamental question: Are Markets Moral?  
economists are indeed often accused of being obsessed by markets although, as many people contend, "there are things that money can’t buy". 
to clarify the issue, Jean tirole first shared his feelings and experience about how economists view the world. he then explained that this criti-
cism of markets is partly based on some misunderstandings of what economics is about.

Professor tirole’s talk is available on our Youtube channel: https://YOutu.BE/ClaQK2JuiM4.
 

CORE Nobel Talk: Angus Deaton, 2015 Nobel Prize Laureate in Economics
core had also the privilege to welcome angus deaton, Professor of economics and internal affairs at Princeton University, Usa, in the 
framework of its nobel talk series. this talk was part of the core 50th anniversary celebrations.

 angus deaton is an internationally renowned leader in consumption, poverty and welfare. in 2015, he was awarded the sveriges riksbank 
nobel Prize in economic sciences in memory of alfred nobel.
 
angus deaton gave a lecture on "Why Global Poverty is so Hard to Measure and so Hard to eradicate".  global poverty refers to extreme poverty 
spread over the world. measuring is necessary if we want to know on which regions efforts should be concentrated. the difficulty to measure 
it comes from the low quality of the data, its scarcity, and the fact that measuring poverty across countries requires comparing the well-being 
of people using different currencies to buy different goods. the difficulty of eradicating poverty on the other hand is related to the difficulty to 
evaluate policies and to identify its role in the increase of well-being.
 

Worskhop on Poverty and Well-Being
the workshop, which took place on october 26, 2016 in the presence of Professor deaton, gathered researchers essentially from belgium and 
illustrated the vast range of economic research on “Poverty and Well-Being“ that takes place in belgium. research has to do with:
- the use of survey data to measure well-being, and the difficulties related to the attempts of building comparability on subjective data;
- the distribution of well-being within the household; 
- the analysis of behavioral responses to special institutions that are built in poor countries to alleviate poverty. 
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Program

methodology session
 > renaud lambiotte, Unamur, belgium 

Mining open datasets for transparency in taxi transport in metropo-

litan environments

 > vincent traag, centre for science and technology studies, leiden, 

the netherlands 

Limitations and advances in community detection

geolocalized data with applications in the business sector session
 > christophe cloquet, my Poppy 

Forecasting event attendance with anonymized mobile data

geography and urban insights session
 > Paul longley, University college london, United Kingdom 

Geospatial analysis of consumer behaviour

 > eric delmelle, University of north carolina, charlotte, Usa 

Mapping collective human activity in an urban environment based 

on mobile phone data

presentation of the bru-net project and discussion

ERSA International Workshop on Big Data 
 
the aim of this workshop jointly organized by ersa, dg regio and core on november 22, 2016 was to show how various types of big data can 
be used in a creative way to tackle key issues in today’s regional policy like smart specialisation, social inclusion of vulnerable population, the 
impact of migrants and refugees, ….  especially knowing that we lack available and detailed data on fine time spatial scales and on these issues.

Program

 > benoit decerf, Unamur, belgium  
A new measure of income poverty for the US: Balancing 
absolute and relative poverty 

 > michel lubrano, Université d’aix-mareille, france 
A Bayesian measure of poverty in the developing world

 > Khushboo surana, KU leuven, belgium 
Marital matching, economies of scale and intrahousehold 
allocations

 > Koen Decancq, Universiteit antwerpen, belgium 
Non-parametric well-being comparisons

 > erik schokkaert, KU leuven and core, belgium 
Well-being inequality and preference heterogeneity

 > guilhem cassan, Unamur, belgium 
The social cost of social norms: Gender quotas meet gen-
der norms

 > catherine guirkinger, Unamur, belgium 
Body-mass storing as a response to food market imperfec-
tions? Impacts of cereal banks in Northern Burkina Faso

 

BRU-NET Workshop on Big Data and Urban Geography 
on november 21, 2016, the Quantitative economic geography group, geog-en-core, organized a workshop on "Big Data and  
Regional sciences". six speakers were invited to deal with complex systems in urban environment. We welcomed academic researchers and 
members of private and public sectors. With a mix of methodological, geographical and business sessions, the brU-net workshop allowed 
to rise the debate on the use and applications of big data in our daily life. discussions between the participants were very constructive.  

Program

introduction: setting the scene
 > Paul longley, University college london, United Kingdom 

Big data and regional development

 > Isabelle thomas, core, Ucl, belgium 

On the uses and illusions of ICT data for urban modellers.  The 

example of Brussels

 > lewis dijkstra, dg regio, bruxelles, belgium 

How can regional and urban policy use big data?

 > Questions and answers 

population dynamics and big data session
 > catherine linard, Unamur, belgium 

Dynamic population mapping using mobile phone data

 > filipe batista e silva, european commission, ispra, italy 

Spatiotemporal population mapping in Europe

 > Questions and answers

transport analysis and big data session
 > hugo Poelman, european commission, dg regio, bruxelles, belgium 

Rail accessibility in European cities and border areas

 > nicolas ibañez, european commission, sevilla, spain 

Road accessibility in European cities and border areas

 > Questions and answers

discussion panel: risks and opportunities of big data
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Medal Field Talk: Pierre-Louis LIons, 1994 Fields Medal
in the spirit of the core nobel talk series, Professor Pierre-louis lions (collège de france), 1994 fields medal laureate for his work on 
nonlinear partial differential equations, honored us by coming to core for a talk on "Mean Field Games". this talk was part of the core 50th 

anniversary celebrations. it was organized with the idea of being accessible to a broad audience. With more than 80 participants, the event  
organized on december 14, 2016 was a success as Professor lions’ easy approach on the subject was fully appreciated by the attendance. 

Professor lions’s talk is available on our Youtube channel: https://YOutu.BE/Czl1a084hGQ.
 

2nd Belgian-Japanese Public Finance Workshop
Jean hindriks (core, Ucl, belgium) and Pierre Pestieau (core and Université de liège, belgium) together with a group of academics of 
osaka University (Japan) organized their yearly Public Finance Workshop on march 2-3, 2017, with the purpose of promoting collaboration 
between belgian and Japanese economists in the field of public economics. 
 
Program

 > tetsuo ono, osaka University, Japan 

Inequality and education choice

 > Andreu Arenas, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Intergenerational mobility and school segregation

 > Kazuhiro Yamamoto, osaka University, Japan 

Subsidy competition, imperfect labor market, and the endogenous 

entry of firm

 > helmuth cremer, toulouse school of economics, france 

Household bargaining, spouses’ consumption patterns and the 

design of commodity taxes

 > hikaru ogawa, University of tokyo Japan 

Ad valorem capital tax competition

 > fédéric robert-nicoud, Université de genève, switzerland 

The optimal distribution of population across cities

 > motohiro sato, hitotsubashi University, Japan 

Cash-flow business taxation revisited: Bankruptcy, risk aversion and 

asymmetric information

 > Fred schroyen, core, Uclouvain, belgium and norwegian school of 

economics, bergen, norway 

The dynamics of tax amnesty applications in Norway

 > Yukihiro nishimura, osaka University, Japan 

The direction of strategic delegation and voter welfare in asymme-

tric tax competition models

 > hubert Kempf, ecole normale supérieure and crest, Paris, france 

Is fiscal federalism required in a monetary union? 

 > daiji Kawaguchi, University of tokyo, Japan 

Gender gaps in skill and its utilization: An international perspective 

 > grégory Ponthière, Paris school of economics, france 

The tragedy of the commons and socialization: Theory and policy  

 
3rd Workshop on Industrial Organization on the Digital Economy
the liège competition and innovation institute organized, jointly with hec liège and core, the third edition of the "Industrial organization 
in the Digital economy workshop". it took place in hec liège on march 10-11, 2017.

this 2-day workshop was targeted at Ph.d. students and young postdoctoral scholars with an interest in the industrial organization of the 
digital economy. We welcomed empirical and theoretical contributions related to the following (non-exhaustive) list of topics: multi-sided 
platforms, big data, net neutrality, digitalization of payments, internet advertising, user-generated content, digital piracy, economics of pri-
vacy, reputation and recommender systems, open source software, sharing economy, patents and innovation, etc.

Program

keynote lecture

 > markus reisinger, frankfurt school of finance & management, germany 
Segmentation or agglomeration: Platform markets with competing sellers

thematic sessions

advertising session
 > martin Quinn, University of leicester, United Kingdom 

Do you see what I see? Ad viewability and the economics of online 

advertising

 > leonardo madio, University of York, United Kingdom 

Effects of ad-blockers adoption on digital piracy: A blessing or a curse?

 > Philipp dimakopoulos, humboldt Universität zu berlin, germany 

User data and platform competition

e-commerce economic session
 > anastasia Parakhonyak, toulouse school of economics, france 

Showrooming on a market of tangible goods with heterogeneous agents

 > arhtur cazaubiel, ensae Paris tech, france 

Strategic obfuscation or disclosure by a monopoly when today’s 

substitutes are tomorrow’s products

 > slobodan sudaric, humboldt Universität zu berlin, germany 

Crowdfunding with demand uncertainty and moral hazard
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CORE Nobel Talk: Robert Aumann, 2005 Nobel Prize Laureate in Economics 
core had also the privilege to welcome robert aumann, Professor at the hebrew University of Jerusalem in the framework of its nobel talk se-
ries. robert aumann is an internationally renowned scholar in economic and game theory. in 2005, he was awarded the sveriges riksbank nobel 
Prize in economic sciences for his work on conflict and cooperation through game-theory analysis.

on may 9, 2017, robert aumann gave a lecture entitled "Rule-rationality: A synthesis of Behavioral and Mainstream economics". rule-rationality 
is a paradigm according to which people do not maximize utility in each of their acts, but rather follow rules or modes of behavior that usually - 
but not always - maximize utility, providing a synthesis between rationalistic neo-classical economic theory and behavioral economics.

Professor auman’s talk is available on our Youtube channel: https://YOutu.BE/JhEuF9aB2WE.

WeeKly core seminars
Econometrics and Finance Seminars

 > september 16, 2016.  

antoon Pelsser, Universiteit maastricht, the netherlands 

Pricing and hedging in incomplete markets with model ambiguity

 > september 23, 2016.  

olivier le courtois, emlyon business school, france 

Credit benchmarking, risk premium adjustment factors, and credit 

solvency capital requirements. A recovery-based approach

 > september 30, 2016.  

marc hallin, Université libre de bruxelles, belgium 

R-estimation in semiparametric dynamic location-scale models

 > october 7, 2016.  

francis x. diebold, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Usa 

Estimating global bank network connectedness

 > october 14, 2016.  

Paolo Zaffaroni, imperial college london, United Kingdom 

Estimating risk premia using large cross-sections

 > october 21, 2016.  

geneviève gauthier, hec montréal, canada 

Firm-specific credit risk modelling in the presence or statistical 

regimes and noisy prices

 > october 28, 2016.  

arnaud doucet, oxford University, United Kingdom 

The correlated pseudo-marginal method for inference in latent 

variable models

 > november 25, 2016.  

christian brownlees, Universitat Pompeu fabra, barcelona, spain  

Impulse response estimation by smooth local projections

 > december 2, 2016.  

laurent e. calvet, hec Paris, france 

Rich pickings? Risk, return, and skill in the portfolios of the wealthy

 > december 9, 2016.  

damiano brigo, imperial college, london, United Kingdom 

Multi currency credit default swaps: Quanto effects and FX devalua-

tion jumps

 > february 3, 2017.  

hans degryse, KU leuven, belgium 

The impact of clearing fees on market quality

 > february 10, 2017.  

Peter feldhutter, london business school, United Kingdom 

The myth of the credit spread puzzle

crowdfunding and data protection session
 > Ying lei toh, toulouse school of economics, france 

Data security in the digital age: Reputation and strategic interac-

tions in security investments

 > gracia cecere, telecom ecole de management, Paris, france 

giving up your privacy for free after snowden’s revelation

 > Zhaoxin Pu, max Planck institute for innovation and competition, 

münich, germany 

Taking the crowd by the hand - the intermediary role of crowdfun-

ding platforms

platform competition session
 > frank schüttler, Zentrum fur europaïsche Wirtschaftsforschung 

gmbh, mannheim, germany 

Evaluation of best price clauses in hotel booking

 > georgios Petropoulos, bruegel, bruxelles, belgium 

Quality provision in a search engine environment

 > vincent malardé, Université de rennes 1, france 

Platform versus traditional firm: Competition and entry regulation

 > timothy Yeung, Université Paris-dauphine, france 

Understanding AirBnB in fourteen European cities

content provision session
 > anna Kerkhof, Universität zu Köln, germany 

Coverage bias on Wikipedia? Evidence from biographies of 
German members of parliament 

 > olga slivko, higher school of economics, moscow, russia 
Do immigrants return knowledge home? The evidence on 
knowledge dissemination via Wikipedia

 > Robert somogyi, core, Ucl, belgium 
The economics of zero-rating and net neutrality 
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Operations Research Seminars
 > october 18, 2016.  

sebastian stich, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

Randomized algorithms for convex optimization

 > november 8, 2016.  

Ignacio Aravena solis, core, Uclouvain, belgium 

An asynchronous distributed algorithm for solving stochastic unit 

commitment

 > november 22, 2016.  

ignace loris, Université libre de bruxelles, belgium 

A line-search based proximal algorithm for convex and non-convex 

optimization, with applications to image processing

 > december 6, 2016.  

hamza fawzi, massachusetts institute of technology, cambridge, Usa 

Semidefinite approximations of matrix logarithm

 > december 13, 2016.  

robert m. gower, ecole normale supérieure, Paris, france 

Randomized quasi-Newton updates are linearly convergent matrix 

inversion algorithms

 > december 20, 2016.  

bismark singh, University of texas at austin, Usa 

An adaptive model with joint chance constraints for a hybrid 

wind-conventional generator system

 > January 24, 2017.  

victor martinez de albeniz, Universidad de navarra, spain 

Using early click information in online flash sales campaigns

 > January 31, 2017.  

Kostas margellos, oxford University, United Kingdom 

Proximal algorithms for distributed optimisation over uncertain 

networks

 > february 7, 2017.  

carlos ruiz mora, Universidad carlos iii de madrid, spain 

Retail competition with switching consumers in electricity markets

 > february 7, 2017.  

geovani nunes grapiglia, federal University of Parana, brazil 

Derivative-free trust-region algorithms for composite nonsmooth 

optimization

 > march 14, 2017.  

francis de vericourt, european school of management and techno-

logy, berlin, germany  

Determining efficient audit and remediation strategies:  

A dynamic mechanism design approach

 > march 14, 2017.  

Jean-Paul Watson, sandia national laboratories, albuquerque, Usa 

Stochastic unit commitment: Scenario generation, scalable compu-

tation and experimental results

 > march 21, 2017.  

vladimir shikhman, technische Universität chemnitz, germany 

Tatonnements of Cobb-Douglas economy based on the power 

method

 > april 25, 2017.  

benjamin f. hobbs. Johns hopkins University, baltimore, Usa 

Crediting renewables in electricity capacity markets: The effects of 

alternative definitions upon market efficiency

 > may 2, 2017.  

george liberopoulos, University of thessaly, volos, greece 

Critical review of pricing schemes in markets with non-convex costs

 > June 30, 2017.  

sauleh siddiqui, Johns hopkins University, baltimore, Usa 

An exact solution method for binary equilibrium problems with 

compensation and the power market uplift problem

 > march 10, 2017.  

gregor Kastner, institute for statistics and mathematics, vienna, 

austria 

Bayesian estimation and prediction of high-dimensional dynamic 

covariance matrices

 > march 17, 2017.  

christian robert, Université Paris dauphine, france 

Asymptotic properties of approximate Bayesian computation

 > march 24, 2017.  

sophie moinas, toulouse school of economics, france 

Funding constraints and market liquidity in the European treasury 

bond market

 > april 21, 2017.  

Jing cynthia Wu, the University of chicago booth school of bu-

siness, Usa 

Time-varying lower bound of interest rates in Europe

 > may 5, 2017.  

Kris boudt, KU leuven, belgium 

Shrinkage approaches to the estimation of higher order moments

 > may 12, 2017.  

Pasquale della corte, imperial college london, United Kingdom 

The cross-section of currency volatility premia

 > June 9, 2017.  

benjamin moll, Princeton University, Usa 

Monetary policy according to HANK

 > June 19, 2017.  

christiane baumeister, University of notre dame, Usa 

Inference in structural vector autoroegressions when the identifying 

assumptions are not fully believed: Re-evaluating the role of mone-

tary policy in economic fluctuations

Quantitative and Economic Geography Seminars
 > october 4, 2017.  

cyrille médard de chardon, Université du luxembourg, luxembourg 

A geograpical analysis of bicycle sharing systems

 > march 1, 2017.  

olivier finance, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-sorbonne, Paris, france 

Scaling laws to compare transnational integration of cities into the 

economic and financial globalization 
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UCLouvain Economics Seminars
 > september 22, 2016.  

Pedro teles, Universidade católica Portuguesa, lisboa, Portugal

More on the taxation of capital

 > september 29, 2016.  

valérie smeets, aahrus Universitet, denmark
Multi-product firms, import competition and the evolution of 

firm-product technical efficiencies

 > october 6, 2016.  

albert marcet, barcelona graduate school of economics, spain 

Stock price booms and expected capital gains?

 > october 13, 2016.  

nuno Palma, european University institute, firenze, italy and rijksuni-

versiteit groningen, the netherlands

The existence and persistence of liquidity effects: Evidence from a 

large-scale historical natural experiment

 > october 20, 2016.  

sandra mcnally, University of surrey, United Kingdom 

Entry through the narrow door: The costs of just failing high stakes 

exams

 > november 3, 2016.  

Karen marcours, Paris school of economics, france

Schooling, learning and earnings: Long-term effects of a conditional 

cash transfer program in Nicaragua 

 > november 10, 2016.  

shankha chakraborty, University of oregon, Usa

Age-specific effects of mortality shocks and economic development

 > november 17, 2016.  

fabian herweg, Universität bayreuth,  germany 

Optimal cost overruns: Procurement auctions with renegotiation

 > december 1, 2016.  

fabrice collard, Universität bern, switzerland

Public debt as private liquidity: Optimal policy 

 > december 8, 2016.  

John earle, central european University, budapest, hungary 

Does higher productivity dispersion imply greater misallocation? A 

theoretical and empirical analysis

 > december 15, 2016.  

andreas moxnes, Universitetet i oslo, norway 

Better, faster, stronger: Global innovation and trade liberalization

 > february 2, 2017.  

Piero gottardi, european University institute, firenze, italy 

A theory of repurchase agreements, collateral re-use, and repo 

intermediation

 > february 9, 2017.  

Pierre cahuc, ecole Polytechnique, Paris, france 

Short-time work and employment in the great recession in France

 > february 16, 2017.  

Kalina manova, oxford University, United Kingdom 

Managing trade: Evidence from China and the US 

 

 > february 23, 2017.  

antonio cabrales, University college london, United Kingdom 

What you know ... can’t hurt you? A field experiment on relative 

performance feedback in higher education

 > march 2, 2017.  

takeshi murooka, Universität münich, germany 

The timing of choice-enhancing policies

 > march 9, 2017.  

Pedro vicente, Universdade nova de lisboa, Portugal 

Introducing mobile money in rural Mozambique: Evidence from a 

field experiment

 > march 16, 2017.  

céline Poilly, aix-marseille school of economics, france 

Do misperceptions about demand matter? Theory and evidence

 > march 23, 2017.  

Jose i. silva, Universitat de gerona, spain 

Local labor market effects of public employment

 > march 30, 2017. 

arnaud costinot, massachusetts institute of technology, cambridge, 

Usa 

The more we die, the more we sell? A simple test of the home- 

market effect

 > april 20, 2017. 

Jérôme Pouyet, Paris school of economics, france 

Vertical mergers in platforms markets

 > april 27, 2017.  

alessandro tarozzi, Universitat Pompeu fabra, barcelona, spain 

Evaluation of alternative strategies to increase demand for and 

responses to information on arsenic-contaminated tubewell water 

in Bangladesh

 > may 4, 2017.  

david neumark, University of california at irvine, Usa 

Is it harder for older workers to find jobs? New and improved evi-

dence from a field experiment

 > may 11, 2017.  

gerard llobet, cemfi, madrid, spain 

The inverse Cournot effect in royalty negotiations with complemen-

tary patents

 > may 18, 2017.  

Juan dolado, european University institute, firenze, italy 

From dual to unified unemployment protection: Transition and 

steady state

 > June 15, 2017. 

murat iyigun, University of colorado, boulder, Usa 

Why wait? A century of education, marriage timing and gender roles 

ParticiPation of core members in meetings organiZation
 > CoRe Distinguished Lecture series by Jacques Drèze "Uncertainty and economic Policy: General equilibrium, incomplete Markets and 

Macroeconomics", core, Uclouvain, belgium, september 2016 
core organizer: Pierre dehez

 > Dynamics on and of networks IX, amsterdam, the netherlands, september 2016 
core organizer: Jean-charles delvenne
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 > WDR 2006 Anniversary Conference "equity and Development: ten Years on", World bank, Washington, Usa, october 2006 
core organizer: Koen decancq

 > nBB, CoRe, VUB and Louvain Finance joint Ph.D. course on Big-Data in Dynamic Predictive econometric Modeling, brussels, belgium, 
october 2016 
core organizer: leonardo iania

 > Médiatiser l’Innovation, ecole des mines, Paris, france, november 2016 
core organizer: Paul belleflamme

 > Conference of the Canadian Public economist Group, montréal, canada, november 2016 
core organizer: marie-louise leroux

 > UeCe Game theory Lisbon Meetings, Universidade técnica de lisboa, Portugal, november 2016 
core member of the Program committee: ana mauleon and vincent vannetelbosch

 > BRU-net Workshop on Big Data and Urban Geography, core, Uclouvain, belgium, november 2016 
core organizers: arnaud adam and isabelle thomas

 > eRsA and DG-ReGIo a two-day workshop on Big Data and Regional sciences, core, Uclouvain, belgium, november 2016 
core organizer: isabelle thomas

 > Ph.D. course on Credit Risk Modeling, copenhagen business school, denmark, november 2016 
core organizer: frédéric vrins

 > 7th CeMs PhD Course on Identification strategies in Business and Finance, core, Uclouvain, belgium, november 2016 
core organizers: leonardo iania and Yue Zhang

 > 2nd Unamur-UCL/CoRe Winter school on networks in economics and Finance, core, Uclouvain, belgium, december 2016 
core organizer: sophie béreau 

 > 11th Workshop on economic Design and Institutions, Université saint-louis, bruxelles, belgium, december 2016 
core organizers: ana mauleon and vincent vannetelbosch

 > 9th International Conference of the eRCIM WG on Computational and Methodological statistics (CMs statistics 2016), sevilla, spain, 
december 2016 
core member of the Program committee: léopold simar

 > 2017 AssA Annual Meeting, chicago, Usa, January 2017 
core organizer: Koen decancq

 > 2nd ARC Workshop on transformations: Incentives and norms, durbuy, belgium, January 2016 
core organizer: david de la croix

 > 3rd  Workshop on Industrial organization in the Digital economy, Université de liège, belgium, march 2016 
core organizers: axel gautier and Johannes Johnen

 > 2nd  Belgian-Japanese Public Finance Workshop, core, Uclouvain, belgium, march 2017 
core organizers: Jean hindriks and Pierre Pestieau

 > Ph.D. course on Monte Carlo Methods with Applications to Finance, isba, Uclouvain, belgium, march 2017 
core organizer: frédéric vrins

 > spring school and Workshop on Volatility Dynamics and option Prices and econometrics of Intraday Data, ecole Polytechnique fédé-
rale de lausanne, switzerland, april 2017 
core organizer: luc bauwens

 > Final Conference "stochastic Dynamical Models in Mathematical Finance, econometrics and Actuarial sciences", ecole Polytechnique 
fédérale de lausanne, switzerland, may-June 2017 
core organizer: luc bauwens

 > eCoRes summer school on Individual Heterogeneity in organizations, core, Uclouvain, belgium, may-June 2017 
core organizers: Jean hindriks and françois maniquet

 > Professor Darrell Duffie Bernoulli Lecture "Continuous-time Random Matching", ecole Polytechnique fédérale de lausanne, switzerland, 
may 2017 
core organizer: luc bauwens

 > nobel talk by Robert J. Aumann on "Rule-rationality: A synthesis of Behavioral and Mainstream economics", core, Uclouvain, belgium, may 2017 
core organizer: Pierre dehez

 > IMMAQ/ICteAM/ePL/sC "Data science" DHC Ceremony, ePl, Uclouvain, belgium, may 2017 
core organizer: françois glineur

 > Joint Ph.D. KUL-UCL Day in Mathematical Finance and Finance engineering, core, Uclouvain, belgium, may 2017 
core organizer: frédéric vrins

 > 22nd Coalition theory network Workshop, glasgow, United Kingdom, may 2017 
core organizer: vincent vannetelbosch 

 > CeMs Ph.D. course on Bayesian Dynamic Modelling for Multivariate time series Analysis, core, Uclouvain, belgium, may-June 2017 
core organizer: leonardo iania

 > Professor Robert engle Bernoulli Lecture "systemic Risk with endogenous Cycles", ecole Polytechnique fédérale de lausanne,  
switzerland, June 2017 
core organizer: luc bauwens

 > 17th Conference of the society of the Advancement of economic theory (sAet), faro, Portugal, June 2017 
core members of the Program committee: claude d’aspremont and Julio davila
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 > Dynamics on and of networks X, indianapolis, Usa, June 2017 
core organizer: Jean-charles delvenne

 > soFie Financial econometrics school 2017, national bank of belgium, brussels, belgium, June 2017 
core organizer: leonardo iania

 > 8th Workshop on Institutions, Individual Behavior and economic outcomes, alghero, italy, June 2017 
core organizer: dimitri Paolini

 > 15th european Workshop on efficiency and Productivity (eWePA), loughborough University, london, United Kingdom, June 2017 
core member of the scientific committee: léopold simar 
 

ParticiPation of core members to conferences and seminars
arnaud adam

 > Measuring urban complexity in Brussels: Communities, clusters and urban transportation issues 
nectar xiv international conference "transport in a networked society", Universidad Politecnica de madrid, spain, may-June 2017

  
per agrell

 > The prosumer: Challenges for regulation and tariff design in electricity distribution 
Workshop on network regulation and rate review, norsk energi, oslo, norway, september 2016

 > Twenty years of frontier analysis in the service of regulatory economics: Perspectives and open questions 
15th european Workshop on efficiency and Productivity analysis (eWePa 2017) conference, loughborough University, london, United Kingdom, 
June 2017 

 andreu arenas

 > Party bans, deterrence or backlash? Evidence from the Basque Country 
macroeconomics lunch seminar, ires, Ucl, belgium, february 2017 
1st catalan economic society conference, institut d’estudis catalans, barcelona, spain, may 2017 
Universidad del Pais vasco, vizcaya, spain, June 2017

 > Countercyclical educational attainment and intergenerational mobility 
microeconometrics Working group, european University institute, firenze, italy, march 2017

 > School segregation and intergenerational mobility 
leer Workshop on education economics, KU leuven, belgium, march 2017

  
luc Bauwens

 > Forecasting comparison of long term component models for realized covariance matrices 
Workshop "recent advances in financial econometrics", Università di messina, italy, september 2016 
10th international conference on computational and financial econometrics (cfe’16), Universidad de sevilla, spain, december 2016

  
paul Belleflamme

 > Tax incidence on competing two-sided platforms: Lucky break or double jeopardy 
Paris school of economics, france, october 2016

 > La fonction média du crowdfunding 
médiatiser l’information, ecole des mines, Paris, november 2016

 > Price discrimination and dispersion under asymmetric profilling of consumers 
aix-marseille school of economics, france, may 2017 
Université de montpellier, france, may 2017 
8th Workshop on institutions, individual behavior and economic outcomes, alghero, italy, June 2017

 > The economics of digital goods 
create copyright & innovation network (cin), london, United Kingdom, may 2017

 > The interplay of law and economics in understanding the digital single market 
conference "towards a digital single market: competition law has parts to play", vienna, austria, June 2017

  
Gilles Bertrand

 > Optimal dispatch of wind farms facing market prices 
14th international conference on the european energy market, technische Universität dresden, germany, June 2017
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 avinash Bhardwaj

 > Submodular knapsacks 
2016 informs annual meeting, nashville, Usa, november 2016

 
philipe Chevalier

 > Economic models for horizontal collaboration 
claio-2016: xviii latin-iberoamerican conference on operations research, santiago, chile, october 2017 

 Marion Collewet

 > Measuring labour supply preferences using hyothetical questions 
14h belgian day for labour economists, ires, Ucl, belgium, may 2017

  
Caude d’aspremont

 > Managerial objectives, competition regimes and delegation in a model à la Hotelling 
6th international conference on industrial organization and spatial economics, st. Petersburg, russia, June 2017

 > Revealed preference analysis of semi-cooperative household behavior 
17th conference of the society of the advancement of economic theory (saet), faro, Portugal, June 2017

  
Julio Davila

 > On private capital falling into public domain 
Universidade de vigo, spain, april 2017 

 > Optimal human capital bequeathing 
2017 asian meeting of the econometric society, chinese University of hongkong, china, June 2017 
18th annual meeting of the association for Public economic theory (Pet 2017), Paris, france, July 2017

 
Koen Decancq

 > Well-being inequality and preference heterogeneity  
Université d’auvergne, clermond-ferrand, france, november 2016 
Unamur, belgium, april 2017 
international labor organization, genève, switzerland, may 2017 
conference "new challenges in the measurement of economic inequaliaties and injustices", aix-marseille school of economics, france, 
June 2017

 > Implementing the capability approach with respect for individual valuations: An illustration with Colombian data 
Workshop "determinants of multidimensional Poverty levels and trends", University of oxford, december 2016

 > Non-parametric well-being comparisons 
london school of economics, United Kingdom, february 2017 
University of oxford, United Kingdom, march 2017 
KU leuven, belgium, april 2017

  
perre Dehez

 > Multiple causation, apportionment and the Shapley value 
2016 annual meeting of the association of southern european economic theorists, thessaloniki, greece, november 2016

 > Edmond Malinvaud et l’école franco-belge du déséquilibre 
"theory, measurement and expertise edmond malinvaud and the reconfigurations of economic theory, 1950-2000", Université Paris 1  
Panthéon-sorbonne, december 2016

 David de la Croix

 > Clans, guilds, and markets: Apprenticeship institutions and growth in the pre-industrial economy 
dynamics, economic growth and international trade degit xxi conference, University of nottingham, United Kingdom, september 2016

 > Religions, fertility, and growth in South-East Asia 
overlapping generation days, luxemburg, luxemburg, december 2016

 > Childbearing postponement, its option value, and the biological clock 
2nd arc Workshop on family transformations: incentives and norms, durbuy, belgium, January 2017

 > Decessit sine prole - Childlessness, celibacy, and survival of the richest in pre-Industrial England 
2017 growth theory conference, brown University, Usa, may 2017
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 > French fertility and education transition: Rational choice vs cultural diffusion 
5th toulouse economics and biology Workshop, toulouse, france, June 2017 
society for economic dynamics annual meeting 2017, edinburgh, scotland, June 2017

 > Endogenous childlessness and stages of development 
health and development 2017 conference, taipei, taiwan, June 2017

  
Justin Delloye

 > Distributions of building geometric attributes: A stochastic muth-mills approach 
63rd annual north american meetings of the regional science association international, minneapolis, United states, november 2016

 > A complex approach to the economics of buildings geometry  
Université du luxembourg, belval, luxembourg, december 2016

 > Homothetic scaling of urban land use and population density profiles in monocentric models 
summer school in Urban economics, Paris, france, June 2017 

 Jean-Charles Delvenne

 > Dynamics and mining on large networks 
technische Universiteit eindhoven, the netherlands, June 2017

  
Cyrille Dossougoin

 > Measuring sovereign risk spillovers and assessing the role of transmission channels: A spatial econometrics approach 
6th Ph.d. student conference in international macroeconomics and financial econometrics, Université Paris nanterre, france, march 2017

  
Jacques Drèze

 > "Growth and Employment: The scope for a European initiative" twenty years later 
theory, measurement and expertise edmond malinvaud and the reconfigurations of economic theory, 1950-2000, Université Paris 1   
Panthéon-sorbonne, france, december 2016 

Mery Ferrando

 > Evolution of income poverty under unequal growth: Settling the dispute between absolutists and relativists 
7th meeting of the society for the study of economic inequality, cUnY, new York, Usa, July 2017 

zhengyuan Gao

 > An attempt to understand economic inequality from a non-abstract perspective 
macroeconomics lunch seminar, ires, Ucl, belgium, february 2017 

François Glineur

 > Performance estimation of first-order methods for composite convex optimization 
Workshop "optimisation, distributed computation and machine learning", télécom Paristech, france, september 2016 
focm 2017, foundations of computational mathematics, barcelona, spain, July 2017

andras Gregor

 > Politically motivated targeting of Hungarian municipal liquidity grants 
28th annual congress of the italian society of Public economics (sieP2016), lecce, italy, september 2016

 > Political motives behind the allocation of investment grants in Hungary: A regression discontinuity design approach 
european Public choice society meeting, budapest, hungary, april 2017 
34èmes Journées de microéconomie appliquée, le mans, france, June 2017 

thuc huan ha

 > Scraps collection for recycling, how far should we go? 
10th belgian environmental economics day, KU leuven, belgium, february 2017 
24th Ulvon conference on environmental economics, cere, Umeä Universitet, sweden, June 2017

 > The sharing economy and the environment, impacts of a P2P sharing platform? 
greQam Ph.d. seminar, aix-marseille school of economics, france, June 2017
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Christian hafner

 > Estimation of a multiplicative covariance structure 
Workshop "recent advances in econometrics", Università di messina, italy, september 2016 
10th international conference on computational and financial econometrics (cfe2016), Universidad de sevilla, spain, december 2016 
Universität bonn, germany, January 2017 
10th annual society for financial econometrics (sofie) conference, new York University, Usa, June 2017 

 > Exponential-type GARCH models with linear-in-variance risk premium 
University of st. gallen, switzerland, april 2017

 
Jean hindriks

 > School segregation and intergenerational mobility  
16th Journées louis-andré gérard-varet, aix-en-Provence, france, June 2017 

leonardo iania

 > The consequences of Brexit for the EU and Japan  
50th eU-Japan conference, bruxelles, belgium, october 2016

 > The response of euro area sovereign spreads to the ECB unconventional monetary policies  
national bank of belgium international conference 2016 on "the transmission mechanism of new and traditional instruments of   
monetary and macroprudential Policy", bruxelles, belgium, october 2016 
bundesbank Workshop on term structure modelling, frankfurt, germany, october 2016 
Université de liège, belgium, november 2016 
institut bachelier, Paris, June 2017

 > The UCLouvain Bloomberg experience 
bloomberg World conference, Paris, france, february 2017

 
Johannes Johnen

 > Screening procrastinators with automatic-renewal contracts  
6th christmas meeting of belgian economists, ires, Uclouvain, belgium, december 2016 
4th international meeting on experimental and behavioral social sciences, Universidad de barcelona, spain, april 2017 
3rd annual early-career behavioral economics conference, carnegie mellon University, Pittsburgh, Usa, June 2017 
32nd annual congress of the european economic association (eea), Universidade de lisboa, Portugal, august 2017 
44th conference of the european association for research in industrial economics, maastricht, the netherlands, august 2017

 
Bart Jourquin

 > Estimation of travel time elasticities with a multimodal freight transport model calibrated and validated on publicly available regional data  
2017 bivec-gibet-transport research days : "towards an autonomous and interconnected transport", hec, Université de liège, belgium, may 2017 
nectar xiv international conference, escuela técnica de ingenieros de caminos, madrid, spain, may 2017

 
Dimitra Kyriakopoulou

 > Asymptotic normality of the QML estimator in the EGARCH(1,1) model  
10th international conference on computational and financial econometrics (cfe 2016), Universidad de sevilla, spain, december 2016

 > Exponential-type GARCH models with linear-in-variance risk premium 
25th annual symposium of the society for nonlinear dynamics and econometrics (snde), Paris, france, march 2017 
2017 asian meeting of the econometric society, chinese University of hong Kong, china, June 2017 
70th european meeting of the econometric society (esem), Universidade de lisboa, Portugal, august 2017

 
Marie-louise leroux

 > Nursing Home Choice, Family Bargaining and Optimal Policy in a Hotelling Economy  
1st meetings of the society of economics of the household (seho 2017), san diego, Usa, June 2017 
18th annual meeting of the association for Public economic theory (Pet 2017), Paris, france, July 2017

 
François Maniquet

 > Well-being poverty and labor income taxation: Theory and application to Europe and the US  
eth Zürich, switzerland, october 2016 
Queen mary University of london, United Kingdom, october 2016
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 > (Un)fair tax-benefit systems: Evidence from selected OECD countries 
109th annual conference on taxation, baltimore, Usa, november 2016

 
ana Mauleon

 > Constitutions and groups 
Uece game theory lisbon meetings 2016 "game theory and applications", Universidade técnica de lisboa, Portugal, november 2016

 > Matching with myopic and farsighted player 
cerec Workshop in economics, Université saint-louis, bruxelles, belgium, march 2017 
Université de grenoble, france, march 2017 
brown University, Providence, Usa, april 2017 
22nd coalition theory network Workshop, University of glasgow, United Kingdom, may 2017 
17th conference of the society of the advancement of economic theory (saet), faro, Portugal, June 2017

 > Constitutions and groups in social networks 
3rd annual conference on network science and economics, Washington University in saint-louis, Usa, april 2017  

Florian Mayneris

 > Improving or disappearing: Firm-level adjustments to minimum wages in China 
Jrc seminar, european commission, ispra, italy, september 2016

 > One way to the top: How services boost the demand for goods 
singapore management University singapore, may 2017

 > Providing services to boost goods exports: Theory and evidence 
the chinese University of hong Kong, china, may 2017

 
ilyes Mezghani

 > Application of the stochastic dual dynamic programming and the progressive hedging algorithms to the modeling of natural gas 
markets: A numerical comparison 
18ème conférence roadef de la société française de recherche opérationelle et aide à la décision, metz, france, february 2017

 
Juan  Moreno-ternero

 > Poverty performance of taxation rules 
2nd grode Workshop: claims Problems, Universitat rovira i virgili, reus, spain, may 2017

 > Sharing the revenues from broadcasting sport events 
international conference "advances in fair division", st. Petersburg, russia, august 2017 

Yuting Mou

 > Application of priority service pricing for mobilizing residential demand response in Belgium  
edinburgh 14th international conference on the european energy market (eem 17), dresden, germany, June 2017 

Dimitri paolini

 > Strategic promotion and release decisions for cultural goods  
telecom Paristech, france, January 2017

 > Content acquisition by streaming platforms: Premium vs freemium 
44th conference of the european association for research in industrial economics, maastricht, the netherlands, august 2017 

anthony papavasiliou

 > An asynchronous distributed subgradient algorithm for solving stochastic unit commitment 
edinburgh University, scotland, october 2016 

 > Remuneration of power generation capacity in conditions of scarcity in Belgium  
Workshop on transition to Power systems with Weather-dependent generation, Universität zu Köln, germany, november 2016 
informs annual meeting 2016, nashville, Usa, november 2016

 > Multi-stage stochastic economic dispatch under renewable energy supply uncertainty  
national technical University of athens, greece, december 2016

 > Market design for a decarbonized electricity market 
eurelectric, bruxelles, belgium, June 2017

 > Incentivizing flexibility in Central and Western Europe 
ieee Power and energy society general meeting, chicago, Usa, July 2017 
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Risa  pavia

 > Tax evation by domestic and foreign-iwbed Portuguese firms: A bunching analysis 
oxford University, United Kingdom, september 2016 
University of exeter, United Kingdom, november 2016 
tax administration research centre’s 5th annual Workshop, University of exeter, United Kingdom, april 2017 
16th Journées louis-andré gérard-varet, aix-en-Provence, france, June 2017 
11th annual meeting of the Portuguese economic Journal, University of trás os montes e alto douro, vila real, Portugal, July 2017 
73rd annual congress of the international institute of Public finance, tokyo, Japan, august 2017 

pierre pestieau

 > The public policy implictions of increased longevity 
University of auckland, new Zealand, october 2016

 > LTC social insurance. How to avoid big losses? 
centre d’etudes et de recherches sur le développement international (cerdi), clermont-ferrand, france, november 2016 
thema, strasbourg, france, march 2017 
Università di Pisa, italy, april 2017 

pierre picard

 > Currency areas and voluntary transfers 
academia sinica, taipei, taiwan, september 2016 
Universität bielefeld, germany, november 2016 

 > Income effects and vertical differentiation in international trade 
european trade study group, helsinki, finland, september 2016

 > Spatial structures with forward and backward linkages 
european regional science association, vienna, austria, september 2016 
5th international conference on industrial organization and spatial economics, st. Petersburg, russia, June 2017

 > Airport congestion and inefficiency in slot allocation 
itea annual conference and school on transportation economics, barcelona, spain, June 2017 

Erik schokkaert

 > Fairness in cost-benefit analysis, an application to health technology assessment  
York University, United Kingdom, september 2016

 > Risk adjustment in Belgium 
Wissenschaftliches institut der aoK, berlin, germany, october 2016

 > Well-being inequality and preference heterogeneity 
liser, luxembourg, october 2016

 > Equality of opportunity: Key concepts and empirical work 
Universiteit amsterdam, the netherlands, november 2016

 > Utopian thinking in our days? 
Universiteit Utrecht, the netherlands, 2017

 > Distributive justice in health: Individual well-being and responsibility 
Workshop Wellbeing and Justice in the social sciences, aix-marseille school of economics, france, June 2017

 
simon schophol

 > Information transmission in hierarchies 
12th doctorissimes, Université Paris 1, france, november 2016 
Université Paris 1 Panthéon-sorbonne, france, december 2016 
University of leicester, United Kingdom, december 2016 
22nd coalition theory network Workshop, glasgow, United Kingdom, may 2017 
17th saet conference on current trends in economics, faro, Portugal, June 2017 
28th international conference on game theory in honor of Pradeep dubey and Yair tauman, stony brook, Usa, July 2017

 > Information centralization in networks  
13th european (formerly spain-italy-netherlands) meeting on game theory (sing13), Paris, france, July 2017 

 
léopold simar

 > Nonparametric estimation of efficiency in the presence of environmental variables 
orstat, KU leuven, belgium, march 2017
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 > Central limit theorems for aggregate efficiency 
15th european Workshop on efficiency and Productivity (eWePa)  loughborough University, london, United Kingdom, June 2017

 
Robert somogyi

 > The economics of zero-rating and net neutrality 
hass colloquium series, singapore University of technology and design, singapore, february 2017 
9th ict Paris conference on the economics of information and communications technologies, telecom Paristech, france, march 2017 
66th annual congress of the french economic association (afse), nice, france, June 2017 
15th ZeW conference on the economics of information and communication technologies, ZeW, mannheim, germany, June 2017 

Yu sun

 > Adaptative intertemporal decision making under the threat of intense earthquakes 
10th belgian environmental economics day, KU leuven, belgium, feburary 2017 

Joe tharakan

 > Distributions of urban geometric attributes: A stochastic Muth-Mills approach 
18th annual meeting of the association for Public economic theory (Pet 2017), Paris, france, July 2017 

Jacques-François thisse

 > Monopolistic competition without apology  
lancaster University, United Kingdom, february 2017

 > Optimal firm behavior and game-theoretic modeling of competition 
oligo Workshop 2017, new economic school, russia, June 2017

 > What can TE learn from spatial economics? 
itea annual conference and school on transportation and economics, barcelona, spain, June 2017 

isabelle  thomas

 > On-line rail travel requests: Big data for revisiting geography? 
64th annual north american meetings of the regional science association international, minneapolis, Usa, november 2016

 > Comparing 75 bicycle sharing systems: A critical appraisal 
nectar xiv international conference "transport in a networked society", Universidad Politecnica de madrid, spain, may-June 2017

 > "Big data" in urban and economic geography: Revolution or evolution?  
dhc/data sciences, Ucl, belgium, may 2017 

henry  tulkens

 > Après la COP 21 : institutions et mécanismes de coopération pour le climat 
atelier chaire ddx-edf-Polytechnique, ecole Polytechnique, Paris, france, January 2017

 
Dirk van de Gaer

 > Effects of high versus low quality preschool: A longitudinal study in Mauritius 
 csae conference 2017: economic development in africa, st catherine’s college, oxford, United Kingdom, march 2017 
7th meeting of the society for the study of economic inequality (ecineQ), city University of new York, Usa, July 2017 

vincent vannetelbosch

 > R&D network formation with myopic and farsighted firms  
2nd Workshop Kiss (Knowledge, innovation, internationalization, strategy), Universidad de valencia, spain, november 2016 
3rd  annual nsf conference on network science in economics, Washington University in st. louis, Usa, april 2017 
Universidad del Pais vasco, bilbao, spain, June 2017 

Mathieu van vyve

 > Polyhedral results for the fixed charge transportation problem  
Journées Polyèdres et optimisation combinatoire Joc10, Université Paris 13, villetaneuse, france, June 2017 
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Frédéric vrins

 > Disentangling wrong way risk: Pricing CVA with changes of measure and drift adjustment 
Séminaire de Probabilités et mathématiques financière, Université d’evry, france, february 2017 
emlyon business school, france, march 2017

 > CVA wrong-way risk via change of measure: Actuarial vs risk-neutral pricing 
conference innovations in insurance, risk- and asset management, technische Universität münchen, germany, april 2017

 
laurence Wolsey

 > Reflections on the work of George Nemhauser 
nemfest, a celabration of Professors george nemhauser and arkadi nemirovski, atlanta, georgia, Usa, may 2017

 > On simple mixed integer sets and extended formulations 
benelux mc16, amsterdam, the netherlands, march 2016

 
Yue zhang

 > Bankruptcy and the cost of organized labor: Evidence from union elections 
nfa conference 2016, mont tremblant, canada, september 2016 
3l finance research Workshop, bruxelles, belgium, december 2016 
2017 annual meeting, chicago, Usa, January 2017
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 > administrative collaborators
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management

PEOPlE

Per Agrell 

 > Present positions: Professor, Université catholique de louvain (louvain school of management, louvain-la-
neuve campus), belgium; chairman, doctoral commission in economics and management (Uclouvain); academic 
director iemba, louvain school of management (Uclouvain).

 > Fields of interest:  supply chain management, energy economics, operations research.
 > Education: Ph.d. in Production economics, linköping University, sweden, 1995.
 > Previous positions in the last five years:  adjunct Professor, norwegian school of economics, department of

management science, 2012-2017.
 > Current editorial activities: editorial board member, International Journal of Production Economics and

Business Research.

Paul Belleflamme

 > Present positions: Professor, Université catholique de louvain (louvain school of management, louvain-la-
neuve campus), belgium; Professor, aix-marseille Université, france; research affiliate, center for economic
studies and ifo institute for economic research; co-holder of the chair lhoist berghmans in environmental
economics and management.

 > Fields of interest: Microeconomics, industrial organization, and innovation
 > Education: docteur en sciences économiques, Université de namur, belgium, 1997.
 > Previous positions in the last five years: co-director, core, Université catholique de louvain, belgium, 2014-2016.
 > Prizes & Awards: Prix du fonds international Wernaers for scientific research and knowledge diffusion, 2012;

francqui chair, Université de liège, 2013; louvain school of management research award 2014; louvain school
of management best education award, 2014.

Philippe Chevalier
President

Isabelle thomas
research director

faculty 
CORE Board Members 
during the 2016-2017 academic year, board members of core consisted of Faculty Members of Université catholique de louvain, Université saint-
louis, bruxelles, KU leuven, and Université du luxembourg.

thierry Bréchet
co-director 
economics

Leonardo Iania
co-director

finance

Anthony Papavasiliou
co-director 

operations research

Francisco santana Ferra
executive director
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 > Current editorial activities: associate editor, Economics, the Open-Access, Open Assessment E-Journal and Re-
view of Networks Economics. editorial board member of Regards Economiques.

sophie Béreau

 > Present positions: assistant Professor, Université catholique de louvain (louvain school of management, louvain-
la-neuve campus); assistant Professor, Université de namur, belgium.

 > Fields of interest: Applied econometrics, finance (exchange rates and asset prices dynamics, financial
network modeling).

 > Education: Ph.d. in economics, Université Paris 10 ouest nanterre, 2010.
 > Prizes & Awards: fondation banque de france Prize for the best Ph.d. in monetary, financial and banking  economics, 2011. 

thierry Bréchet

 > Present positions: Professor, Université catholique de louvain (louvain school of management, louvain-la-
neuve campus), belgium; co-holder of the chair lhoist berghmans in environmental economics and mana-
gement; scientific director at the climate economics chair, Paris; co-director, core, Université catholique de
louvain, belgium.

 > Fields of interest: Environmental economics.
 > Education: docteur en sciences économiques, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-sorbonne, france, 2000.
 > Previous positions in the last five years: visiting Professor, european University of st Petersburg, russia, 2009–

2015; associate research fellow, grantham institute for climate change, imperial college london, 2011–2012.

Philippe Chevalier

 > Present positions: Professor, Université catholique de louvain (louvain school of management, louvain-la-
neuve campus), belgium; President, core (Uclouvain); President, immaQ (Uclouvain); President, jury bachelier
ingénieur de gestion (Uclouvain).

 > Fields of interest: Operations research, supply chain management, operations management, stochastic models.
 > Education: Ph.d. in operations research, massachusetts institute of technology, cambridge (ma), Usa, 1992.

Julio Dávila

 > Present positions: Professor, Université catholique de louvain (faculté des sciences économiques, sociales,
politiques et de communication, ecole des sciences économiques), belgium; directeur de recherches cnrs,
Paris, france (on leave); President, ecole d’economie de louvain (Uclouvain).

 > Fields of interest: Economic theory, macroeconomics, growth theory, public economics
 > Education: docteur en sciences économiques, ecole des hautes etudes en sciences sociales, Paris, france, 1994. 
 > Previous positions in the last five years:  co-director, core, Université catholique de louvain, belgium, 2012–2014; 

fernand braudel fellow, european University institute, italy, 2016.
 > Current editorial activities: associate editor, Economics Bulletin; editorial advisor, Canadian Journal of Economics.

 David de la Croix

 > Present position: Professor, Université catholique de louvain (faculté des sciences économiques, sociales,
politiques et de communication, ecole des sciences économiques), belgium.

 > Fields of interest: Growth theory, human capital and demography, overlapping generations.
 > Education: docteur en sciences économiques, Université catholique de louvain, belgium, 1992.
 > Prizes & Awards: francqui chair, Universiteit gent, belgium, 2004; chercheur Qualifié honoraire, fonds natio-

nal de la recherche scientifique (fnrs), belgium; United nations: Panel on new challenges in Population and
development (iUssP), 2010–2013; francqui research Professor, 2014–2017.

 > Current Editorial Activities: editor-in-chief, Journal of Demographic Economics; associate editor, Journal of
Development Economics, Journal of Public Economic Theory; editorial board member, Ciometrica, Fiscal Studies.

François Glineur

 > Present positions: Professor, Université catholique de louvain (ecole Polytechnique de louvain, Pôle en ingé-
nierie mathématique), belgium; member of the institute of technologies, electronics and applied mathematics
(icteam, Uclouvain), mathematical engineering division (inma).

 > Fields of interest: Optimization/mathematical programming, operations research, numerical algebra
 > Education: docteur en sciences appliquées, faculté polytechnique de mons (Université de mons), belgium, 2001. 
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Christian Hafner

 > Present positions: Professor, Université catholique de louvain (faculté des sciences économiques, sociales,
politiques et de communication, ecole des sciences économiques), belgium; member of the institut de statis-
tique, biostatistique et sciences actuarielles (Uclouvain).

 > Fields of interest: Time series and financial econometrics.
 > Education: Ph.d. in economics, humbold-Universität zu berlin, germany, 1996.
 > Previous positions in the last five years: President, louvain school of statistics, biostatistics and actuarial

science, Ucl, belgium, 2010–2015.
 > Current editorial activities: associate editor, Studies in Nonlinear Dynamics and Econometrics, Journal of

Business and Economic Statistics.

Jean Hindriks

 > Present positions: Professor, Université catholique de louvain (faculté des sciences économiques, sociales,
politiques et de communication, ecole des sciences économiques), belgium; senior fellow, itinera institute,
bruxelles, belgium; member of the belgian pension reform committee and member of the belgian price scien-
tific committee.

 > Fields of interest: Public economics, health, education and welfare
 > Education: docteur en sciences économiques, facultés universitaires notre-dame de la Paix, namur, belgium, 1996.
 > Current Editorial Activities: associate editor, Journal of Public Economic Theory.

Leonardo Iania

 > Present positions: assistant Professor, Université catholique de louvain (louvain school of management,
louvain-la-neuve campus); President of lfin (Uclouvain); co-director, core (Uclouvain), research affiliate,
national bank of belgium, bruxelles, belgium; visiting Professor, KU leuven, belgium.

 > Fields of interest: Financial markets, money and interest rates, monetary policy, central banking, and the
supply of money and credit

 > Education: Ph.d in econometrics, KU leuven, belgium, 2012.
 > Former positions over the last five years: Post-doctoral position, Universiteit maastricht, the netherlands,

2015-2016.

François Maniquet

 > Present position: Professor, Université catholique de louvain (faculté des sciences économiques, sociales,
politiques et de communication, ecole des sciences économiques), belgium.

 > Fields of interest: Poverty, public economics and welfare economics.
 > Education: docteur en sciences économiques, facultés universitaires notre-dame de la Paix, namur, belgium, 1994.
 > Previous positions in the last five years: Part-time Professor, University of Warwick, United Kingdom, 2008-2014;

research director, core, Uclouvain, belgium, 2011–2014.
 > Prizes & Awards: scW Prize, 2004, best paper in review of economic design, 2004; chercheur qualifié honoraire,

fonds national de la recherche scientifique (fnrs), belgium; francqui chair 2009–2010, Université saint-louis,
bruxelles, belgium; francqui Prize, 2010; erc grant laureate 2010.

 > Current editorial activities: associate editor, Social Choice and Welfare.

Ana Mauleon

 > Present positions: maître de recherches, fonds national de la recherche scientifique (fnrs), belgium;
associate Professor, Université saint-louis (faculté des sciences économiques, sociales et politiques), bruxelles, 
belgium; director of the center for research in economics (cerec), Université saint-louis, bruxelles, belgium.

 > Fields of interest: Game theory, bargaining theory and matching theory, group formation, industrial
organization, network theory.

 > Education: Ph.d. in economics, Universidad del País vasco, bilbao, spain, 1997.
 > Previous positions in the last five years:  co-director of the center for research in economics (cerec), 2008–

2015, Université saint-louis, bruxelles, belgium.
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Florian Mayneris 

 > Present position: assistant Professor, Université catholique de louvain (faculté des sciences économiques,
sociales, politiques et de communication, ecole des sciences économiques), belgium.

 > Fields of interest: International trade, economic geography, urban economics.
 > Education: docteur en sciences économiques, ehess-Paris school of economics, france, 2009.
 > Prizes & Awards: Young economist award at the european economic association congress, 2010; louis forest

Prize for the best Ph.d. dissertation from the chancellerie des Universités de Paris, 2010.
 > Current editorial activities: associate editor, Journal of Regional Science.

Yurii nesterov

 > Present positions: Professor, Université catholique de louvain (ecole Polytechnique de louvain, Pôle en
ingénierie mathématique), belgium; member of the institute of technologies, electronics and applied mathema-
tics, mathematical engineering division (Uclouvain).

 > Fields of interest: Optimization and operations research.
 > Education: Ph.d. in applied mathematics, institute of control sciences, moscow, russia, 1984.
 > Prizes & Awards: dantzig Prize, 2000; John von neumann theory Prize, 2009; best Paper award, optimization

methods and software, 2010; eUroPt fellow, 2010; francqui chair 2012, Université de liège, belgium; honorable
simon stevin lecture on optimization in engineering, KU leuven, belgium, 2013; siam outstanding paper award,
2014; eUro gold medal 2016.

 > Current editorial activities: associate editor, Journal of Optimization Theory and Applications, Optimization and
Engineering, and Optimization Methods and Software.

Anthony Papavasiliou

 > Present position: assistant Professor, Université catholique de louvain (ecole Polytechnique de louvain, Pôle
en ingénierie mathématique), belgium.

 > Fields of interest: Optimization techniques, computational techniques.
 > Education: Ph.d. in industrial engineering and operations research, University of california at berkeley, Usa, 2011.
 > Previous positions in the last five years:  Postdoctoral researcher: University of california at berkeley, Usa, 2011–

2012; consulting and internships: belgian regulatory commission of electricity and gas, n-side, Pacific gas and
electric, Quantil, sun run, United states federal energy regulatory commission, the Palo alto research center
and the e3mlab of the national technical University of athens, holder of the engie faculty chair in Quantitative
and energy economics, 2013-2015.

 > Prizes & Awards: best publication in energy, informs, 2015.

Pierre Picard

 > Professor, Université du luxembourg, luxembourg.
 > Fields of interest: International, regional and urban economics.
 > Education: docteur en sciences économiques, Université catholique de louvain, belgium, 1998.

erik schokkaert

 > Present position: Professor, KU leuven, belgium.
 > Fields of interest: Public economics, health, education and welfare economics.
 > Education: docteur en sciences économiques, KU leuven, belgium, 1982.
 > Prizes & Awards: francqui chair 2005–2006, Universiteit antwerpen, belgium.
 > Current editorial activities: editor, Economics & Philosophy, and member of the editorial board, Social Choice

and Welfare, Health Policy.
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Isabelle thomas

 > Present positions: directeur de recherches, fonds de la recherche scientifique (frs-fnrs), belgium, Professor,
Université catholique de louvain (faculté des sciences, ecole de géographie), belgium; research director, core,
Université catholique de louvain, belgium.

 > Fields of interest: Quantitative and economic geography.
 > Education: docteur en sciences géographiques, Université catholique de louvain, belgium, 1984; agrégée de

l’enseignement supérieur, Université catholique de louvain, belgium, 2000.
 > Prizes & Awards: Prix aydalot in regional science, 1989; bmW scientific award, 2001; Prix de la compagnie du

bois sauvage 2011-2012; francqui chair 2015 in antwerpen; distinguished speaker, transport lecture series
2015, the University of hong Kong, 2015; edward l. Ullman award 2017. board member of asrdlf, ersa, frs-
fnrs,  belgian national committee of geography, belgian national council of statistics.

 > Current editorial activities: editorial board member, Computers, Environment and Urban Systems, e-Belgéo,
Cybergéo, L’Espace Géographique, and Journal of Geographical Systems.

sébastien Van Bellegem

 > Present positions: Professor, Université catholique de louvain (faculté des sciences économiques, sociales,
politiques et de communication, ecole des sciences économiques), belgium; dean, faculté des sciences écono-
miques, sociales, politiques et de communication, Uclouvain.

 > Fields of interest: Econometric theory, mathematical statistics.
 > Education: docteur en sciences statistiques, Université catholique de louvain, belgium, 2003; hdr en économétrie,

Université de toulouse 1, france, 2008.
 > Previous positions in the last five years: Professeur des universités, toulouse school of economics, Université de 

toulouse 1, 2008–2012; Universidad eafit, medellin, 2016-2017.
 > Prizes & Awards: Prix marie-Jeanne laurent-duhamel, 2005.
 > Current editorial activities: associate editor, Journal de la Société Française de Statistique, International Econo-

metrics Review.

Vincent Vannetelbosch

 > Present positions: maître de recherches, fonds de la recherche scientifique (fnrs), belgium; Professor,
Université catholique de louvain (faculté des sciences économiques, sociales, politiques et de communica-
tion, ecole des sciences économiques), belgium; extramural fellow of meteor, Universiteit maastricht, the
netherlands; associate fellow of cerec, Université saint-louis, bruxelles, belgium; director of the european
doctoral Program in Quantitative economics.

 > Fields of interest: Game theory, bargaining and matching theory, group formation and network theory, and
industrial organization.

 > Education: docteur en sciences économiques, Université catholique de louvain, belgium (european doctoral
Program in Quantitative economics), 1996.

 > Current editorial activities: associate editor, Social Choice and Welfare

Mathieu Van Vyve

 > Present position: Professor, Univeristé catholique de louvain (louvain school of management, louvain-la-neuve
campus), belgium.

 > Fields of interest: Discrete optimizaiton, computational economics, operations research.
 > Education: docteur en sciences appliquées, Université catholique de louvain, belgium, 2003; master in Philoso-

phy, Université catholique de louvain, belgium, 1999.

Xavier Wauthy

 > Present positions: Professor, Univeristé saint-louis, bruxelles, belgium; visiting Professor, Université catho-
lique de louvain, belgium; doyen facultés des sciences économiques, sociales, politiques et de communication,
Université saint-louis, bruxelles, belgium.

 > Fields of interest: Oligopoly, other imperfect markets, intellectual property.
 > Education: docteur en sciences économiques, Université catholique de louvain, belgium, 1995.
 > Current editorial activities: editorial board member, Recherches Economiques de Louvain-Louvain Economic

Review.
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CORE Faculty (not Board Members)
Daniele Catanzaro

 > Present position: assistant Professor,  Université catholique de louvain (louvain school of management,
louvain-la-neuve campus).

 > Fields of interest: Combinatorial optimization, mixed integer programming, computational complexity,
discrete mathematics, operations research.

 > Education: docteur en sciences informatiques  (operations research), Université libre de bruxelles, 2008.
 > Previous positions in the last five years: chargé de recherches at the belgian national fund for scientic re-

search (frs-fnrs), 2009-2013; visiting researcher at the tepper school of business (2010-2011) and the depart-
ment of computational biology (2012) of carnegie mellon University, Usa; assistant Professor at Universiteit
groningen, the netherlands, 2013-2014.

 > Prizes & Awards: Prize fonds brachet funded by the institute of medicine and molecular biology (ibmm) of the
Université libre de bruxelles, belgium; U.s. national institutes of health awards 1r01ca140214 and 1r01ai076318;
belgian american educational foundation (baef) honorary fellowship 2010-2011 for biomedical engineering
research in the Usa.

Zhengyuan Gao

 > Present position: assistant Professor, Université catholique de louvain (faculté des sciences économiques,
sociales, politiques et de communication, ecole des sciences économiques), belgium.

 > Fields of interest: Econometrics and economic theory
 > Education: Ph.d. in econometrics, Universiteit amsterdam, the netherlands, 2012.
 > Previous positions in the last five years: visiting assistant Professor at University of iowa, Usa, 2012–2014;

associate Professor at southwestern University of finance and economics, china, 2012–2014.

Johannes Johnen

 > Present position: assistant Professor, Université catholique de louvain (faculté des sciences économiques,
sociales, politiques et de communication, ecole des sciences économiques), belgium.

 > Fields of interest: Behavioral economics, industrial organization, microeconomic theory.
 > Education: Ph.d. in economics, european school of management and technology, berlin, germany, 2016.

Bart Jourquin

 > Present position: Professor, Université catholique de louvain (louvain school of management, mons campus),
belgium.

 > Fields of interest: Operations research, transport economics, transport modelling
 > Education: Ph.d in applied economics, facultés Universitaires catholiques de mons, belgium, 1995.

Mikael Petitjean

 > Present positions: associate Professor, Université catholique de louvain (louvain school of management,
louvain finance center), belgium; associate Professor, ieseg school of management, lille, france

 > Fields of interest: Asset and risk management, financial modeling and forecasting, financial market micros-
tructure, ethics in finance, structured products, fiscal policies and financial regulation.

 > Education: docteur en sciences de gestion, facultés Universitaires notre dame de la Paix, namur, belgium, 2006.
 > Previous positions in the last five years:  assistant Professor, Ucl mons and louvain school of management,

Université catholique de louvain, belgium, 2011-2014.

Jean-sébastien tancrez

 > Present position: assistant Professor, Université catholique de louvain (louvain school of management, mons
campus), belgium.

 > Fields of interest: Supply chain management, stochastic modelling and application to operations management, 
applications of operations research

 > Education: docteur en sciences de l’ingénieur, Université catholique de louvain, belgium, 2009.
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Frédéric Vrins

 > Present position: assistant Professor, Université catholique de louvain louvain school of management (louvain 
finance center), belgium.

 > Fields of interest: Stochastic processes and mathematical finance.
 > Education: docteur en sciences appliquées, Université catholique de louvain, belgium, 2007.

Yue Zhang

 > Present position: assistant Professor,  Université catholique de louvain (louvain school of management, lou-
vain-la-neuve campus), belgium.

 > Fields of interest: Finance.
 > Education: Ph.d. in finance, mcmaster University, hamilton, canada, 2016.
 > Prizes & Awards: best Paper award, northern finance association (nfa) annual meeting, 2016; best Paper award

nomination, financial management association (fma) annual meeting, 2014

Emeriti
Luc Bauwens

 > Present position: Professor emeritus, Université catholique de louvain, belgium.
 > Fields of interest: Econometrics, statistics.
 > Education: docteur en sciences économiques, Université catholique de louvain, belgium, 1983.
 > Previous positions in the last five years: President, core, Université catholique de louvain, belgium, 2010–2013.
 > Prizes & Awards: leonard J. savage thesis award, 1984; francqui chair, facultés universitaires notre-dame de la

Paix, namur, belgium, 2005–2006; fellow of the society for financial econometrics.
 > Current editorial activities: associate editor, Journal of Business and Economic Statistics, Journal of Financial

Econometrics, member of the editorial board, Journal of Applied Econometrics.

Claude d’Aspremont 

 > Present position: Professor emeritus, Université catholique de louvain, belgium.
 > Fields of interest: Mathematical economics, social choice theory, mechanism design and game theory, and

industrial organization.
 > Education: Ph.d. in decision sciences, graduate school of business, stanford University (ca), Usa, 1973.
 > Prizes & Awards: fellow of the econometric society, 1984; francqui Prize, 1995; doctor Honoris Causa, Université

louis Pasteur, strasbourg, france, 2002; founding fellow of the society for the advancement of economic theory 
(saet), 2011; President-elect of the society for social choice and Welfare, 2016–2018.

 > Current editorial activities: associate editor, Journal of Public Economic Theory and Social Choice and Welfare.

Pierre Dehez

 > Present position: Professor emeritus, Université catholique de louvain, belgium.
 > Fields of interest: Game theory and general equilibrium theory.
 > Education: docteur en sciences économiques, Université catholique de louvain (european doctoral Program in

Quantitative economics), 1980.
 > Previous positions in the last five years: : visiting Professor at University of nancy, france and University of Pisa,

italy.

Jacques Drèze 

 > Present position: Professor emeritus, Université catholique de louvain, belgium.
 > Fields of interest: Economic theory and macroeconomics.
 > Education: Ph.d. in economics, columbia University, new York (nY), Usa, 1958.
 > Prizes & Awards: fellow, 1964 and President, 1970 of the econometric society; francqui chair, Université libre de

bruxelles, belgium, 1970–1971 and KU leuven, belgium, 1982–1983; andrew d. White Professor-at-large, cornell
University, ithaca (nY), Usa, 1971–1977; President of the european economic association, 1985–1986; President of
the international economic association, 1996–1999; doctor Honoris Causa, 19 universities.
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Jean J. Gabszewicz

 > Present position: Professor emeritus, Université catholique de louvain, belgium.
 > Fields of interest: microeconomics.
 > Education: docteur en droit, Université catholique de louvain, belgium, 1961; docteur en sciences économiques,

Université catholique de louvain, belgium, 1968.
 > Previous positions in the last five years: visiting Professor, Università sapienza di roma, italy, 2016.
 > Prizes & Awards: fellow of the econometric society, 1979; administrator of cePremaP, Paris, france; member of

the council of the european economic association, 1986–1989; doctor Honoris Causa, Université d’aix-marseille ii, 
france, 2003; fellow of the european economic association, 2004.

Victor Ginsburgh

 > Present position: Professor emeritus, Université libre de bruxelles, belgium.
 > Fields of interest: Microeconomics, economics and languages, economics of the arts.
 > Education: docteur en sciences économiques, Université libre de bruxelles, belgium, 1972.
 > Prizes & Awards: francqui chair, Université de liège, belgium, 1992–1993; President of the international associa-

tion of cultural economics, 2002–2004.
 > Current editorial activities: co-editor, Journal of Wine Economics.

etienne Loute 

 > Present position: Professor emeritus, Université saint-louis, bruxelles, belgium.
 > Fields of interest: Mathematical programming: algorithmic and implementation issues, management and en-

gineering applications of mathematical programming.
 > Education: docteur en sciences appliquées, Université catholique de louvain, belgium, 1976.

Michel Mouchart 

 > Present position: Professor emeritus, Université catholique de louvain, belgium.
 > Fields of interest: Statistics, econometrics.
 > Education: docteur en sciences économiques, Université catholique de louvain, belgium, 1973.
 > Prizes & Awards: elected member of the international statistical institute; elected fellow of the international

society for bayesian analysis, bernoulli society, société belge de statistique.
 > Current editorial activities: associate editor, Statistica and International Econometric Review.

Dominique Peeters

 > Present position: Professor emeritus, Université catholique de louvain, belgium.
 > Fields of interest: Location theory, economic geography, regional science, mathematical programming, ope-

rations research.
 > Education: docteur en sciences appliquées, Université catholique de louvain, belgium, 1980; agrégé de l’ensei-

gnement supérieur, Université catholique de louvain, belgium, 1995.

Pierre Pestieau 

 > Present positions: Professor emeritus, Université de liège, belgium; associate member, Paris school of econo-
mics, france; cesifo; and iZa research fellow.

 > Fields of interest: Public economics and population economics.
 > Education: Ph.d. in economics, Yale University, new haven (ct), Usa, 1971.
 > Prizes & Awards: francqui Prize, 1989; agf assUbel Prize, 1995; einaudi chair in european studies, cornell Univer-

sity, ithaca (nY), 1997; Prix risque-les echos, 2006; honorary degree Uppsala University, 2011 and Université de
neuchâtel, switzerland, 2016.

 > Current editorial activities: associate-editor, Journal of Public Economic Theory, CESifo Economic Studies, Jour-
nal of Pension Economics and Finance and Revue Française d’Économie.
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Léopold simar

 > Present position: Professor emeritus, Université catholique de louvain, belgium.
 > Fields of interest: Mathematical statistics, nonparametric statistics, bootstrap, frontier estimation, production analysis.
 > Education: docteur en sciences appliquées (mathématiques appliquées), Université catholique de louvain,

belgium, 1974.
 > Previous positions in the last five years: visiting Professor, institut français du Pétrole, rueil, france, 1991–2013;

clemson University (sc), Usa, 2007–2012; University of salento, lecce, italy, 2010–2016; University of Queensland,
brisbane, australia, 2011-2016; Università degli studi di roma “la sapienza”, italy, 2011–2016; toulouse school of
economics, france, 2010–2016.

 > Prizes & Awards: chaire d’excellence Pierre de fermat, 2008–2009, region midi-Pyrénées, toulouse school of
economics, france; 2013–2014 messageri della connoscenza, italian ministry of research, University of salento,
lecce, italy; elected member of the international statistical institute; President of the belgian statistical society,
1999–2002; honorary member of the belgian statistical society; fellow of the Journal of Econometrics, 2015; eco-
nometric theory, multa scripsit award, 2016.

 > Current editorial activities: associate editor, Journal of Productivity Analysis, Operations Research, and Compu-
tational Statistics & Data Analysis.

Yves smeers 

 > Present position: Professor emeritus, Université catholique de louvain, belgium.
 > Fields of interest: Computational economics and risk management in the electricity and gas industries.
 > Education: ingénieur Physicien, Université de liège, 1967, master of science (industrial administration), 1971;

Ph.d. in operations research, carnegie-mellon University, Pittsburgh (Pa), Usa, 1972; licencié en sciences éco-
nomiques, Université catholique de louvain, belgium, 1973.

 > Previous positions in the last five years: visiting research fellow, KaPsarc, riyadh, Kingdom of saudi arabia,
2013-2015.

 > Prizes & Awards: informs fellow, 2012.

Jacques-François thisse

 > Present position: Professor emeritus, Université catholique de louvain, belgium.
 > Fields of interest: industrial organization, international trade, economic geography.
 > Education: docteur en sciences économiques, Université de liège, belgium, 1975.
 > Prizes & Awards: fellow of the econometric society, 1992; fellow of the regional science association international, 2003; 

fellow of the european economic association, 2004; William alonso memorial Prize, 2004; Prix scientifique quinquen-
nal ernest-John solvay (fnrs), 2005; european Prize in regional science, 2007; doctor Honoris Causa, 4 universities.

 > Previous positions in the last five years: chief research fellow, national research University higher school of
economics, moscow, russia; W.c. mitchell visiting research Professor, columbia University, new York, Usa; and
visiting Professor, institute of developing economies, chiba, Japan.

 > Current editorial activities: associate editor, International Journal of Economic Theory, Journal of Economic Geo-
graphy, Journal of Economics and Management Strategy and Regional Science and Urban Economics.

Henry tulkens

 > Present position: Professor emeritus, Université catholique de louvain, belgium.
 > Fields of interest: Economic theory, public finance.
 > Education: dr. jur., KU leuven, belgium, 1960; docteur en sciences économiques, Université catholique de

louvain, belgium, 1968.

Laurence Wolsey

 > Present position: Professor emeritus, Université catholique de louvain, belgium.
 > Fields of interest: Combinatorial optimization, integer programming, mixed integer programming, polyhedral 

combinatorics, branch-and-bound, branch-and-cut.
 > Education: Ph.d. in mathematics, massachusetts institute of technology, cambridge (ma), Usa, 1969.
 > Prizes & Awards: orchard-hays Prize (with t.J. van roy) awarded by the mathematical Programming society, 1988;

lanchester Prize (with g.l. nemhauser) awarded by the operations research society of america, 1989; euro gold medal 
awarded by the european association of operations research societies, 1994; dantzig Prize of the mathematical opti-
mization society, 2012; John von neumann theory Prize (informs) (with g.l. nemhauser), 2012; glover-Klingman Prize
(with a. agra, h. anderson and m. christiansen) for the best paper of the year published in networks, 2013.
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administrative staff

Anne-Marie Pessleux
accountant

Francisco santana Ferra
executive director

Monique septon
research funding officer 

10/2016-04/2017

administrative collaborators

Maristella Angotzi
ersa congress manager

Cathy Rigaux
ersa communications 

officer, 06-08/2017

Axelle Depireux
communications officer

Catherine Germain
office manager

Alain Gillis
librarian and 

data base manager

Fabienne Henry
Publications manager



 > uclouvain funding

 > international funding

 > belgian funding
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fUNdINg
uclouvain funding
FsR pROJECts

 > Application of High Performance Computing in the Short-term Scheduling of Electric Power Systems
under Uncertainty

the purpose of this project is to develop parallel algorithms for the short-term scheduling of electric power systems under uncertainty
caused by the large-scale integration of renewable energy sources and demand response. this project responds to an increasing need for
the improvement of day-ahead and real-time power systems scheduling and market clearing by leveraging parallel computation.

anthony Papavasiliou (core, Uclouvain) is the promoter of this project. ignacio aravena (core, Uclouvain) works under the scope of the project.

 > Optimizing Over Unrooted Binary Tree: Impact on Real Life Applications

the introduction of single-cell sequencing (scs) has opened a new era in cancer research, by providing new insights into the genetic de-
terminants controlling intra-cellular heterogeneity. combining scs with phylogenetic approaches could enable the characterization and
the classification of the sequence of genetic events driving tumor progression in patients, by adding a key piece into the development of
personalized prevention methods and treatments. although many classes of estimation models are suitable to describe evolutionary pro-
cesses on short-time scales, none of them can currently handle scs data due to a number of intrinsic limitations related to the evolutionary 
hypotheses at their core as well as the presence of extensive technical errors during whole genome amplification. this research project aims 
to overcome these limitations, by investigating the mathematical foundations of a specific class of phylogenetic estimation model suitable
to describe evolutionary processes on short-time scales.

daniele catanzaro (core, Uclouvain) is the promoter of this project. martin frohn (core, Uclouvain) will work on the project as from
september 2017.

 > Strategic Supply Chain Design and Impacts of Demand Uncertainty

the strategic design of its logistics network highly impacts the performance of a company, determining its tactical and operational deci-
sions. therefore, this must be taken into account when establishing the network. in this project, we are particularly interested in demand
uncertainty, which is increasing in practice. it has two main implications for the supply chain network: safety stocks to react in short-term
and robustness to adapt in medium term. these effects will be incorporated into a mathematical location-inventory model, heuristics will
be developed, and managerial insights will be provided.

Jean-sébastien tancrez (core and lsm, Uclouvain) is the promoter of this project. matias schuster Puga (lsm, Uclouvain) works under the
scope of the project.

international funding 
european Commission Projects

 > European Doctorate in Economics Erasmus Mundus (EDEEM)

edeem is a research-oriented programme aiming to produce top-quality researchers, who will gain international experience working within
the research units with some of europe’s leading researchers in economics. students are trained for positions in academia at the inter-
national level as well as for management positions in government, research organizations, and business enterprises. high focus is made
on research work, publication and presentation, with dedicated jamborees and summer schools being an integral part of the training. this
program gathers the following universities: Universiteit amsterdam, Universität bielefeld, Universidade nova de lisboa, Université catholique 
de louvain, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-sorbonne, ecole des hautes etudes en sciences sociales (Paris), and Università ca’foscari venezia.

this project, financed under the erasmus Mundus program, is coordinated by frédéric docquier (ires, Uclouvain) at Uclouvain. sinem bas,
risa Pavia and simon schopohl are currently enrolled in this program at core.
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 > Poverty, Resource Equality, and Social Policies (PoRESP) 

this project is dedicated to theoretical and empirical research on the measurement of poverty, the determinants of poverty, the design of 
policies aimed at alleviating poverty and, individual responses to anti-poverty policies.

this project is financed under a european Research Council (erc) program. françois maniquet (core, Uclouvain) is the promoter. sinem bas 
and mery ferrando (core, Uclouvain) work under the scope of this project.

 > Social Networks and Travel Behavior

this cost action aims to initiate a new collaboration framework for various eU research groups that develop a new transport paradigm 
based upon ict social networks and their subsequent travel behavior in the urban environment.  the goals are to explore ways in which 
social activities become mobilized in space, identify how social ties affect the integration of local public transport into urban patterns, and 
develop a rigorous conceptual framework for new ideas and methodologies. this work will be achieved by creating a joint discussions plat-
form that includes seminars, thematic working groups, discussion sessions, workshops and published scientific results.

this project is financed by the Framework Programme Horizon 2020 under a Cost Action. Pnina Plaut (technion -  israel institute of tech-
nology, haifa, israël) is the promoter.  isabelle thomas (core, Uclouvain) is a project partner.

 > Computational Methods for Societal Challenges

the project was inspired by the futurict Pilot, and its goal is to find a path for understanding and managing complex, global, socially interac-
tive systems. from financial crisis to climate change, from crime and conflicts to resource management: the world is currently facing grand 
social challenges, which need to be addressed with new approaches and tools. futurict 2.0 aims at creating an incentive system to take on 
some of the main challenges of modern society. this will be achieved through what we call finance 4.0 – a circular and sharing economy that 
would allow to create a high quality of life for more people with less resources. Under this “finance 4.0” label, we will integrate experiments 
and computer simulations, to provide an operational, effective example of how the mixed ict/social science approach could lead towards 
a more resilient and adaptive society. 

this project is financed under a FuturICt 2.0 international project. louise-amélie cougnon (ilc, Uclouvain), Jean-charles delvenne (core and inma, 
Uclouvain),  renaud lambiotte (Unamur), tom lenaerts (Université libre de bruxelles), and several european partners work on this project.

 > Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Optimization (MINO)

complex decision making in enterprises should involve mathematical optimization methods because the best choice has to be made out 
of a huge number of feasible options. a mathematical description of such decision processes typically involves both continuous and dis-
crete decisions. if the latter are present, the customary modelling approach is to use integer variables, which are also used to represent all 
possible nonlinearities, so that the remaining part of the model is linear. this leads to mixed-integer linear optimization (milo) problems, 
which can be handled nowadays by many packages, but are often very difficult to solve.

the difficulty of milo problems is often due to the fact that objective functions or constraints that are structurally nonlinear (e.g. quadratic) 
are linearized by introducing new integer variables. in many cases, it was observed that this is not the best way to proceed, as facing the 
nonlinearity directly without the new variables leads to much better results. algorithmic technology for the resulting mixed-integer nonli-
near optimization (mino) problems is still at its early stage.

the present situation is such that enterprises facing a mino problem generally give up due to the lack of efficient solvers, or try to convert 
it to a milo one often too hard to be solved in practice. on the other hand, in academia, there is now increasing expertise in mino, which 
is, however, hardly exported outside due to the lack of interaction with the industrial world. the purpose of this project is to help satisfy 
the increasing demand for highly qualified researchers receiving, at the same time, state-of-the-art scientific training from academia and 
hands-on experience with real-world applications from the industry.

the project is financed under a FP7-People project (Marie-Curie Action: "Initial training networks" (Itn)). andrea lodi (Università di  
bologna) is the coordinator. the local coordinators at core are mathieu van vyve and laurence Wolsey. bartosz filipecki (core, Uclouvain) 
works under the scope of this project.

Public Institutions Projects
 > Huge-Scale Sparse Optimization: Theory, Algorithms and Applications

experiments and observations in many areas of science and engineering are currently generating terabytes of data. in another perspec-
tive, as the increasingly huge amounts of information are typically dispersed in space and time, the big data paradigm is inherently linked 
to network paradigm (a network system consists of multiple interacting subsystems, connected through a network which enables the  
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subsystems to coordinate their activities; e.g. power grids). learning from these large volumes of data is expected to bring significant science 
and engineering advances along with improvements in quality of life. however, the efficient exploitation of big data demands the develop-
ment of efficient computational methods. classical first/second order optimization algorithms are not designed to scale at instances of 
huge sizes. as a consequence, new mathematical programming tools and methods are required to solve efficiently these big data problems. 
the goal of this project is to develop new and efficient tools and optimization algorithms with low per-iteration cost and good scalability 
properties for solving big data optimization problems. the project brings together researchers with expertise in optimization capable of 
dealing with the big data network setting.

françois  glineur (core, Uclouvain) and ion necoara (Politechnica University of bucharest) are the investigators of this project initiated by 
the romanian academy of sciences and funded by the World Bank Institute in Romania. 

 > Networks, Innovations, Culture, Employment and Growth

it is well known that social structures, the position of individuals in these structures and social segregation determine the success of indivi-
duals, groups and societies as a whole. We will formally introduce social structures in the economic analysis in order to determine whether 
part of the difference in wages between men and women or between different socio-economic groups can be explained by their position in 
social structures and social segregation, and will also analyze their implications for professional success.

the project is financed by the spanish Ministry of economy and Competition. ana mauleon (Université saint-louis, bruxelles and core, 
Uclouvain) and vincent vannetelbosch (core, Uclouvain) are external investigators of this project coordinated by Javier gardeazabal and 
maria Paz espinosa  (Universidad del País vasco, bilbao, spain).

 > Performance Analysis, Competitiveness and Economic Progress

the project aims at developing consolidated non-parametric efficient and productivity measures for the analysis of economic performance, 
both under regulation and competition.

the project is financed by the spanish Ministry of science and education. Per agrell (core, Uclouvain) and emili grifell-tatje (Universitat 
autonoma barcelona) coordinate this project.

 > R&D Strategies in a Global Economy: Intramural Investment, Competition And International Business Profitability

the recent global crisis has shaken the foundations of western economies, in many cases holding back the growth of productivity. resto-
ring competitiveness is vital for recovery, and this depends, among other factors, on r&d and innovation investment and the existence of 
a business fabric capable of translating this investment effort into innovative outcomes that confer a global innovation advantage at both 
national and enterprise level. in this context, which r&d strategies can help firms position themselves better in a global market? What 
criteria should guide public and private investment? Which factors count most in confronting the international dimension of competition?

this project sets out to offer answers to these questions and to put forward recommendations both from a managerial standpoint and for 
those charged with implementing economic (industrial and commercial) policy. it will revolve around four lines of research:

 > study the complementarity or substitutability between company r&d investment and technology acquisition strategies, the idea being 
to assess their impact on r&d returns in terms of productivity;

 > analyze the impact of lowering tariff barriers on the relationship between degree of competition and firms’ incentives to innovate, and 
the effects of the interaction between the protection of industrial property and the strength of competition;

 > determine the role of the technological and geographical distance between spanish and foreign firms in determining the existence and 
intensity of the spillovers generated by investment in foreign r&d;

 > analyze whether r&d activities can reduce or offset the negative impact of the crisis on company profit margins.  

this project is financed by the BBVA Fundación and coordinated by rafael moner colonques (Universitat de valència, spain). vincent 
vannetelbosch (core, Uclouvain) is partner of the project.

belgian funding
Belgian science Policy (BeLsPo)
pai pROJECts

 > Combinatorial Optimization: Metaheuristics and Exact Methods (COMEX)

the main objectives of this project are to:
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 > bring together the available belgian expertise on combinatorial optimization problems, exploit synergies between the partner research 
groups, and create a network with a sufficient mass to attract young and experienced top-level scientists in belgium, and further finan-
cing for research in the field;

 > train young researchers in the field of combinatorial optimization, as these profiles are in high demand, both in academic research 
centers worldwide and in private organizations;

 > develop new models, algorithmic techniques and implementations for complex, large-scale combinatorial optimization problems;
 > develop new international collaborations with other large teams working in the field of combinatorial optimization. an active and reco-

gnized belgian network would facilitate international collaborations, in particular in the framework of large-scale international projects.

this project (Pai 7/36-comex) is coordinated by bernard fortz (Université libre de bruxelles) and mathieu van vyve (core, Uclouvain). bar-
tosz filipecki and avinash bhardwaj (core, Uclouvain) work under the scope of this project.

 > Exact Nonnegative Matrix Factorization: Algorithms, Bounds and Applications to Optimization

many combinatorial optimization problems can be formulated as the optimization of a linear objective over a polytope. however, this 
polytope may have a very large number of facets, possibly growing exponentially with the dimension. because of the high number of 
facets, computing the optimal solution can be very time-consuming. however, if one can find an extension of this polytope with a mo-
derate number of facets, one can solve the optimization problem over the extension efficiently and project the optimal solution on the 
original polytope. finding an extension for a convex polytope can be done with exact nonnegative matrix factorization. the goals of this 
research are (i) the development of algorithms that compute exact nonnegative factorizations and (ii) the development of lower bounds 
(optimality guarantees for the algorithms) on the minimum inner dimension of such factorizations.

this project (iaP P7/19-dYsco) is coordinated by françois glineur (core, Uclouvain). Julien dewez (core, Uclouvain) works under the scope of this project.

BRain pROJECts

 > Application of High Performance Computing in the Short-term Scheduling Integrated Economic Modeling of  
 Material Flows (IECOMAT)

the iecomat project develops complementary numerical and analytical tools designed to study a particular aspect of sustainable material 
management, the circular economy. the models to be employed and to be developed range from input-output models over partial, compu-
table and general equilibrium models as well as analytical industrial organisation models of economic incentives. the project will deliver 
different modeling frameworks, scenario analyses, a wide variety of policy analyses and ultimately an assessment of the potential of a more 
circular economy model for belgium. 

the iecomat project brings together a multidisciplinary team of experienced scientists from material and environmental engineering, en-
vironmental economics, industrial organisation and stakeholder consultation practice. this multidisciplinary team from a leading flemish 
research institute on sustainable material management (vito) and two research universities (KU leuven and Uclouvain) interact intensively. 
this leads to an interdisciplinary analysis of key scenarios for the belgian economy. some specific areas of expertise are subcontracted to 
national and international specialists in their domain. in all approaches, three fundamental perspectives are included: physical material 
flows, environmental effects and socio-economic impacts, and business incentives. therefore, the iecomat project is about integrated as-
sessment models for the transition towards a circular economy. in order to strengthen a transdisciplinary dimension, the input of policy 
makers, practitioners and business stakeholders is actively sought.

Johan eyckmans and sandra rousseau (KU leuven) are the promoters of this project coordinated at core by Paul belleflamme and thierry 
bréchet (core, Uclouvain). thuc huan ha (core, Uclouvain) works under the scope of this project.

 > Impact of Green/Blue Spaces on Specific Morbidity and Cause-Specific Mortality in Belgium (GRESP-HEALTH)

living in green/blue areas is associated with better health. this may be due to low air and/or noise pollution, opportunities for physical 
activity, facilitation of social contacts, and promotion of recovery from fatigue and stress. Yet, socio-economic (se) factors also explain 
inequalities in health and access to green/blue spaces. the gresP-health project evaluates the associations between living in/close to 
a green/blue area on morbidity and mortality in belgium. it assesses all-cause and cause-specific mortality, specific morbidities and per-
ceived health, considering environmental pollutants and se factors.

the project includes individuals registered in the belgian censuses of 1991 and/or 2001. three levels of observation are studied: individual, 
statistical sector (ss) and group of ss, following individual and ecological designs. mortality information is based on the national mortality 
database (a linkage between cause-specific mortality (2001-2010), perceived health (2001 census) and se factors (1991 and 2001 censuses)). 
morbidity information (2004-2012) is derived from the ima (intermutualistisch agentschap) database, which contains reimbursement data of 
prescriptions. for green/blue spaces, the surface, shape, accessibility and type are calculated for each ss. residential area-specific exposure 
to air pollutants is obtained from satellite images. traffic noise databases are used whenever possible. We will consider se factors such as 
material deprivation, education, and occupation. the analyses will be conducted separately in different age specific populations and types 
of area (urban, sub-urban, rural). We will use multilevel models for clustered data within geographical areas. interactions of green/blue 
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spaces with air pollution and se factors will be evaluated and stratified analyses in areas with similar se and environmental characteristics 
will be performed. moreover, specific population groups (gender, employment status) will be considered. the gresP-health project will 
improve the scientific knowledge about the hitherto uncertain associations between living close to green/blue spaces and health. 

benoît nemery (KU leuven) is the coordinator of this project.  the other promoters are isabelle thomas (core, Uclouvain), tim nawrot 
(Universiteit hasselt), catherine bouland (Université libre de bruxelles), Patrick deboosere (vrije Universiteit brussels) and an van  
nieuwenhuyse (institut de santé Publique, bruxelles). sonia trabelsi (core, Uclouvain) works under the scope of this project.

 > Measuring EQuivalent INcomes: The Implementation of Individual Well-being Measures from Belgian Data (MEQIN)

this project is dedicated to the production, the analysis and the diffusion of a socio-economic database of belgian households; the  
database is constructed in such a way that individual well-being levels can be measured according to several concepts of well-being, 
with a particular focus on equivalent income.

béa cantillon (Universiteit antwerpen), bram de rock (Université libre de bruxelles), françois maniquet (core, Uclouvain) and erik  
schokkaert (core and KU leuven) are the promoters of this project. eve ramaekers (core, Uclouvain) works under the scope of this project.

 > Nature impact on Mental health Distribution (NAMED)

named aims: (1) to develop indicators for the characterization of the built/non-built environment in function of the size, shape, fragmenta-
tion, accessibility of built/non-built environment and considering air and noise pollution (quantitative approach); (2) to investigate the rela-
tionships between mental health and the built/non-built environment, taking into account demographic, socioeconomic factors and lifestyle 
(quantitative approach); (3) to explore the role of potential intermediary variables (quantitative approach); (4) to formulate hypotheses and 
knowledge gaps that are to be explored further (quantitative approach); (5) to triangulate results, answer knowledge gaps from quantitative 
analyses through multiple case studies exploring citizens’ perceptions, preferences regarding their living environment in relation to mental 
health (qualitative approach); (6) to investigate citizens’ awareness and opportunities for improvement (qualitative approach); (7) to propose 
new questions and/or alternative data collection methods for improvement of future his (qualitative & quantitative approaches); and (8) to 
formulate integrated urban, nature and health management and policy recommendations (qualitative & quantitative approaches).

hans Keune (Universiteit antwerpen) is the coordinator of this project the other promoteurs are hilde bastiaens and roy remmen (Universiteit  
antwerpen), tim nawrot (Universiteit hasselt), isabelle thomas (core, Uclouvain) and an van nieuwenhuyse (institut de santé Publique, 
bruxelles). 

Fonds de la Recherche scientifique (FnRs)
aspiRant

 > Uncertainty, Monetary Policy and Market Fragmentation

this project is aiming to account explicitly for mixed-frequency in term structure modelling. this research project originates from the ob-
servation that most of the macro-finance literature try to assess the link between financial markets and the real economy by aligning (high 
frequency) market data with (low-frequency) macro data. this alignment of high-frequency data to a lower frequency involves a misrepre-
sentation of the co-dynamics between these variables and can lead to spurious inference. the project is aiming to account explicitly for 
the mixed-frequency setting inherent to macro-finance models and see whether we can revisit the recent results in the literature about the 
spanning of macroeconomic information by the yield curve of interest rates.

leonardo iania is the promoter of this project. Jean-charles Wijnandts (core, Uclouvain) works on this project.

FREsh pROJECts

 > Evaluating the Effectiveness of Price-based Policies in Reducing Unhealthy Food demand under Models of   
     "Non-standard" Consumption Behaviour

the subject of this research is to address the obesity issue in the context of a public health and market efficiency perspectives. the main 
objective of the research is  to test empirically whether consumer behavior (and response to price changes) are consistent with the ratio-
nal model of consumer choice. different deviations from the rational model will be tested such as the attention bias, the present bias and 
the projection bias.  this empirical testing will be carried out based on scanning data from a supermarket in belgium. the demand system 
will be estimated separately for two different categories of junk food: salty snacks and sweet sugar beverages. the expected output is the  
estimation of own price and cross price elasticities and income elasticities of the demand for healthy and non-healthy food. the  
estimation will also provide the empirical distribution of addicted and inattentive consumers.

Jean hindriks (core, Uclouvain) is the promoter of this project. valerio serse  (core, Uclouvain) works under the scope of the project. 
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 > High Dimensional Econometrics

high dimensional models arise today in a lot of economic studies. in a linear regression model, for instance, it corresponds to the situation 
where the number of covariates is large, i.e. close or larger than the sample size. in a multivariate time series setting, high dimensionality  
refers to the high number of time series that are studied jointly. due to the ease of data collection today, the empirical researcher faces 
such large data sets more frequently. high dimensionality also appears in linear models when the covariate is not a random variable but 
a random function. examples are given by the spot electricity prices that are observed continuously over time, or fertility curves used in 
development economics to measure the density of birth rate over mother’s age.

the wide availability of large data sets has increased the hope to address empirically major substantive questions. in the two cited exa-
mples, they are, for instance, the impact of electricity spot prices on future contracts or the impact of the shift in fertility curve on econo-
mic growth. however, these new promising directions of research are also hampered by several major methodological obstacles. classical 
methods of modeling and inference (e.g. estimation by gls) are not robust to a large increase in the dimension of the econometric model. 
the goal of the present research program is to address a number of those methodological obstacles with a view to provide workable and 
theoretically justified econometric methods and efficient inferential tools. in particular, the program is organized around three interlocking 
aspects: the failure of stationarity in time series collection, the modelling of large dimensional covariance matrices and the endogeneity of 
covariates in high dimensional regression.

sébastien van bellegem (core, Uclouvain) is the promoter of this project. 

 > Three-dimensional Urban Morphodynamics

this project aims at studying the socio-economic determinants of urban built-up morphology. scientific contribution lies in the introduction 
of buildings verticality in a dynamic setting using different modelling tools such as microeconomics, stochastic methods and agent-based 
simulations.

dominique Peeters and isabelle thomas (core, Uclouvain) are the promoters of this project. Justin delloye (core, Uclouvain) works under 
the scope of the project.

FRia pROJECts

 > Control and Optimization of Networked Systems with Poorly Understood Couplings 

the deployment of wind turbines has experienced a dramatic increase over the recent years, and wind power is expected to represent a 
significant part of electricity production in the future. for practical and economical reasons, it is often advantageous to deploy several wind 
turbines in the same location, on a “wind farm”. certain of these farms contain up to 100 turbines.

the complex couplings and interactions between turbines on these farms create new challenges in control and optimization (and indeed 
in fluid dynamics). in order to produce electricity, a turbine takes energy from the wind, which may decrease the strength of the wind  
arriving at some of the other turbines and create complex perturbations and turbulences. in this context, nothing guarantees that selfish  
maximization of the production of each turbine is globally optimal, and indeed current simulation results show that it is not. similar problems 
arise when one is trying to stabilize the production of the wind farm under varying conditions in order to avoid sharp variations on the electri-
city network. Understanding exactly how to control or optimize the production of these farms is challenging as the coupling between the tur-
bines involves very complex fluid dynamics phenomena, the accurate simulation of which is already an important research subject on its own.  
in particular, it appears that an accurate simulation of the interferences taking place on a large farm will be beyond reach for long and would 
be extraordinarily costly from a computation point of view. on the other hand, a range of simplified models are available, but it is unclear 
how their (in)accuracy may affect the performances of the control laws relying on them. on the one hand, the control law should not be 
able to take all dynamical effects into account (wind speed is a very fast-varying input, and pitch actuators have a very limited speed), and 
on the other hand, the model should be accurate enough to allow the controller to be robust to its prediction faults. the research goal is to 
develop control and optimization methods for such networked systems with unknown or poorly understood coupling, which is thus directly 
related to wind farms.

this project is coordinated by Julien hendrickx (inma, Uclouvain) and françois glineur (core and inma, Uclouvain). adrien taylor (inma, 
Uclouvain) works under the scope of the project.

 > Development of a Tool for Planning and Optimizing Active Autonomous Electrical Distribution Grids 

this research project is intended to develop a tool for the planning of active low-voltage distribution networks. the active nature covers 
four aspects: the presence of distributed generation, the flexibility of the load, the storage capacities, and the active management of the 
grid thanks to an increased level of automation. furthermore, this study will focus on the case of autonomous networks in a context of 
rural electrification for developing countries. those autonomous grids are self-sufficient in terms of production capability and may have the 
possibility to be connected to a higher voltage level.
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the development of the planning tool will occur in two steps. first, it is necessary to model the load, the distributed generation, the storage 
and the grid with appropriate models. in particular, a fraction of the load and the dispersed generation based on renewables have a sto-
chastic nature. Probabilistic provisional models need to be used at this level. then, multi-objective optimization must be carried out based 
on a set of predefined technico-economic criteria and constraints such as the reliability of the supply, the minimization of the losses in the 
lines or the optimal location of storage elements. the integration of a set of models for the aspects above and an optimization tool, along 
with a process of decision support, should lead to a flexible and built-in tool. this tool will work by making a comparison with the traditional 
planning methods and will be tested on real study-cases in order to make the necessary adjustments.

this  project is coordinated by emmanuel de Jaeger (ePl, Uclouvain) and françois glineur (core and inma, Uclouvain). benoît martin  
(icteam, Uclouvain) works under the scope of the project.

pDR pROJECts

 > Optimal Fertility, Health and Education in Market Economics

the proposed research aims at identifying policies that allow improving the steady state efficiency and welfare upon the laissez-faire 
market outcome. this is achieved by exploiting the externalities existing between households’ decisions on savings, fertility, health, 
and education on their own incomes at the aggregate level. such externalities are disregarded by households at the market equilibrium 
under laissez-faire, which creates room for improvement through policy intervention.

Julio davila (core, Uclouvain) is the promoter of this project. Jonathan r. hughes (core, Uclouvain) works on this project.

 > Social Preferences and the Persistence of Poverty

this project is aiming to theoretically and empirically explore how the social components of preferences such as identity, social norms and 
social categories, may help explain the persistence of poverty and social exclusion in rich societies.

françois maniquet (core, Uclouvain) is the promoter of this project. marion collewet (core, Uclouvain) works under the scope of this project.

CDR pROJECts

 > Information and (Dis)integration of Financial Markets

We analyze two aspects related to information extraction and market functioning, namely the extraction of market expectations in the 
bond market and the interdependence between the bond and stock markets. by extracting market expectations from the bond markets 
and identifying the transmission of shocks from the bond to the equity markets, we aim to better understand the dynamics of financial 
contagion which is likely to hit the real economy again in the coming years.

leonardo iania (core, Uclouvain) is the promoter of this project. 

 > Optimizing over Unrooted Binary Tree

huffman coding is a classical example of optimal prefix coding in lossless data compression. it is possible to prove that, for a finite al-
phabet, the space of all binary huffman codes defines a particular type of (majorization) lattice, ordered by the imbalance of the code 
trees. on such  lattice, the weighted path-length of a tree (i.e., the objective function for huffman coding) is convex and monotone, hence 
huffman coding can be performed in polynomial time. this property is however lost in some general versions of huffman coding which 
are very useful to perform data compression and encryption simultaneously. Which combinatorial reasons are at the core of this fact 
and which computational insights can we derive from them? this research project aims to address both questions as comprehensively 
as possible and to derive new optimization algorithms for that may turn out of use in practice.

danieale catanzaro (core, Uclouvain) is the promoter of this project. 

 > Uncertainty and Monetary Policy

this project will study how uncertainty and market fragmentation can impact the transmission of monetary policy to real activity and 
financial markets. We will be interested in uncertainty surrounding both economic conditions and the conduct of monetary policy itself. 
  
leonardo iania (core, Uclouvain) is the promoter of this project.
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Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles (ARC Projects)
 > Mining and Optimization of Big Data Models

computational science has entered the era of big data, fueled by unparalleled amounts of data coming from high-throughput technologies 
and electronic records collected by various sensors and communication devices. this trend is particularly visible in communication and 
social networks, where a growing number of individuals are more and more frequently connected to the Web and carry mobile sensors such 
as smart phones. this allows the gathering of data on human and social interactions at a very large scale. the efficient exploitation of that 
data raises important engineering, ethical and legal questions, but also demands the development of efficient computational methods.

this project aims at developing a theoretical, principled framework on which to build efficient algorithms tailored for the mining and opti-
mization of big data models, i.e., for the extraction of high-level information and the subsequent identification of optimal decisions. appli-
cations to a broad range of social, economic, health and urban problems are expected.

françois glineur (core and inma, Uclouvain) is the promoter of this project. Pierre-antoine absil (inma, Uclouvain), vincent blondel 
(inma, Uclouvain), Jean-charles delvenne (core and inma, Uclouvain), renaud lambiotte (Unamur) and Yurii nesterov (core and inma, 
Uclouvain) are other coordinators of the project. 

 > Social and Economic Network Formation under Limited Farsightedness: Theory and Applications

the global objective of the research project is to deepen our understanding of social and economic networks by bridging the gap between 
two approaches to network economics: the social networks approach and the industrial organization (io) approach. the research activities 
will be articulated around the following three axes: 

 > limited farsightedness in network formation;
 > networks in the knowledge economy;
 > group symbols and conventions in networks. 

ana mauleon and Wouter vergote (Université saint-louis, bruxelles and core, Uclouvain) are the promoters of this project.

 > Stochastic Modelling of Dependence: Systems under Stress

the project concerns fundamental research on statistical and econometric models for dependence. the aim of the project is to construct 
new ways of measuring and modelling risks in systems with intricate dependence structures. Particular attention is to be paid to such 
systems upon the arrival of shocks, after structural breaks or when comovements between risk factors are higher than usual.

Johan segers (isba, Uclouvain) is the promoter of this project. other coordinators are luc bauwens (core, Uclouvain), michel  
denuit (isba, Uclouvain), christian hafner (isba, Uclouvain), sébastien van bellegem (core, Uclouvain) and rainer von sachs (isba,  
Uclouvain). dimitra Kyriakopoulou (core, Uclouvain), emanuela Puscas (isba, Uclouvain) and michal Warchol (isba, Uclouvain) work 
under the scope of this project.

Région Bruxelloise (InnoVIRIs Projects)
 > A New Look on the Inter-Relationships Within the Metropolitan Area of Brussels

the brU-net project aims at taking a new look at interactions within the brussels metropolitan area. our objective is to understand how people 
interact, work, move and entertain themselves within their living environments. We seek to develop new methodologies based on existing ones 
to allow a specific and objective understanding of the social, economic and morphologic organisation of the brussels metropolitan area. 

isabelle thomas (core, Uclouvain) and Jean-charles delvenne (icteam, Uclouvain) coordinate this project. arnaud adam, adelyne decuyper 
and olivier finance (core, Uclouvain) work under the scope of the project.

 > Express Shipment Service Network Design: Challenges, Advances and Robustness

express carriers face huge network coordination and planning challenges, in a growing and competitive express delivery industry. these 
challenges call for advanced operations research and optimization methodologies. our project aims at further exploring and developing 
the express shipment network design problem, i.e. how to best plan and schedule flights, decide on the fleet investment and allocation and 
locate hubs under strong timing and capacity constraints, and at proposing robust optimization methodologies for the problem. this project 
is done in collaboration with fedex express emea.

Jean-sébastien tancrez (core and lsm, Uclouvain) coordinates this project. José miguel Quesada Pérez (lsm, Uclouvain) works under the 
scope of this project.
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Private projects
 > Color Power

although a substantial amount of demand response resides in the residential sector, the mobilization of residential demand response has 
fallen short of expectations. the participation of residential flexibility in wholesale electricity markets can have a disruptive impact on the 
industry. inspired by our collaboration with mit start-up Zome, we analyze the long-run impact of residential demand response on the pro-
fitability of various technologies through long-run equilibrium models of electricity markets.

this project is financed by electrabel and coordinated by Philippe chevalier and anthony Papavasiliou (core, Uclouvain). Yuting mou 
(core, Uclouvain) works under the scope of this project.

 > Coordinated Scheduling of Transmission and Distribution in Electric Power Systems

the proliferation of distributed renewable resources at the distribution level, coupled with the presence of significant amounts of load flexi-
bility in the residential and commercial sector, implies that a substantial amount of intelligence will have to be integrated at the distribution 
level of electric power systems. moreover, the distribution system operator will need to assume a more active role in the operation of electric 
power systems and electricity markets, and its interaction with the transmission system operator will need to be clarified. the goal of this 
research is to model schemes for coordinating tso-dso interaction, and to develop scalable optimization algorithms for coordinating the 
optimal dispatch of transmission and distribution level resources which can deal with the large scale of the problem and the non-linear 
representation of power flow at the distribution level.

this project is sponsored by engie and coordinated by anthony Papavasiliou (core, Uclouvain). ilyes mezghani (core, Uclouvain) works 
under the scope of the project.

 > Energetic Transition

this project aims at shaping potential energy perspectives in Wallonia in the long run. the methodology is interdisciplinary, qualitative and 
quantitative. the objective is to scrutinize the impacts of such energy transitions on society.

this project is financed by electrabel in collaboration with the bureau fédéral du Plan, l’institut de conseil et d’etudes en développement 
durable (icedd), l’institut pour un développement durable (idd) and the lentic (Université de liège). thierry bréchet (core, Uclouvain), is 
partner of this project.

 > Modeling Flexibility at Sub-Hourly Time Scales 

the large-scale integration of renewable energy sources is creating increasing needs for flexibility. the optimal dispatch of conventional 
resources at a sub-hourly time scale in order to prevent binding ramping constraints is increasing the challenges of short-term opera-
tions. this project aims at developing optimization models and algorithms that can support the optimal utilization of generator flexibility 
in short-term operations.

this project is financed by electrabel and coordinated by anthony Papavasiliou (core, Uclouvain).

 > Study on the Remuneration of Capacity in Conditions of Scarcity

triggered by the resource adequacy problem that occurred in belgium in 2014 due to the unplanned outage of nuclear capacity in the 
country, this project aims at analyzing the impact of operating reserve demand curves on energy and reserve prices in belgium, as well 
as the implications for investment in generation capacity in belgium. 

the Belgian electricity and Gas Regulatory Commission (creg) awarded this research grant to Professors anthony Papavasiliou, Yves smeers 
and mathieu van vyve (core, Uclouvain).

 > Using Analytics and Optimization to Enable Africa to Leapfrog to Energy

 africa has recently set ambitious renewable energy integration targets, best exemplified through the adoption of the african renewable 
energy initiative (arei) as well as by the large number of renewable infrastructure projects that are underway. the goals of this project are :

 > to develop tools for optimizing the use of electricity in existing electric power systems, in particular optimally managing utility-scale  
storage in a system dominated by solar production;

 > to develop tools for planning for future renewable systems, in particular randomized algorithms for obtaining optimal transmission 
expansion plans subject to net load and component outage uncertainty with probabilistic guarantees of optimality;

 > operating future distributed energy systems which rely less on centralized fossil fuel resources and more on decentralized renewable 
resources.
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this project is sponsored by the Fonds de Recherche Pierre et Colette Bauchau and coordinated by anthony Papavasiliou (core,  
Uclouvain).

 > Lhoist Berghmans Chair in Environmental Economics and Management

it is a recognized fact that environmental issues are omnipresent in business today. this concern for the environment is quite rightly inter-
preted as the expression of collective aspirations for better quality of life. the chair lhoist berghmans forms part of this framework and aims 
to underpin research likely to improve knowledge from three points of view:

 > evaluation of costs for an industry applying alternative technologies;
 > evaluation of benefits for a community applying these technologies;
 > evaluation of the global impact of industrial activities on the environment and on the improvement of living conditions through the use 

of their products.

an interdisciplinary approach to these problems is needed in order to integrate the environmental, economic, technological and institutio-
nal factors into a coherent process and to quantify the effects of new environmental policy  instruments on the competitiveness of indus-
tries and countries and on the overall wealth of these countries.  improving decision-making tools, both on an enterprise and community 
scale, is the main theme of this research.  in addition to the research, the chair is responsible for the following courses:

 > a course on "environment and global economy" mainly aimed at students of economics;
 > a course on "environment and enterprise" mainly for civil engineering and management studies;
 > a seminar on "management of environmental issues".

these courses aim to provide undergraduates with rigorous training in economic theory of the environment, as well as interdisciplinary and 
open training on economic policy issues.

Paul belleflamme and thierry bréchet (core, Uclouvain) coordinate this project sponsored by Lhoist Berghmans, belgium.

Public projects
 > PRESupply Research Project

this project proposes to facilitate access to advanced data analytics to sme’s for supply chain management and optimization via the develop-
ment of a flexible and modular platform. the Presupply platform aims to increase the value of decisions that affects several parts of the supply 
chain using an integrated and predictive approach.

Philippe chevalier and isabelle thomas (core, Uclouvain) are the promoters of this project financed by Logistics in Wallonia (Walloon 
competitiveness cluster dedicated to transport, logistics and mobility). n-side is partner of this project.  

dagmara Wreszinska works under the scope of the project.
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STATISTIcS

Year
Discussion 

Papers
Books Reprints thesis

seminars
Conferences Contractseconomics operations 

research
econometrics

1966-1976 320 6 244 25 275 156 196 40

1976-1986 472 14 449 25 485 247 212 23 57

1986-1996 621 49 518 56 846 256 267 45 138

1996-2006 817 42 657 65 920 229 217 50 143

2006-2016 757 44 941 70 714 274 286 93 316

2016-2017 43 4 94 4 49 16 20 10 43

total 3030 159 2903 245 3289 1178 1198 221 737

for the first 50 years of core, statistics are collected by 10 years. as of 2016-2017, they are presented annually. 

all details can be found on the core webpage (https://uclouvain.be/en/research-institutes/immaq/core)
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